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Sec. 334.40 New River, N.C., and vicinity; Marine Corps firing ranges.

(,a) Atlantic Ocean east of New River Inlet. watersThe of the
Atlantic Ocean within sector bounded on the nth by a line .bearing
105 deg. from latituder34 deg.37’25", longitude77 de,IQ’5":on the

east and south, by th arc of a circle having radius of 23,000 yards
centered at latitude 34 deg.3’15" longtude’77 deg.16’!0"; on the west

by a line bearing 205, deg. from latitude34 deg.32’37", longitude

f-77 deg.18’34", and on the northwest by the shore.
Note: All bearings in this section are referred to true meridian.
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(M) New River. The firing ranges include all waters to the high
waterline within eight sections described as follows:

(1) Trap Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by a line running from
Cedar Point 280 deg. to New River Light 70, thence 254 deg. to Hatch
Point; and on the northwest by aline running from Wilkins Bluff
232 deg. to Hall Point.

(2) Courthouse Bay Sector. Bounded on the southeast by he northwest
boundary of the Traps Bay Sector and on the west by Sneads Ferry Bridge.

(3) Stone Bay Sector. Bounded on the east by Sneads Ferry Bridge and
on the north by a line running from a point on the east side of New
River opposite the head of Sneads Creek 291 deg.30’ to the south side of
the mouth of Stone Creek.

(4# Stone Creek Sector. The northwest portion of Stone Bay, bounded
on the south by the north boundary of the Stone Bay Sector; and on the
east by longitude 77 deg.26’.

(5) Grey Point Sector. Bounded on the south by the north boundary of
the Stone Bay Sector; on the west by the east boundary of the Stone
Creek Sector; and on the northeast by a line running from Town Point
113 deg. to the south side of the mouth of French Creek.

(6) Farnell Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by the northeast
boundary of the Grey Point Sector, including French Creek up to

longitude 77 deg.20’; and on the north by a line running from Hadnot
Point 285 deg.30’ to Holmes Point.

(7) Morgan Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by the north boundary of
the Farnell Bay Sector, including Wallace Creek up to longitude
77 deg.22’; and on the northwest by a line running from Paradise Point
243 deg.30’ to Ragged Point.

(8) Jacksonville Sector. Bounded on the southeast by the northwest
boundary of the Morgan Bay Sector, including Southwest Creek up to the

point where it narrows to 200 feeu in width, and Northeast Creek up to
longitude 77 deg.23’30"; and on the north by an east-west line passing
through New River Day Beacon 41.





(c).The regulations. (1) No person shall enter or remain in the
water in any closed section after notice of firing therein has been
given. Sailing vessels and any watercraft having a speed of less than 5
knots shallkeep clear of any closed sector at all times after notice of
firing therein has been given. Vessels propelled by mechanical power at
a speed greater than 5 knots may enter the sectors without restriction
except when the firing signals are being displayed. When these signals
are displayed, vessels shall clear the closed sectors immediately and no
vessels shall enter such sectors until the signals indicate that firing
has ceased.

(2) Firing wiil take place both day and night at irregular periods
throughout the year. Insofar as training requirements will permit,
underwater exlosions will be restricted in the Atlantic Ocean sector
(described in paragraph (a) of this section) during the periods May 1
and June 5, inclusive, and November 22 to December 15, inclusive.

(3) Two days in advance of the day when firing in any sector except
the Stone Creek sector is scheduled to begin, the enforcing agency will
warn the public of the contemplated firing, stating the sector or
sectors to be closed, through the public press and the U.S. Coast Guard
and, in the case of the Atlantic Ocean sector, the Cape Fear Pilots
Association at Southport, and the Pilots Association at Moorehead City,
North Carolina. The Stone Creek sector may be closed without advance
notice.

(4) Towers at least 50 feet in height will be erected near the shore
at the northeast and southwest limits of the Atlantic Ocean sector, and
towers at least 25 feet in height will be erected near the easterly
shore at the upper and lower limits of each New River sector. On days
when firing is to take place a red flag will be displayed on each of the
towers marking the sector or sectors to be closed. These flags will be
displayed by 8:00 a.m., a..d will be removed when firing ceases for the
day. Suitable range markers will be erected indicating the bearings of
the north and west limits of the Atlantic Ocean sector.

(5) During the night firing, red lights will be displayed on the
towers; and, in the case of the Atlantic Ocean sector, searchlights will
be employed as barrier lights to enable safety observers to detect
vessels which may attempt to enter the danger zone.
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_( Target and bombing area in Atlantic Ocean in vicinity of Bear
Inlet. () The water within an ar described as follows: Beginning at

latitude"3 deg.37’32", longitude7 deg.12’0’; thence to latitude

4 deg.36’5’longitude77 deg.ll’25"; thence to latitude

34 deg.37’44", longitud.7 deglO’35"; thence to 34 deg.32’27"
o ,giq&e 77 deg.06’30" thence to latitude4 eg.28’55", longitude
77 dI15’05 thence to latitude 34 deg.34’5 longitude
77 deg.15 10 thence to the point of beginning.

ongitde

eg. 5
(21 The lations Vessels may proceed along established waterways

except during military training periods. Warning of military training
periods will be given through Notices to Mariners and by displaying one
hour prior to commencement a red danger streamer during daylight hours
or a red light at night, from a flag pole 40 feet in height located at
the U.S. Coast Guard Life Boat Station, Bogue Inlet, Swansboro, North
Carolina, and from observation tower 40 feet in height located at he
northern end of Onslow (Hurst) Beach. Prior to bombing and firing
operations, the area will be searched by plane. Watercraft in the area
will be warned by aircraft ’’buzzing’’ of the impending target practice.





Upon being so warned, ali persons and vessels shall leave the area as

Lquickly as possible by the most direct route.
(e) Inland waters in the Browns Inlet area between Bear Creek and

Onslow Beach Bridge over the Atlantic Intracastal Waterway--(1) The
area. Navigable waters between Bear Creek and Onslow Beach Bridge to
include all inlets, streams, bays, and water therein contained, bounded
on the north by Bear Creek, on the east and south by the Atlantic Ocean,

to the meridian 77 deg.16’26-hence by this meridian to latitude

4 deg.34’31"; and thence by a line bearing 44 deg. from this point
until the line intersects Bear Creek.

(2} The regulations. (i) No person shall enter or remain in the
waters of this area due the possibility of unexploded projectiles.

(ii) Vessels may proceed through the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway
in the area without stopping except in cases of extreme emergencies.

(iii) All navigable waters in the area between the south bank of
Bear Creek and the north bank of the north connecting channel between
the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway and Browns Inlet shall be closed to
navigation at all times. There are highly sensitive unexloded
projectiles within the limits of this area.

(iv) Vessels may proceed through the north connecting channel and
the south connecting channel (Banks Channel) in the area between the
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway and Browns Inlet to the Atlantic Ocean
without stopping during periods of nonmilitary use. Caution should be
used when proceeding through these waters due to the presence of
unexploded projectiles lying in this area.

(v) Navigable waters in the area between the south connecting
channel (Banks Channel) leading to Browns Inlet and Onslow Beach Bridge
on both sides of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway are open to
unrestricted navigation dung periods of nonmilitary use. An unknown
element of risk exists in this area due to the possible presence of
unexploded projectiles.

(vi) Warning of impending military use of the area will be contained
in weekly Notice to Mariners.

(vii) Vessels having specific authority from the Commanding General,
Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, may enter the area.

(f) Enforcing agency..The regulations of this section shall be
enforced by the Commanding General, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune,
NorthCarolina, or his authorized representatives.

[26 FR 9673, Oct. 13, 1961, as amended at 48 FR 41160, Sept. 14, 1983.
Redesignated at 50 FR 42696, Oct. 22, 1985, as amended at 62 FR 17553,
Apr. 10, 1997]
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Sec. 334.450 Cape Fear River and tributaries at Sunny Point Army Terminal,
Brunswick County, N.C.; restricted area.

(a) The area. That portion of Cape Fear River due west of the main
ship channel extending from U.S. Coast Guard buoy No. 31A at the north
approach channel to Sunny Point Army Terminal to U.S. Coast Guard buoy
No. 23A at the south approach channel to Sunny Point Army Terminal and
all waters of its tributaries therein.

(b) Except in cases of extreme emergency, all persons or vessels of
any size
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or rafts other than those authorized by the Connander, Sunny Point Army
Terminal, are prohibited from entering this area without prior
permission of the enforcing agency.

(c) The regulations ihis section shall be enforced by the
Commander, Sunny Point Army Terminal, Southport, North Carolina, and
such agencies as he may designate.

[22 FR 9432, Nov. 26, 1957. Redesignated at 50 FR 42696, Oct. 22, 1985,
as amended a 62 FR 17553, Apr. 10, 1997]
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Sec. 334.440 New River, N.C., and vicinity: Marine Corps firing ranges.

{a) Atlamtlc oean east of New River Inlet. The waters of the
Atlantic ocean within a sector bounded on the north by a line bearing
105[deg from latitude 34[deg]3725 ,,,
longitude 77[deg]10’35’’; on the east and south by the
ar cf a circle having a radius of 25,000 yards centered at latitude
34[dog]34’15’’, longitude
77[deg]16’10’’; on the west by a llne bearing
205[deg] from latitude 34[deg]32’37’’,
longktude 77[deg]le’34’’, and on the northwest by the
shore.

Note: All bearings in this section are referred to true meridian.
(b} New River. The firing ranges include all waters to the high

waterline within eight sections described as follows:
(I) Trap Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by a line running from

Cedar Point 280[deg] to New River Light 70, thence
254[deg] to Hatch Point; ad on the northwest by a llne running
from Wilkins Bluff 232[deg] to Hall Point.

(2) Courthouse Bay Sector. Bounded on the southeast by the northwest
boundary of the Traps Bay Sector and on the west by Sneads Ferry Bridge.

(3) Stone Bay Sector. Bounded on the east by Sneads Ferry Bridge and
on the north by a line Euning from a point on the east side of New
River opposite the head of Sneads creek 291[deg]30’ to the
south side of the mmuth of Stone creek.

(4) Stone Creek Sector. The northwest portion of Stone Bay, bounded
on the south by the north boundary of the
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Stone Bay Sector; and on the east by lonitude ?7[dog]26’.
|5) Grey Point Sector. Bounded on the south by the north bo%Indary of

the Sone Bay Sector; on the west by the east boundary of the Stone
Creek sector; and on the northeast by a line running from ToW Point
113[deg] to the south side of the mouth of French Czeek.

(6) Farnell Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by the northeast
boundary of the Grey Point Sector, including French Creek up to
longitude 77[deg]20’; and n the north by a llne running
fom Hadnot Point 295[deg]30’ to Holaes Point.

(7) Morgan Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by the north boundary of
the Farnell Bay Sector, including Wallace Creek 11p to longitude
77[de]22’; and on the northwest by a llne running from
Paradise Point 243[deg]30’ to Ragged Point.

(8) Jacksonville Sector. Bounded on the southeast by the northwest
oundary of the Morgan Bay sector, including Southwest Creek up to the
point where it nazrowm to 00 feet in width, and Northeast Creek up to
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longitude 77[deg]23’30’’; and on the north by an east-
west llne passing through New River Day Beacon 41.

(c) The regulations. (i) No person shall enter or remain in the
water in any closed section after notice of fizlng therein has been
given, saillng vessels and any watercraft having a speed of less than 5
Enots shall keep clear of any close sector at all times after motlce of
firing therein has been given. Vessels propelled by mechanlcal power at
a speed greateI than 5 knots may enter the sectors without restriction
except when the firing slals are being displayed. When these signals
are displayed, vessels shall clear the closed sectors immediately and no
vessels shall enter such sectors thrill the signals indicate that firing
has ceased.

{2) Firing will take place both ay and night a irregular periods
throughout the year. Insofar as training requirements will permit,
underwater explosions will he restricted in the Atlantic Ocean sector
(described in paragraph (a) of this section) during the periods May 1
and June 5, inclusive, and November 22 to December 15, inclusive.

(3} Two days in advance cf the day when firing in any sector except
the Stone creek sector is scheduled to begin, the enforcing agency will
warn the public of the contemplated firing, stating the sector or
sectors to be closed, through the public press and the U.S. coast Guard
and, in the case of the Atlantic Ocean sector, the Cape Fear Pilots
Rsociation at Southport, and the Pilots Association at Moorehead city,
North Carolina. The Stone Creek sector may be closed without advance
notice.

{4} Towers at least 50 feet in height will be erected near the shore
at the northeast and southwest limits oZ the Atlantic Ocean sector, and
towers at least 25 eet n height will be erected near the easterly
shore at the upper and lower limits cf each New RIver sector. On ays
when firing is to take place a red flag will be isplayed on each of the
towers marking the sector or sectors to be closed. These flags will be
idsplayed by 8:00 a.m., and will be removed when firing ceases for the
ay. Suitable ramgemarkers will be erected indicating the bearings of
the north and west limits of the Atlantic ocean sector.

(5) Dring the night firing, red lights will be displayed on the
towers; and, in the case of the Atlantic Ocean sector, searchlights will
be emIoye as arrier lights to enable safety observers to detect
vessels which may attempt to enter the daner zone.

(6) No person shall enter or raain within a a acre area surrounding
a waterborne refueling training operation, in ether the Grey Point
Sector, Farnell Bay Secto, or Morgan Bay Sector as described in
paragraph (h} of thl ertion, fr the duratio of the training
operation aster a notice to conduct a waterborne refueling training
operation has been published in the local notice to mariners and has
been broadcast ouer the Marine Band radio network. The 2 acre area
surrounding a waterborne refueling train/ng operation will he patrolled
and persons and vessels shall clear the area under patrol upon being
warned by the surface patrol craft.

|d) Target and bombing area in Atlantic Ocean in vicinity of Bear
Inlet. () The water thln an area described as follows: Beginning at
latitude 34[dag]37’32’’, longitude
77[deg]12’03’’; thence to latitude
34[deg]36’58’’, longitude
77[deg|11’25’’; thence to
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latitude 34[deg]37’44’’, longitude
77[deg]lO’35’’; thence to
34[deg]32’27’’, longitude
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77[deg]06"30’’; thence to latitude
longitude

77[deg]15’05
4[deg]34’50’’, longitude
77[deg]15’10’’; thence to the point of beginning.

2) The regulations. Vessels ay proceed along establiahed water,rays
except during lilltary training periods. Warning of military training
periods will be given through Noices to Mariners and by displaying one
hour prior to cncent a d danger street during daylight hours
or a red light at night, fr a flag pole 0 feet In height loat
the U.S. coast Guard Life Boat Station, Bogue Inlt, Swansboro, North
Carolina, and fr observation tour 40 feet in height located at the
northern d of Onslow (Hurst) Bea. Prior to boing and
operanlons, the ar will be searched by plane. Watercraft in the area
will he warned by alrraft "buzzing’’ of
the iending target practice. on being so warned, all persons and

route.
() Inland waters in the Brows Inlet azea between Bear creek an

Onslow Beach Bridge over th Alantic Intracoastal Wateay
e area- Navlle waters between ar Creek d slow Beach Brie to
eluae all inlets, strew, bas, a ater erein contained, bounded
on the north by Bea creek, o the eas and south by the Atlantic Ocean,
to the mrldian 77[dg]16’20’’; thence by this rian
to latitude 34[dg]34’31’; and ence by a llne bearing
44[deg] fr s pot til the llne intersects ar Creek.

(2} The relations. (i} No person hall enter or rin in the
atera of his area due nhe possibility of unexplodd projcti!es.

(ii) Vessels y pce through the Atlantlc Intracoastal aterway
in the area thout stopping except cases ofr rgencies.

(ii) i navigle trs in the area between the south bank ofBear Creek and the north hank of the north co--coting channel between
the Aantic Intracoastal Watezway ad Bro Inlet shall be closed to
navigation at all tes. There are highly seitie
projectiles wiin he lts of this area.

{iv} veeeels y proceed through the noah connecting channel and
e south oectlng chapel {B el) in e area bet the
Elanti Intracoastal Watery and Brows Iet to the Atlantic Ocean
without stopping during perloas of nolita use. Caution should be
us-d when proceeding through these waters due o the preeence of
expled pojectiles lying in s area.

(v) Navigle trs in the area eten the sou come,ring
channel (BkS Channl) leang to Brows Inl-t ana slow Beach Bridge
on both slde of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waeay are open to
estricted navigation ing peri 0 nolitary e.
elt of risk ests s area due o the possle presence of
unexploded projectiles.

(vl) Warning o ienaing litary use of he ara will be
in weekly Noti to riners.

(vii) Vessels havg specific authority frth cnn neral,
Marln Cos Base, C Lejeune, North Carolina, y ntr the area.

(f) Enforcing agency. Th regulations of this section shall be
enforced by th Cng eral, re Cos Base, c
Nor carola, or s authorized presatives.

[26 FR 9673, oct. 13, 1961, as amended at 48 FR 41160, Sept. 14, 1983.
Redeslgne.ed at 50 FR 42696, oct. 22, 1985, as amended at 62 R 17553,
Apr. 10, 1997; 65 FR 15"199, Mar. 21, 2001]
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Range Control

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542 IN REPLY REFER TO

lll02
RCTL
7 Jan 87

From:
To:

Assistant Chief of Staff, Training and Operations
Staff Judge Advocate

Subj: REQUEST FOR LEGAL ASSISTANCE TO PROMULGATE A NAVIGATION
REGULATION FOR THE ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY IN THE
VICINITY OF CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA

i. Current regulations, as published in Title 33, Code of Federal
Regulations, allow vessels to proceed along established waterways
"except during military traini ng perlods. A regulation that
would allow military personnel to detain any traffic on the Intra-
coastal Waterway for a period of time not to exceed one hour, is
requested. This would allow sufficient time to cease any firing
that would endanger any vessel proceeding on the waterway. Current
regulations do not specifically allow this detention, but it has
been practiced for many years.

2. This regulation would clarify the duration of any delay for a
vessel traveling the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway, and would grant
specific authority to detain traffic. The publication of this reg-
ulation would limit inconvenience or possible hazard to those ves-
sels using the waterway during periods of live fire.

J. A. SPEICHER





New River, N. C., and Vicinity; Marine Corps Firing Ranges.-’) Marine Corps firing ranges at Marine Corps Base Camp LeJeune,
orth Carolina involving waterways are grouped into four major

areas: (I) New River and its eight sectors, (2) Atlantic Ocean
in vicinity of Bear and Brown Inlet, (3) Atlantic Ocean east of
New River Inlet, and (4) Inland waters and the Atlantic Intracoastal
Waterway between Bear Creek and Cedar Point. The boundaries and
regulations for each area are described below. Note: All
bearings in this section are referred to true meridian.

(b) New River. The firing ranges include all water to the high
waterline within eight sections described as follows:

(1) Traps Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by a line running
from Cedar Point 286 to New River Light 70, thence 240 to Hatch
Point; and on the northwest by a line running from Wilklns Bluff
232 to Hall Point.

(2) Courthouse Bay Sector. Bounded on the southeast by the
northwest boundary of the Traps Bay Sector and on the west by SneadsFerry Bridge.

(3) Stone Bay Sector. Bounded on the east by Sneads Ferry
Bridge and on the north by a line running from a point on the east
side of New River opposite the head of Sneads Creek 287 30’ to the
south side of the mouth of Stone Creek.

(4) Stone Creek Sector. The northwest portion of Stone Bay,
oounded on the south by the north boundary of the Stone Bay Sector;
and on the east by longitude 77 26’.

(5) Grey Point Sector. Bounded on the south by the north
boundary of the Stone Bay Sector; on the west by the east boundary
of the Stone Creek Sector; and on the northeast by a llne running
from Town Point 128 to the south side of the mouth of Frenchs
Creek.

(6) Farnell Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by the northeast
boundary of the Grey Point Sector, including Frenchs Creek up to
longitude 77 19’20"; and on the north by a llne running from Hadnot
Point 285 30’ to Holmes Point.

(7) Morgan Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by the north
boundary of the Farnell Bay Sector, including Wallace Creek up to
longitude 77 22’; and on the northwest by a line running from
Paradise Point 220 to Ragged Point.

(8) Jacksonville Sector. Bounded on the southeast by the
northwest boundary of the Morgan Bay Sector, including Southwest
Creek up to the point where it narrows to 200 feet in width, and
Northeast Creek up to longitude 77 23’30"; and on the north by an
east-west line 100 meters south of New River Day Beacon 41.





(c) The regulations. (i) (i) Sailing vessels and any3atercraft having a Speed of less than 5 knots shall keep clear ofny closed sector at all times after notice of firing therein has
been given. Vessels propelled by mechanical power at a speed greater
than 5 knots may enter the sectors without restriction except when
the firing signals are being displayed.

(li) These firing signals will be red flags or streamers flown from
flagpoles located at latitude 34 34’10", longitude 77 21’06" or
latitude 34034,08 ’’ , logitude 77o21,26 ,, for Traps Bay Sector;
latitude 34 34’12", longitude 77 21’38" for Courthouse Bay Sector;latitude 34035,40 ’’ , longitude 7726’11 ’’ for Stone Bay Sector;
latitude 34 36’38", longitude 77 26’46" or latitude 3436’19 ,,,
longitude 77026,25 ’’ or latitude 34036’32 ’’ , longitude 77026’38 ’, forStone Creek Sector; latitude 34039’04 ’’ , longitude 77020’38 ’’ for Grey
Point Sector and/or latitude 34 39’54", longitude 77 21’24" for
Farnell Bay Sector; and latitude 34 43’00", longitude 77 24’57"and latitude 34 43’00", longitude 77 24’45" for Morgan
Bay/Jacksonville Sector.

When these signals are displayed, vessels shall clear the closed
sectors immediately and no vessels shall enter such sectors until
the signals indicate that firing has ceased.

(2) Firing will take place both day and night at irregular
periods throughout the year. When night firing is being done in anyector, flashing red lights will be illuminated at the applicableiagpoles described in the preceeding regulations, or on warning
signs that are erected in the New River.

(3) Two days in advance of the day when firing in any sector
except the Stone Creek sector is scheduled to begin, the enforcingagency will warn the public of the contemplated firing, stating the
sector or sectors to be closed, through the public press and the
Notices to Mariners. The Stone Creek sector may be closed without
advance notice.

(4) U. S. Navy safety boats will be positioned along the
approaches to the closed sector or sectors to ensure that traf-
fic does not inadvertently enter the Danger Area during military
use. Boaters can expect a one hour delay before resuming transit.

(d) Target and bombing area in the Atlantic Ocean in vicinity
of Bear Inlet (i) the water within an area described as follows:

Beginning at latitude 34 37’32", longitude 77 12’03"; thence to
latitude 34 36’58", longitude 7711’25,,; thence to latitude 3437’44",longitude 77 10’35"; thence to latitude 34 32’27", longi-
tude 77 06’30"; thence to latitude 34 28’55", longitude 7715’05"; thence to Onslow North Tower at latitude 34 34’50",
longitude 77 15’10"; thence to the point of the beginning.
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(2) The regulations. Vessels may proceed along established
waterways except during military training periods at which times the
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway is closed to commercial and
recreational use. Vessels can expect a delay of not more than one
hour due to military training. Warning of military training periods
will be given through Notices to Mariners and by displaying one hour
prior to commencement a red danger streamer during daylight hours or
a red light at night, from a flag pole 40 feet in height located at
the U.S. Coast Guard Life Boat Station, Bogue Inlet, Swansboro,
North Carolina; and from the observation tower 40 feet in height
located at the northern end of Onslow (Hurst) Beach (Onslow North
Tower). Prior to bombing and firing operations, the area will be
searched by plane. Watercraft in the area will be warned by
aircraft "buzzing" of the impending target practice. Watercraft
entering the area during live fire may also be warned by siren
devices located atop the observation towers. Upon being so warned,
vessels shall leave the area as quickly as possible by the most
direct route.

Additionally, U. S. Navy safety boats will be positioned in the
vicinity of Bear Creek and Onslow Beach Bridge on the Intracoastal
Waterway during periods of live fire to ensure that traffic does not
inadvertently enter the Danger Area during military use. In
addition to Notice to Mariners, the Navy safety boats monitor Marine
Band Radio, channel 16, and may be contacted for traffic advisory
(call sign "Navy Boat Crew"). Insofar as training requirements will
permit, underwater explosions will be restricted in the Atlantic
8cean sector during the periods May I and June 5, inclusive, and
November 22 to December 15, inclusive.

(e) Target and missile area in Atlantic Ocean in vicinity of New
River Inlet (I) The Atlantic Ocean east of New River Inlet within
an area described as follows: The waters of the Atlantic Ocean
within a sector bounded on the north by a line bearing 105Ofrom
latitude 34 37’25"longitude 77 I0’35"; on the east and south by
the arc of a circle having a radius of 25,000 yards centered at
latitude 34 34’15", longitude 77 16’10" and on the west by a line
bearing 198 from latitude 3431’55 ’’, longitude 7720’20 ’’ and on the
northwest by the shore.

(2) The regulations: Vessels may proceed along the established
waterways except during military training periods at which time the
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway is closed to commercial and
recreational use. Vessels can expect a delay of not more than one
hour due to military training. Warning of military training periods
will be given through Notices to Mariners and by displaying one hour
prior to commencement a red danger streamer during daylight hours or
a red light at night, from a flagpole 40 feet in height located at
the U. S. Coast Guard Life Boat Station, Bogue Inlet, Swansboro,
North Carolina; and from the observation tower 40 feet in height
located at the southern end of Onslow (Hurst) Beach (Onslow South
Tower). Prior to bombing and firing operations, the area will be
searched by plane. Watercraft in the area will be warned by
aircraft "buzzing" of the impending target practice. Watercraft
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Additionally, U..S. Navy safety boats will be positioned at the NE
and SW limits on the Intracoastal Waterway during periods of llvefire to ensure that traffic does not inadvertently enter the DangerArea during military use. In addition to Notice to Mariners, theNavy safety boats monitor Marine Band Radio, channel 16, and may be
contacted for traffic advisory (call sign "Navy Boat Crew").

(ii) All navigable waters in the area between the south bank ofBear Creek and north bank of the north connecting channel between
the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway and Browns Inlet shall be closedto navigation at all times. There are highly sensitive, unexploded
projectiles within the limits of this area.

(iii) Vessels may proceed through the north connecting channel
and the south connecting channel (Banks Channel) in the area betweenthe Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway and Browns Inlet to the AtlanticOcean except during military training periods, at which times the
channels are closed to commercial and recreational use. Caution
should be used when proceeding through these waters due to the pre-
sence of unexploded projectiles lying in this area.

(iv) Navigable waters in the area between the south connectingchannel (Banks Channel) leading to Browns Inlet and Onslow Beach
Bridge on both sides of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway are opento unrestricted navigation except during military training periods,at which times they are closed to commercial and recreational use.An unknown element of risk exists in this area due to the possible
presence of unexploded projectiles.

(v) Vessels having specific authority from the Commanding
General, Marine Corps Base, Camp LeJeune, North Carolina, may enter
the area.

(g) Enforcing agency. The regulations of this section shall be
enforced by the Commanding General, Marine Corps Base, Camp LeJeune,
North Carolina, or his authorized representative.





UNITED STATES [,,ARI;4?. CORPS
MARINE CORPS

CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLII’4A .:542-5031

11102
RCIL
7 Jan 97

Assistant Chief of Staff, Training and Operations
Staff Judge Advocate

Subj: REQUEST FOR LEGAL ASSISTANCE TO PRCMULGATE A NAVIGATION
REGULATION FOR THE ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY IN THE
VICINITY OF CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA

i. Current regulations, as published in the United States Coast
Pilot, 24th Ed. 1986, Chapter 2 section 334.440, allow vessels to
proceed along established waterways "except during military training
periods." A regulation that would allow military personnel to de-
tain any traffic on the Intracoastal Waterway for a period of time
not to exceed one hour, is requested. This would allow sufficient
time to cease any firing that would endanger any vessel proceeding
on the waterway. Current regulations do not specifically allow this
detention, but it has been practiced for many years.

2. This regulation would clarify the duration of any delay for a
vessel traveling the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway, and would grant
specific authority to detain traffic. The publication of this rg-
ulation would limit inconvenience or possible hazard to those ves-
sels using the waterway during periods of live fire.

J. A. SPEICHER
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THREAT ANALYSIS: AIWW CLOSUreS

THREAT ATTACK ON MCB PRACTICE OF PERIODIC AIWW CLOSURES FOR
OPERATIONAL TRAINING

POINTS OF
VULNERABILITY

G-5, G-6, G-7 AND BT-3 RANGES

THREAT SOURCE NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH AND
NATURAL RESOURCES (DEHNR)

ORIGIN

STATE
CAPABILITIES

(1)

(2)

DEHNR REQUEST THAT COE VALIDATE NEED FOR ALL
SURFACE WATER DANGER ZONES (SWDZ) IN NORTH
CAROLINA COASTAL WATERS AND COE COMPLIANCE
THEREWITH (APRIL 1989)

DEHNR COMMENT ON GSRA DEIS: "PROVIDE LEGAL
AUTHORITY FOR AIWW CLOSURES" (OCT 1989)

(1) STIMULATE PUBLIC OUTCRY (PROBABLE)

(2) GENERATE FEDERAL/STATE POLITICAL PRESSURE
(PROBABLE)

(3) PRECIPITATE COE CEASE AND DESIST ORDER
(POSSIBLE)

(4) FILE LAW SUIT (POSSIBLE)

(5) PARTICIPATE IN ANY ATTEMPT TO CHANGE RULES
(CERTAINTY)

STATE’S KNOWN
OBJECTIVE

ROLL BACK 0FF-BASE MILITARY OPERATIONAL
TRAINING IMPACTS WHEREVER/WHENEVER POSSIBLE

CRITICAL
TURNING POINT

PUBLICATION GSRA FEIS (FEB 9@)

ULTIMATE
AUTHORITY

US ARMY COE THROUGH ITS CODIFIED NATIONAL
REGULATIONS





THRFAT ANALYSIS: AIWW CLOSURW. (2}

THE LAW 33 CFR SECTION 334.44(e)(i) "VESSELS MAY
PROCEED THROUGH THE (AIWW) IN THE AREA (BETWEEN BEARCREEK AND ONSLOW BEACH BRIDGE) WITHOUT STOPPING
EXCEPT IN CASES OF EXTREM EMERGENCY"

WILMINGTON COR
POSITION

(1) NO USMC AUTHORITY TO CLOSE AIWW (1985)

(2) SEEK RULE CHANGE TO GAIN AUTHORITY (1985)

(3) C0E WILL CONTINUE TO NOTICE TO MARINERS UNTIL
RULE CHANGE (1985)

(4) CLOSURES OF ANY IWW UNPRECEDENTED (1985)

(5) ROUTINE TRAINING IS NOT AN "EXTREME EMERGENCY"
(198S)

(6) VALIDATE NEED FOR MCB SWDZS (1989)

USMC OPTIONS (1)

(2)

(3)

CONTINUE PERIODIC CLOSURES UNTIL SUED/ORDERED
TO STOP

CLOSE G-5, G-6, G-7, BT-3 RANGES PERMANENTLY

SEEK RULE CHANGE VIA FORMAL RULEMAKING

FORMAL
RULEMAXING
PROCEDURES

(1) MCB FILE REQUEST WITH SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTATION TO COE

(2) COE FILE NATIONAL NOTICE IN FED REG

(3) COE CONDUCT PUBLIC HEARINGS (LOCAL AND RALEIGH)

(4) COE ANALYZE/RESPOND TO COMMENTS

(5) COE CONDUCT "PUBLIC INTEREST ANALYSIS"
(BALANCING)

(6) COE APPROVE/APPROVE IN PART/DENY USMC REQUEST

(7) COE FILE NATIONAL NOTICE OF DECISION IN FED REG





THREAT ANALYSIS: AIWW CLOSURES

RULEMAKING
DOWNSIDES

PROBABLE PUBLIC OUTCRY COULD SPILL OVER TO
PENDING USMC PROJECTS

(2) GENERATION OF POLITICAL OPPOSITION TO PENDING
USMC PROJECTS

(3) "SPECIAL INTEREST" NATIONAL ORGANIZATION
BECOME INVOLVED/SUE

POSSIBLE TERMINATION OF CLOSURES DURING
RULEMAKING

(5) MAY LOSE CURRENT CLOSURE PRACTICES ALTOGETHER

PRECEDENT LIMITED; EGLIN AFB/GULF INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY
(CLOSURE FOR 2 HOURS/WEEK TO CONDUCT EQUIPMENT
TESTS)

POTENTIAL
OUTCOMES

(2)

(3)

INCREASED CLOSURES AUTHORIZED
(BEST CASE/IMPROBABLE)

CURRENT PRACTICES AUTHORIZED
(SECOND BEST CASE/POSSIBLE)

REDUCED CLOSURES AUTHORIZED
(THIRD BEST CASE/POSSIBLE)

LOSS OF ALL AUTHORITY TO CLOSE
(WORST CASE/POSSIBLE}

POTENTIAL
TRAINING
IMPACTS

(2)

LOSS OF ABILITY TO CONDUCT TANK/AAV DIRECT FIRE
TRAINING AT CAMP LEJEUNE

INCREASED OPPOSITION TO PENDING TRAINING
PROPOSALS (EG GSRA)

BOTTOM LIN (i)

(2)

HIGH PROBABILITY OF DETERMINED STATE OPPOSITION
TO CURRENT PRACTICE IN SPRING 199 WITH
ATTENDANT ADVERSE PUBLIC RELATIONS/POLITICAL
SPINOFFS

USMC ABILITY TO CONDUCT MISSION ESSENTIAL
OPERATIONAL TRAINING ON G-5/G-6/G-7/BT-3 RANGES
IS AT HIGH RISK

(3) USMC PROBABILITY/EXTENT OF SUCCESS IS UNKNOWN
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COMPARISON OF THE UNITED STATES COAST GUARD PILOT AND THE PROPOSALSUBMITTED BY CG MARINE CORPS BASE TO THE US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERSCONCERNING THE ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY TRAFFIC CONTROL.
Para 204.56(a)

Our proposal describes the four areas of activity at Marine
Corps Base in a little better description than the Coast Guard.

Coast Guard describes the -l-;_ae.

Para 204.56(c) (i) ’
Our proposal adds locations of flag poles for the New River

sectors.

Para 204.56(c)(2)

Our proposal deletes the reference to underwater explosives
being restricted during the periods 1 May thru 5 June and 22
Novembe thru 15 December and adds it in later in paragraph
204.56(e)(2).

We add in this paragraph the flashing lights to be displayed
in the New River sector during night firing periods.

*Para 204.56(c)(4)

We deleted the requirement for fifty foot towers on the New
River sector and the north and south limits of the Atlantic ocean
sector. We did add the towers for the Atlantic ocean sector in
paragraph 204.56(f)(2)(I).

*Para 204.56(c)(5)

We deleted the needs for red lights on those towers as well as
need for search lights in the Atlantic ocean sector.

* This was an obvious oversight in our proposal and we should go
with what the Coast Guard says in paragraph 204.56(c)(4) and

V" )’f ’’"<"+ ’! <--+.,-
Para 204.56 (d) (i) c’.-7. ,+4,.< . D :<-,,

We added the words "thence to Onslow North tower" for
clarification otherwise no real change in meaning.





We add the phrase that 2watercraft my be warned by
* We add a statement concerning the Navy Safety Boats and their
locations on the AIWW, and a statement about red lights at night
illuminating the warning signs on the AIWW.

We also add the statement about boaters can expect a delay
before transiting.

* This addition does not belong in this paragraph, this
paragraph in the Coast Quard Pilot refers to the New River sector
and not the AIWW-c j ’V
Para 204.56(e)(i) d-I A-%.cO

We added this paragraph describing the E-I range, this Is the
same information that the Coast Guard puts In the first paragraph.

We added this paeaaph statlnE the poceduees to be followed
conceenin the E-I ane, We again stress ma be seaeched_and
safety craft ma be stationed in the New River Inlet.

We add the statement covein the undewatee explosives
this paeaEaph which was deleted peeviously,

Para 204.56(e)(2)(v) (in Coast Guard) ’* ’5,
Notice to Mariners

, ,k;
Omitted in our proposal but we cover the Notice to Mariners

in several paragraphs that we did ad so it is not really deleted.

Para 204.56(f)(2)(i) (which is 204.56(e)(2)(i) in the Coast
Guard’s)

Regulation for the AIWW

In this paragraph we restrict traffic on the AIWW during
periods of military training, the Coast Guard Pilot allows them to
pass without stopping.

We again spell out procedures for closing the AIWW with the
Navy Boat crew.

We again say the area may be searched by a plane.





We again spell out procedures for closing the AIWW with the

"y Boat crew.
I I"We again say the area ma be searched by a plane.

__
- We again say craft may be warned by sirens.

Para 204.56(f)(2)(ili) (which is 204.56(e)(2)(ili)

We add a phrase which more clearly restricts movement thru
banks channel and the north connecting channel during "military
training periods." The Coast Guard paragraph wording is not as
strong but essentially says the same thing.

Para 20.56(f)(2)(iv) (which is 20.56(e)(2)(iv) in the Coast
Guard)

Same clarification and added restrictions as above for
south connecting channel.

General Observations:

In our proposal we essentially reworded the Coast Guard Pilot
better understand the four sectors at Camp LeJeune:

New River
BT-3/N-I
E-I
AIWW

We eliminated towers in New River sector.

More clearly defined safety procedures for each sector.

Substituted the requirement for plane range sweep of BT-3/
N-l, E-l, and AIWW sectors to a ma be searched clause.

Changed the statement that vessels could proceed thru the AIWW
without stopping except in emergencies to "may proceed except
during military training periods," thereby closing the AIWW for
longer periods of time than the present one hour period.
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(ii) The areas described in paragraph (b) (iii), (iv),
and (v) of this section will be used bombing,
rocket firing, and strafing areas. Practice and dum-
my ammunition will be used. All operations will be
conducted during daylight hours, and the areas will
be open to navigation at night. No vessel shall enter
these areas during the hours of daylight without
special permission from the enforcing agency. The
areas will be patrolled and vessels "buzzed" by the
patrol plane prior to the conduct of operations in the
Vessels vhich have inadvertently entered the

upon being so warned shall leave the
ammediately.

!c) Enforcing agency. The regulations of this
section shall b enforced by the Commander, Marine
Corps Air Bases, East, Cherry Point, North Caroli-
na, or his authorized representatives.
| 204.6 New River, N.C., and vicinity; Mm’ine

Corps Firing Ranges. (a) Atlantic Ocean cast of New
River Inlet. The waters of the Atlantic Ocean within
sector bounded the north by a line bearing 105"

from latitude 34"37’25 ", longitude 77"10"35"; Qn
ehst and south by the of circle having radius"
of 25.000 yards centered at latitude 34"34’15", longi-
tude 77"16’10"; on the west by a line bearing 205"
from latitude 3432’37", longitude 77"18’34". and on
lhe norlhwegt by the shore.

Note: All bearings in this section are referred to

true meridian. 1l.
(b) New River. The firing ranges include all

waters to the high waterline within eight sections
described as follows:
I) Trap Bay Sector. Bonnded the south by

lin running from Cedar Point 280" to New River
iight 70, thence 254" to Hatch Point; and on the
northwest by line running from Wilkins Bluff 232"
tc ttall Point

121 Courthouse Bay Sector. Bounded the
...,utheagt by the northwest boundary of the Trap
!7 S,_’cz<,r and on the h’ S!:ads Ferry Bridge

%:nnc B:ly Secl:; B,.,ided c.n the. east y

of the moutit L:.-:..

Stone Bay, bounded on the south by the north
boundary of the Stone Bay Sector; and on the east

by longitude 77"26’.

204.56 New River, N.C., and Vicinity; Marine Corps Firing Ranges.

(a) Marine Corps firing ranges at Marine Corps Base Camp LeJeune)

North Carolina involving waterways are grouped into four major

areas; (l) New River and its eight sectors, (2) Atlantic Ocean in

vicinity of Bear and Brown Inlet; (3) Atlantic Ocean east of New

River Inlet, and (4) Inland waters and the Atlantic Intracoastal

Waterway between Bear Creek and Onslow Beach Bridge. The boundarl

and regulations for each area are described below. Note: All

in this section are referd to true merldlan

New River. The#cfrtng ranges include ’I1 waters to

(b) follows:
high waterline wltIn eight sections described as

(I) Trap Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by a llne running

from Cedar Point 28 to New River Light 7, thence 254to Hatch

U point; and on the northwest by a line running from Wilklus Bluff

to Hall Point.

(2) Courthouse Bay Sector. Bounded on the southeast by the

northwest boundary of the Traps Bay Sector and on the west by Sue;

Ferry Bridge.

(3) Stone Bay Sector. Bounded on the east by SneadS Ferry

Bridge and on the north by a llne running from a point on the eas

side of New River opposite the head of Sneads Creek 29 0" to th

south side of the mouth of Stone Creek.

# (4) Stone Creek SectOr. The northwest portion of Stone Bay,

bounded on the south by the north boundary of the Stone Bay SectO

and on the east by longitude 77026".





the "orth [ouddary of the Stone Ba’-t-orT’t Cwest .by the east boundary of the Stone CreekSector; and on the northeast by a line running fromTown Point 113" to the south side of the mouth ofFrench Creek,
(6) Farnell Bay Sector. Bounded on the south bythe northeast boundary of the Grey Point Sector,

including French Creek up to longitude 77"20’; and
north by line running from Hadnot Point
to Holmes Point.

Morgan Bay Sector. Bounded the south by
the north boundary of the Farnell Bay Sector,
including Wallace Creek up to longitude 77"22’; and
on the northwest by a line running from ParadisePoint 243"30’ to Ragged Point.

(8) Jacksonville Sector. Bounded on the southeastby the northwest boundary of the Morgan BaySector, including Southwest Creek up to the pointwhere it narrows to 200 feet in width, and NortheastCreek up to longitude 7723’30"; and on the northby an east-west line passing through New River DayBeacon 41.
(c) The regulations. (1) Sailing vessels and any.watercraft having speed of less than 5 knots shallaee clear of any closed sector at all times afternotice of firing therein has been given..,Vesselspropf.lled by mechanical power at a speed greaterthan knots may enter the sectors without restric-tion except when the firing signals are bng dis-played: When these signals are displayed, vesselsshall Clear the closed sectors immediately and noVessels shall enter such sectors until th signals7ndicate that firing has ceased.

"(2) Firing will take place both day and night at;rregular periods tjroughout the year. Insofar as-’aining requirementl; will permit, underwater expio-sions will be restricted in the Atlantic Ocean sector(described in paragraph (a) of this section) duringperiods May and June 5, inclusive, and22 to December 15, inclusive.Two days in advance of the day when firing inany tor except the Stone Creek sector is sched-uled to begin, the enforcing agency will warn thepublic of the con.templated firing, stating the sectoro sectors to be closed, through the public press andthe United States Coast Guard and, in the case oftheAtlantic Ocean sector, the Cape Fear Pilots Associa-tto. at Southport, and the Pilots Association atMorebead City, North Carolina. The Stone Creekctor may be closed without advance notice.t4) lowers at ]east 50 feet in height will be.--::tcd near the shore at the northeast and south-litnltS of the Atlantic. f)ean sector, and towersleaM 25 fee! m h.,:ihtwill be erected near the:-:riy "-here th ,?_-’r and lOWer limit.,, of ea_b
Ri’,,:r ’3" "xhert firing is :c. t:k._’

’r*Sr "-: "r2:’ed by 8:00 a.m., ano

be removed when ring Cees forng.e markers will be :_.: t.e ay. Suible
el the noah andw""n8 the
stor. o me At

(5) Dung the night firing, r ligh willdisplay on the towe and in the eAtltie O st-- t... of the;eets enable fety obrve, to
dBer Zone.

mn may aempt to enr the
(d) Tget and bombin- Ig ea m .Atlantic Oc invicinity of Inlet-(l) e Water w"described as foil thin an.ar

3437’32" lon-itude 7 g at latitudezu then to latitude34"36’58-, longitude 77"11’25"; thence to latitude34"37’-, longitude 77"10’35": thence to latitude34"32’7", lontude 77"’30". thence’’28’55" lontude to latitude
3 50 Iontude 7’5,m-.’.

(2) e regulation VIs ypr alongblis Wateavs





DUa mVu&,t

ehe area during llve fire may
:es located atop the observation towers.
s shall leave the area as quickly as

direct route.





"-The regulations. O) V, .ma,
,throUgh the Atlantic IntrW_m,
area witfiout stopping

(ii) All navigable waters in t.he
south bank of Bear Creek and te no tranl olu
north connecting channel between th Atlanti

lntracoastal Waterway and Browns Inlet shall be

closed to navigation at all times. There are highly
sensitive unexploded projectiles within the limits of
this area.

(in \’es.-,cls may proceed through the north con-

nec;inz .’_Eznnel and the 3u’d’, cr:n,ccting channel
{Ea;:!_- :"!:=:reel) in thc area b, :’’’ .’.he Atlantic
i,,.,,.::. Waterway nd pr.,v- tn!et to the

.#.,t!-’-.=::’..: ,:an without stopping- u:m. periods of

sluld benonmilitary u. Cautio used when

proceeding through the8 w.grs due to the presence
of unexplored projectiles lying in this area.

(iv) Navigable waters in the area between the
south connecting channel (Banks Channel) leading
to Browns Inlet and Onslow Beach Bridge on both
sides of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway are open
to unrestricted navigation during periods of nonmili-
tary use. An unknown element of risk exists in this
area due to the possible presence of unexploded
projectiles.

(v) Warning of impending military use of the area

will be contained in weekly Notice to Mariners.

(vi) Vessels having specific authority from the
Commanding General, Marine Corps Base, Camp
Lejeune, North Carolina, may enter the area.

(f) Enforcing agency. The regulations of this

section shall be enforced by the Commanding Gen-
eral, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, North
Carolina, or his authorized representatives.

204.80 Archers Creek, Ribbon Creek and Brmal
River, S.C.; U.S. Marine Corps Recruit Depot
and Pistol Ranges, Parris Island. (a) During the

periods when the rifle and pistol ranges on Parri

Island are in use, the following areas will be

restricted to navigation:
(1) At the rifle range. Archers Creek between

Broad River and Beaufort River and Ribbon Creek

from Broad Creek entrance. The area is inclosed by

the following points:
32"21’40"N.,
32"21’51"N.,
32"21’54"N.,
32"22’01"N.,
32"22’08"N.,
32"22’15"N.,
32"22’17"N.,
32"22’20"N.,
32"22’17"N.,
32"22’17"N.
32"21’44"N.
32"21’30"N.
32"20’55"N.
32"20’21"N.
32"20’06"N.
32"20’12"N.
32"20’18"N.
32"20’28"N.,
32"20’3WN.,
32"20’35"N.,
and thence to point of

3221’40N.,
(2) At the pistol range.

inclosed by the following
32"20’09" N..
32"19’27N.,
32’ 18’57"N,
3219’39" N..
32"20’C3"N..

80"44’52"W.;
80"44’38"W.;
80"44’41"W.;
80"44’21"W.;
80"44’15"W.;
80"44’07"W.;
80"44’05"W.;
80"4Y52"W.;
80*4Y48"W.;
80"43’47"W.;
80*4Y28"W.;
80"43’ 13"W.;
80"42’23"W.;
80"42’24"W.;
80"42’43"W.;
8043’01"W.;
80*4Y22"W.;
80*4Y33"W.;
80*4Y37"W.;
80*4Y41"W.;
beginning:
80o44’52" W.
An area in Broad
points:
80"42’57"W.;
80’42’27"W.;
g0"43’24" W.:
80’4Y54"W
S0"4Y36"W.:. 7:’ ?- ,.

2:

traIIng periOdS at which
closed to omarcla and recre
training will be given through Notlc,

one hour prior to commencement a red

hours or a red light at night, from

located at the U. $. Coast Guard
Swansboro, North Carolina, and f

height located at thee northern e

North Towee) and rom the observation t.

the area near Bear Creek (Bear Tower).
operations, the area may be searched _y
area be warned by aircraft "bzn
practice, gatercraft entering the area
warned by siren devices located atop th

being so warned vessels shall leave th

by the most direct route.

Additionally, U. S. Navy safety boats w

and SN limits on the Intracoastal Nater

fire for the purpose of ensuring that t

tently enter the Danger Area during mll

firing red lights will illuminate warnl

the Danger Zone along the Intracoastal
use boaters can expect a periodic del

the waterway. In addition to Notices t

boats monitor arine Band adio, Chann
for traffic advisory (call sign "Navy t

B(ii) All navigable waters in the

ear Creek and the north bank of the n(

between the Atlantic ntracoasta
closed to navigation at all time

unexploded projectiles within th

(iii) Vessels may proceed through

and the south connecting channel (Bank
the Atlantic ntracoastal aterwaY and

Ocean except during military training!

channels are closed to commerclal sn
should be used when proceeding through
sence of unexploded proJect,les lying

(iv) Navigable waters in the are

channel (Banks Channel) leading to Bro

Bridge on both sides of the Atlantic
to unrestricted navigation except dui
at which times they are closed to

An unknown element of risk exists in t

presence of unexploded projectiles.

(v) Vessels having specific au

General, Marine Corps Base, Camp Leje

the area. ’(g) Enforcing agency, The regul

enforced by the Commanding General,

North Carolina or his authorize
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11000
TRNG/OPS
21 Feb 86

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DISTRICT ENGINEER U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERSWILMINGTON DISTRICT

From:

Subj :

Ref

Assistant Chief of Staff, Training and Operations, MarineCorps Base, Camp LeJeune, North Carolina 28542-5001
ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW) TRAFFIC CONTROL
(a) District Engineer Itr SAWCO-E dtd 5 Jul 85(b) District Engineer Itr SAWCO-E dtd i0 Dec 85

i. In response to reference (a) we have requested assistancefrom our headquarters in Washington, D. C. on this complex issue.As soon as we have their guidance we will be in touch withHollis regarding the changes required to establish in law eitherthe current practice or the expanded closures previously outlined.
2. The changes to our range regulations recommended in reference(b) have been incorporated in change #i to the SOP which will bepublished shortly.

3. I appreciate your concern, the offers of assistance, and youragreement to continue the current practices until the appropriatechanges can be made.

Respectfully,

J. A. SPEICHER
Colonel USMC









HEADQUARTERS, MARINE CORPS BASE, CAMP LEJEUNE

ACTION BRIEF

Staff Section:

Subi:

Date:

Ref:

Problem:

(a)

(b)





UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Marine Corps Base

Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542-5001 IN REPLY REFER TO:

11102
TRNG/OPS

From
To

Commanding General, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune
District Engineer, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Wilmington District, P. O. Box 1890, Wilmington, NC
28402-1890

Subj: ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW) TRAFFIC CONTROL

Ref (a) District Engineer COE itr SAWCO-E dtd 5 Jul 85
(b) CG MCB itr TRNG/OPS over 11102 dtd 4 Jun 85
(c) District Engineer COE itr SAWCO-E dtd i0 Dec 85

i. In response to reference (a) the request contained in
reference (b) for authority to expand closure of the waterway to
two hour and four hour periods is hereby withdrawn. Further, the
inaccuracies and inconsistencies in our Range Control SOP, out-
lined in reference (c), are being corrected and a change will be
published shortly.

2. It is our intention to submit appropriate changes to 33 CFR
204 which will authorize the current and well-established practice
of stopping traffic for no more than one hour, only during live
firing and as announced to the public in advance. We have asked
for assistance from our headquarters in Washington, D. C. in
drafting these changes and will also contact Mr. Hollis for his
expertise.

3. We appreciate your concern, the offers of assistance, and
your agreement to continue the current practices until the
appropriate changes can be made.

J. B. KNOTTS





STAFFING LADDER
MCBCL 5216 (REV. 10-84)

11102
’tlN/on,,.

Comnaadlng GenoraS0 Nerlno Corps |aso, Camp LoJounoDlstrct Bnglnoor, U. |. Army orps of BngLnoors,
BlnLngton Dlstrt(C)t, P. O. Box 10J00 B12nlngton, NC
J8402-28JO

|5ANZC ZNIACOAITAL IASNNAY (AlIN) nArrzc
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Commanding General, Marine Corps Base, Camp LeJeune
District Engineer, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Wilmington District, P. O. Box 1890, Wilmington, NC
28402-1890

SubJz ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW} TRAFFIC CONTROL

Ref (a) District Engineer COE ltr SAWCO-E did 5 Oul 05
(b) CG MCB Itr YRNG/OPS over Ill02 did 4 Jun $5
(c) District Engineer COB ltr SAWCO-E dtd 10 Dec 85

1. In response to reference (a) the request contained in
reference {b) for authority to expand closure of the waterway to
two hour and four hour periods is hereby withdrawn. Further, the
inaccuracies and inconsistencies in our Range Control SOP, out-
lined in reference (c}, are being corrected and s change will be
published shortly.

2. It is our intention to subit appropriate changes to 33 CFR
204 which will authorize the current and well-established practice
of stopping traffic for no more than one hour, only during llve
firing and as announced to the public in advance. We have asked
for assistance fro our headquarters in Washington, D. C. in
drafting these changes and viii also contact Mr. Hollis for hie
expertise.

3. We appreciate your concern, the offers of assistance, and
your agreement to continue the urrent practices until the
appropriate changes can be made.

J. B. KNOTT8





11102
TRNG/OPS

Cosmandinq General, Marine Corps Base, Camp LeJeune
District Engineer, U. S. army Corps of Engineers,
Nilmtngton District, P. O. Box 1890, Nilminqton, NC
28402-1890

Ref x (a) District Engineer COE ltr S&MCO-E dtd 5 Jul 85
(b) CO NC ltr TRMG/OPS over 11102 dtd 4 Jun 85
() District Engineer COE ltr S&MCO-E dtd 10 Dec 05

1. In rapone to reference (s) the requoot aontaLnod In
reference (b) for authority to e:pand eloure o the gateway to
o hr 8 o rLs j he vLra. er, the
Lnaractes a /neslstctes Ln r n Ctrol lOP, t-
lined in reference (c), are Anq correct and a chanqe will
publlshod shortly.

204 which will authorize the current and well-establish practlce
o stopplnq traffic for no more than one hour, only durlnq llve
faring a as announced to the public In advance. We have ask
for assistance fr our headquarters n Washtnqt, D. C. In
drafttnq these changes and will also contact Nr. Hollts for his
expertise.

3. We appreciate your concern, the offers of assistance, and
your aqreeent to continue the current practices until the
appropriate changes can be made.





UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Marine Corps Base

Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542-5001 IN REPLY REFER TO:

11102
TRNG/OPS

From
To

Commanding General, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune
Deputy Chief of Staff for Training, Headquarters, U. S.
Marine Corps, Washington, DC 20380-0001

Subj: ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW) TRAFFIC CONTROL

Ref: (a) CG MCB itr TRNG/OPS 11102 dtd 18 Nov 85

Encl: (i) Dept of the Army Wilmington Dist Corps of Engineers
itr SAWCO-E dtd i0 Dec 85

i. The reference provided information on the current practice
regarding closure of the waterway for one hour periods, and a
proposal to expand these closures to two to four hours when
certain types of live fire training were underway. Your
assistance was requested in developing a strategy to ensure
our current practice is continued with a high probability of
obtaining authority for two hour and four hour closures.

2. In reviewing the materials forwarded to the Counsel for the
Commandant on this matter, it was realized a copy of the enclosure
had not been provided. This second letter from the Corps of
Engineers suggests some changes to our Range Control SOP and
reiterates their concern for delaying traffic without authority.
The changes to the SOP are being made and will be published shortly.

3. We are prepared to withdraw the request for expanded closure
times and concentrate on documenting and getting into law the
current well-established, and generally accepted, practice of one
hour closures, which has prevailed for at least 25 years.

Copy to:
Counsel for the Commandant

J. B. KNOTTS
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sAWCO-E

SUBJECT:

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
WILMINGTON OISTRIGT, GORPS OF ENGINEERS

P.O. BOX 1890

WILMINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA 28402-1890

IN REPLY REFERTO
I0 December 1985

Standing Operating Procedure for Range Control Operations

(Range Control SOP)

Comaadlng General
Marine Corps Base

Camp LeJeune, NC 28542-5001

I Reference:

a. Your Base order Plll02.1K dated II Oct 1985 transmitting your revised

Range Control SOP Manual BO P11102.1, effective I November 1985.

b. Title 33, Code of Federal Regulations, subsection 204.56.

c. SAWCO-E letter of 5 July 1985, subject: Atlantic intracoastal

Waterway (AIWW) Traffic Control.

2. Referenced revised Range Control SOP Manual has recently een received and

reviewed by my staff and found to contain an incomplete quotation of Federal

cause confusion regarding navigation rights in the

regulatlons that may
Waterway (AIWW)- Chapter 4, Section 4012 of the SOP,

Atlantic intracoastal . United States CoaSt Pilot 4 (USCP 4) as

entitled NAVIGABLE WATEES_cI..... restricted and danger zones

the sourc of Federal regulations describing

within the navigable waters in the vicinity of Camp Lejeune, North-ro--ina"

The Coast Pilot is no._ta Federal Regulation It is an annual publication of

in the

the U.S. Department of Commerce for the purpose of providing a ready reference

Federal
for guidance and assistance for all parties using or having an interest

of the guidance for

navigable waters within the region covered by the publication.

Title 33 of the Code of

regulations are quoted in the Coast Pilot merely as a part

The actual regulations are found in
cite is "33 CFR

particular area oetion 204.56. The correc to as a regulation in

s-also incorrectly
The coasu

Appendix A, under the headings "Coast Pilot and

ns are not quoted completely nor

le Federal regulat,, o,raphs l.a., b., c., or 2.a.

3. The appu=- -ection u, ==-o Waterway

paraphrased accurately m

resulting in a mistaken understanding that the Atlantic Intracoastal

(AI) is included as a restricted area In the CFR the regulations are

arranged such that specific restricted areas are described and then followed

ENCLO..URE (





Standing Operating Procedure for Range Conrol Operations
(Range Control SOP)

by particular regulations for that area. Within 204.56, paragraph (a)
describes the "Atlantic Ocean east of New River Inlet," paragraph (b)
describes the "New River" and the eight restricted sectors, and then paragraph
(c) sets forth the regulations for those areas. Next, paragraph (d)(1)
describes the target and bombing area in the Atlantic Ocean in the vicinity of
Bear Inlet, and paragraph (d)(2) sets forth the regulations for that area.
Finally, paragraph (e)(1) describes the "Inland waters in the Browns Inlet
area between Bear Creek and the Onslow Beach Bridge over the Atlantic
Intracoastal aterway," and paragraph (e)(2) prescribes the regulations for
that area. It should be noted that the channel of the AId is not specified
as "restricted" in any of these areas; indeed, paragraph (e)(2)(i) states that
"Vessels may proceed through the Atlantic Intracoastal aterway in the area
wlthout stopping except in cases of extreme emergencies." This exception of
the AIk=d is important and should be especially quoted in your Range Control
SOP to avoid violations of Federal regulations by your officers who may
routinely not allow vessels to proceed through the AIM.

4. In my letter of 5 July 1985 reference c. above, I pointed out that your
current routine closures of the AId for regularly scheduled firing exercises
were not "extreme emergencies" and were therefore not authorized by the
current regulations. I also requested additional information to assist us in
processing your request to change the CTR to authorize your delay of vessels
in the AId. Under the current regulations, you are responsible for enforcing
all sections of 33 CTR 204.56, including assuring that vessels are not stopped
in the AIWW except in cases of extreme emergencies. I have a slnlar
responsibility to assure that the public rights of navigation are protected in
all waters that are not otherwise regulated under Federal law or regulation.
To continue to delay the traffic wthout authority places the Federal
Government in a vulnerable position regarding the liability for the navigators
costs or other damages resulting from the delays. In this regard, I believe
that it is imperative that you pursue the necessary changes to the CFR to
authorize your current practice of delaying the AIWW traffic for regularly
scheduled firing exercises. As I pointed out in my earlier letter, I am
prepared to assist you in this matter in any way I can. Please contact me or
Mr. Charles W. Hollls, Chief of my Regulatory Branch.

WayneAHanson
Colonel, Corps of Engineers
Commanding
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11102
TRNG/OPS

From
To :

Sub :

Ref :

Encl :

Comandlng General, Marine Corps Base, Camp LeJeuneDeputy Chief of Staff for Training, Headquarters, U. S.Warlne Corps, Washington, DC 20380-0001

ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW) TRAFFIC CONTROL
(a) CG NCB ltr TRNG/OPS 11102 dtd 18 Nov 85

(1) Dept of the Army Wilmington Diat Corps of Engineersltr SAWCO-E did 10 Dec 85

1. The reference provided information on the current practiceregarding closure of the waterway for one hour periods, and aproposal to expend these closures to two to four hours whencertain types of live fire training were underway. Yourassistance wan requested in developlng a strategy to ensureour current practice is continued with a high probabillty ofobtaining authority for two hour and four hour closures.
2. In reviewing the materials forwarded to the Counsel for theCommandant on this matter, it was reallzed a copy of the enclosurehad not been provided. This second letter fro the Corps ofEngineers suggests aoe changes to our Range Control SOP andreiterates their concern for delaylng traffic without authority.The changes to the SOP are being made and will be publlshed shortly.
3. We are prepared to withdraw the request for expanded closuretimes and concentrate on documenting and getting into law thecurrent we11-establlshed, and generally accepted, practice of onehour closures, which has prevailed for at least 25 years.

Copy toz
Counsel for the Commandant

J. B. KNOTTS
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11102
TRNG/OPS

Fro!
To:

Commandlnq General, Marine Corps Base, Camp LeJeune
Deputy Chief of Staff for Training, Headquarters, U. S.

Marine Corps, Mashlnqton, DC 20380-0001

SubJ: ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY (AIHW) TRAFFIC CONTROL

Ref: (s) CG MCB ltr TRNGIOPS 11102 did 18 Nov 85

Encl (I) Dept of the Army Wilmlngton Dlst Corps of Engineers

Itr SAMCO-E did I0 Dec 85

1. The reference provided information en the urrent practice
regardln closure of the waterway for one hour periods, and s
proposal to expand these loeures to two to four hours when
certain types of llve fire training were underway. Your
assistance was requested in developing a strategy to ensure
our current practice is continued with a high probabillty of
obtaning authority for two hou end four hour closures.

2. In revlewlngthe mserlsls forwarded to the Counsel for the

Commandant on this matter, it was reallzed a copy of the enclosure

had not been provided. This second letter fro the Corps of

Engineers suggests soe changes to our Range Control SOP and

reiterates thelr concern for delaylng traffic without authority.

The changes to the SOP are beln made and will be publlshed shortly.

3. We are prepared to withdraw the request for expanded closure

times and concentrate on docuentlng and getting into law the

current well-estebllehed, and generally accepted, practice of one

hour closures, whlch has rrevailed for at least 25 years.

Copy tot
Counsel for the Commandant

J. |. KNOTTS





STAFFING LADDER
MCBCL 5216 (REV. 10-84)

11102
TRMO/OP

CmmandAnq General, Marine Corps Base, Camp e#eune
Deputy ChAef of Staff for Training, esquarters, U. S.
Marine Corps, Maahington, DC 20380-0001

ATLANTIC INTRACOATAL NARNA (A/tiN) TRAFFIC CONTROL

Ref: (a) CG NC ltr TRNG/OPS 11102 dad 18 Nov 85

nclt (1) Dept of the Army MiImngton Dims Corps o Kngineera
ltr SNCO-E dad 10 Doe 8S

1. The roferenc provdod information on the current practLo
regarding closure of the vtte for one ho rLJ, a
pr081 to expa eoe clo8es to to fo urn vhen
rtaLn tyl of 1LYe fire trainivere eay. Your

r rrent practice i8 ttau ith hf
ttinlN authort for ave hr fr hr closum.

2. n revtevLng the materials forwarded to the Counsel for the
Commandant o this matter, it was reallsod a copy of the enclosu
had not been provSdad. This second letter from the Corp of

reiterates their concern for delaying traffic vSthomt sutborty.
The changes to the 80P are beLng made and v111 be publtshad she=

3. we re prepared to withdraw the request for expnded closur
tmma and concentrate on dooumentng and gettng fate 1 the
current yell-established, n4 generally accepted, practLce of on
hour closures, hlch has prevailed for at least 25 years.

Copy to8
Counsel for the Cmmudant

J. B. KNOTTS
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EOD Mobile Unit 2
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INTERCOASTAL WATERWAY ORDNANCE CLEARANCE

KEY PERSONNEL:

Officer in Charge: CWO2 ASHTON
Senior Navy Enlisted: ETCS(DV) ROOK
Senior Marine Enlisted: CPL GALUTZA

Diving Medical Technician: HMCS(DV) WAGNER
Equipment Management: GMMI(DV) SMITH

Total number of dives completed: 184

Total hours of bottom time: 210 hours 33 minutes

Average bottom time per dive: 2 hours

Average air temp: 35 degrees

Average water temp: 43 degrees

Average current: 3 knots

Area Searched: 195,000 square meters

Coldest air temp: i0 degrees with wind chill to 35 below (3 days)

Max Current: @ 5 knots

Ordnance Found: M490 105MM TP-T (2 each)
105MM HEP (i each)
2.75" Rocket Warhead (i each)

Hundreds of inert ordnance pieces were also found and removed
(i.e. body fragments, functioned fuze assemblys, tail booms,

etc.)





I. INTRODUCTION

EOD Mobile Unit TWO was tasked to provide underwater search
support to the Army Corps of Engineers in conjunction with dredging
of he Atlantic Intercoastal Waterway (AIWW). The purpose of this
operation was to locate and remove any ordnance items prior to
commencement of dredging. This clearance operation was conducted
between I0 January 1994 and 3 February 1994 to minimize
interruption of civilian traffic on the waterway and environmental
impact on indigenous wildlife The area searched lies between
statute mile 235 and 240 of the Intercoastal Waterway as it passes
through Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. EODMU TWO Detachment EIGHT
was assigned as lead detachment for the duration of this operation
to insure continuity during planning and execution. Other
detachments and personnel were assigned by Mobile Unit TWO
Operations Department.

II. BACKGROUND

This was the third time EOD Mobile Unit TWO has gone to Camp
Lejeune for ordnance clearance operations in support of the U.S.
Corps of Engineers (USACE). The USACE is tasked with maintaining
the AIWW at navigational depth and coordinates dredging operations
as required. U.S. Navy EOD provides the underwater search
capability for ordnance to facilitate safe dredging operations in
the vicinity of Camp Lejeune live firing ranges. Although the
three ranges between miles 235 and 240 have not been used for
firing HE rounds in recent years, the possibility of finding live
ordnance still exists. Figure 1 shows the area to be searched as
taken from nautical chart 11541.

III. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

The extreme environmental conditions faced by personnel during
this operation necessitated a rotational plan to avoid cold weather
injuries from exposure. During milder periods the rotation was
eliminated to allow maximum operating time..

During severely cold periods, four identical dive teams were
used. Two of these dive teams were on the water at any given time.
The other two teams were at base camp, rewarding, preparing gear,
charging bottles etc. in preparation for their next on-water cycle.
During the periods of milder temperatures, personnel were split
into two teams, performing "blitz diving operations" during optimum
windows and resting/rewarming during periods of difficult diving
conditions. "Blitz diving" was the name given to the technique of
splashing the maximum number of divers at one time. The norm was
eight divers in the water working on different areas of the
jackstay. The Intercoastal Waterway was scheduled by the USACE to
be closed from 0800-1200 and 1300-1700 Monday through Friday for
this operation. This schedule was adhered to as close as possible,
however these windows were extended occasionnally
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to take advantage of optimum diving conditions. If a window was
extended for diving, all waiting commercial traffic was allowed to
pass through as soon as diving operations were terminated.

A separate jackstay boat operated as required to stay ahead of
the divers.

A. SAFETY

As always, safety was given the highest priority during all
phases of this operation. The uncertainty of the types of ordnance
that would be encountered required strict adherence to applicable
safety precautions. All personnel received a safety brief upon
arrival at base camp to include general safety, emergency
procedures and specific precautions generic to conditions
encountered.

A primary concern on this operation was protection from the
elements. All personnel received a brief from assigned medical
representative on cold weather injuries, symptoms and treatment.

Another concern was the water current caused by tidal movement
within the waterway. As anticipated divers worked in currents of
up to five knots. Diving supervisors had to remain constantly
alert to changing conditions and ceased operations at times, in
their opinion, that the divers are unnecessarily endangered. At no
time was completion of a task allowed to outweigh the safety of
personnel.

RESULTS:

The emphasis piaced on safety throughout this operation was
evident in its safe and successful completion. There was one
serious injury. A diver while trying to leave the surface in a
heavy current had trouble getting down. During his struggles to
leave the surface, he inadvertently came up under the boat and
struck his head presumably on the outboard. The result was two
lacerations on the right side of his head requiring twenty two
stitches. There was no fault found on behalf of any of the
personnel involved in this incident. What s noteworthy however,
was the professional manner in which this incident was handled. All
personnel involved responded exactly as briefed during the safety
lectures, applying first aid enroute tothe pier where medical was
standing by. After evaluation of the wound and appllcatlon of
field dressing, the patient was transported to the base hospital.
The thorough planning and briefing of emergency procedures were
instrumental in the handling of this actual dive emergency.

The cold weather posed significant problems to the safety of
personnel. Alhough sickness’scaused by the temperatures were
frequent, the biggest factor from the cold was the psychological
effect it had on personnel. Concentration and mental acuteness
declined as people became colder. Supervisors constant monitoring
of individual performance insured that no situation was allowed to
escalate to a dangerous level.





On several occasions, diving supervisors postponed diving
operations because of temperatures, current, surface visibility,
fatigue, etc. This type of conscienious supervision was directly
responsible for the safe conduct of this operation.

B.TRAINING

Because of the duration of this operation and the rotation of
personnel, it was impractical to conduct a consolidated pre-op
training program. It was the responsibility of senior person of
each work team to insure his people were adequately trained for the
tasks assigned. The following training topics were provided to all
hands:

* Divers review of cold water diving procedures.

* Operating procedures and limitations of the Mk 29 locator. In
addition, inert ordnance items were available at base camp to
facilitate practical training.

* Familiarization training on the types of ordnance and fuzing
combinations anticipated to be found was provided by local USMC EOD
upon arrival at Camp Lejeune.

RESULTS:

Although I was not comfortable with the amount of training
accomplished before deploying to Camp Lejeune, this shortcoming was
compensated for by fam dives and a procedural development phase at
the work site. Actual work in the ordnance field did not start
until proficiency was obtained in the practice area. The ability
of all the individuals to improvise and adapt to the diverse and
demanding environmental conditions encountered and still get the
job done safely was remarkable.

C.BASE CAMP ORIENTATION

Base Camp was established at Freeman’s Creek Landing as shown
in figure 2. Base Camp consisted of an empty Milvan for the CP, a
FADL Milvan for scuba support, a general purpose tent for gear
stowage, drying and rewarming of personnel, and a command ost
style tent for stowage and issue of controlled equipment. Three
porta johns were also be provided. A water buffalo (potable) was
stationed at Base Camp for water needs and rinsing of dive gear. A
standard "street light" type fixture was installed on the telephone
pole in base camp to facilitate predawn/postdusk work and add to
base camp security during non-work hours. A branch landline
telephone was also installed on the light pole for routine
communications.

Base camp security was provided by assigned Marines from 1700-
0700 each weekday and around the clock on weekends and the holiday.
Sentry procedures were established by the OIC and senior enlisted
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Marine in accordance with Camp Lejeune standing orders. Sentries
were provided access to the landline phone communications and a
Mobile Unit cellular phone for use in event of emergency.

RESULTS:

The base camp configuration was very workable as originally
planned. The only addition was two generators that provided 220V
3 phase power for the milvans. During preop liaison trips to Camp
Lejeune, we were told that 220V, 3 phase power was available at
Freeman’s Creek Landing. Upon setting up base camp it was revealed
that although the power was 220V, it was not the required three
phase. MEPS generators were provided on "no notice" by 8th ESB
Suppuzt Company and provided power for the duration of the
operation. The generators ran from 0700-1700 daily while base camp
was functional and were secured in the evening and on weekends.
Two generators were provided for load splitting and an operator was
assigned throughout. The only negative aspect to the generators
was the diesel exhaust during scuba charging operations. Because
the generators were located at one end of base camp and the
kerosene heaters in the GP tent were at the other, constant
monitoring of fumes was required during all charging operations.

Assignment of support Marines for working and security was on
a revolving basis. The senior Marine assigned for the duration of
the operation was given the unenviable task of insuring an adequate
number of Marines were assigned and for mustering Marine personnel.
This evolved into a full time job as assignment of personnel to
support our operation revolved through numerous commands who were
often reluctant to give up personnel.

Location of Base Camp within the tree line proved to be an
excellent choice. Protection from the elements during extreme
weather was a key element in maintaining morale and enthusiasm
throughout the operation and allowed for sustained productivity.

D.SITE PREPARATION

Previous AIWW operations demonstrated that one of the hardest
evolutions was for boat operators to determine their location on
the waterway and relay this information to the CP. In an effort to
avoid this confusion, a system of marking- the shoreline was
developed. Stakes were posted on the shoreline every 50 m4hers
along the area to be searched and sequentially numbered for easyidentification. These stakes were also plotted on the master
reference chart in the CP. By relaying the number of the stake,
each search team’s location could be accurately plotted. Also by
spacing the stakes at 50 meters, each stake corresponded to a
search sector and served as a reference to insure the jackstay boat
maintained accurate positioning to avoid missing any of the search
area.





RESULTS:

The stakes at 50 meter intervals along the bank proved to be
as effective as hoped for. Primarily used by the jackstay team,
their presence precluded any confusion as to location and proper
placement of the standing legs. It took three people approximately
4 hours to originally measure and place the markers, which was a
small investment for the assistance they provided.

In addition to the markers, the USACE was tasked to mark the
start and finish of each search section using their equipment.
This added insurance reverified our marks and insured that only the
area to be dredged was actually searched.

The Navy Boat Crew provided security to shut down the waterway
during diving operations, normally 0800-1200 and 1300-1700 daily.

E. COMMUNICATIONS

The primary means of communication during this operation was
through use of handheld VHF radios. All boats carried a radio with
them any time they left base camp tQ insure uninterrupted
communications. In addition, Camp Lejeune Range Control provided
one of their field radios in the CP to allow constant communication
for verification of open/close ranges, closure of the waterway to
boat traffic and medivac coordination if required. The landline
phone installed at the CP was used for all onbase calls and the
cellular phone issued by Mobile Unit TWO was reserved for calls
offbase and back to the Mobile Unit.

RESULTS:

MX 300 handheld VHF radios were used extensively throughout
this operation with complete success. The 22’ Whalers each had
hard mounted VHF radios and a base station VHF was installed at the
CP milvan. This configuration provided satisfactory communications
at all times, even at the far north end of the search,
approximately 5 miles away.

The Range control radio proved inadequate for reliable
communications due to the location of Freeman’s Creek Landing. The
landline phone was used to contact Range Control when required.

F.DIVING PROCEDURES

All diving operations were conducted in accordance the U.S.
Navy Diving Manual. Waivers (enclosure 2) were obtained from
NAVSEA OOC for diving scuba in currents in excess of one knot and
for use of the weight vest to facilitate adequate weighting of the
divers.

LT_%Two_. identical dive stations, were. normally_ working at anygiven
tlme... Serch.lnq two sect.ors slmult.a.nously reduced theovexl ti,,-
equlred to c.omDlete thls operation. -However, diving uervisorhad to remaln alert at all times, especially when diving in
adjoining sectors to avoid interfering with each others operation.
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A dive brief was conducted in morning by each team leader and
emphasized environmental hazards and emergency procedures for
diving accidents.

RESULTS:

The diving conditions encountered were arduous by any
standards. The average water temperature was 43 degrees with
current running from slack to an estimated 5 knots. Coupled with
the amount of lines in the water, using a locator and diving in
areas of suspected live ordnance, it is a tribute to the
professionalism of the individuals involved that only one injury
occurred.

All divers wore wetsuits during this operation. The average
bottom time of 2 hours was not excessive by divers accounts,
however, on the days with extremely low air temperatures, bottom
times had to be shortened because of the chilling of divers before
entering the water and during surface intervals. The decision as
to when to pull divers was left totally to the respective diving
supervisors based on diver input and environmental conditions.

The Mk 1 Mod 0 drysuit weightvest used on this operation
received excellent performance and human factor-reviews by all
personnel. The added security of not having to worry about
unintentional tripping of a weight belt with 30-40 pounds of lead,
plus the load distribution of this heavy weight were common
positive comments about the vest. Several divers stated that they
would prefer this vest to a conventional weight belt for everyday
scuba operations.

The most serious problem during diving operations was not from
the divers but from the surface support team. Warmth of these
personnel in conditions reaching i0 degrees fahrenheit and wind
chills to -32 degrees made these personnel extremely vulnerable.
The use of submarine exposure suits, "moon boots", and Gortex
gloves provided by the Mobile Unit proved adequate in most cases.

G.SEARCHING PROCEDURE

The original plan was a modified jacMstay using two divers
buddy lined together. Divers would deploy at the up current end of
the jackstay and descended down the marker buoy line to the end of
the running leg of the jackstay. Once oriented, divers proceeded
down current, one diver searching a six foot lane with the Mk 29
locator. The second diver was signaled to investigate any
contacts. Should the contact prove to be ordnance, attempts to
I.D. were made. Ordnance items were marked with a float and the
search continued. Ordnance was not moved during the search phase.
Upon reaching the down current end of the jackstay, divers moved
the running leg over one loop. Divers then surfaced, were
recovered by the boat and taken back to the up current end of the
jackstay where the procedure began again. Upon reaching the bottom
on the up current end, the divers moved the running leg over one
loop to match with the down current end. The result was a down
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current search using lanes with the running leg as a guide. The
basic configuration of the jackstay system is shown in figure 3.

Another method planned for use in slack currents was to have
the divers swim in both directions, moving the running leg one loop
upon reaching each standing leg. This would result in covering the
area in a "Z" pattern using standard jackstay procedures. The dive
station supervisor would be responsible for determining which
technique was the most effective based on conditions encountered
and continually adjusted techniques as appropriate. A typical
jackstay configuration is shown in figure 3.

RESULTS:

The techniques used for actual searching were, as expected,
subject to constant evolution throughout the operation. There was
no right or wrong way to accomplish a search area and the preferred
technique varied with each team and dive set. A few of the
techniques used included: having the divers swim downcurrent, then
towing them back upcurrent on a makeshift sled. This technique
while effective, had the drawbacks of numerous ups and downs by
divers which eventually led to trouble clearing, and exposure of
wet divers to freezing air temperatures during the tow which
significantly reduced actual bottom time. The idea of recovering
the divers into the boat for upcurrent transportation, although
effective in mild weather, was eliminated as to tiring and chilling
to the divers. A standard "Z" jackstay with divers swimming both
directions worked well when currents were low. Also, by taking
advantage of low tides, the areas to be searched that were shallow
were done by individuals wading in hip boots or drysuits,
significantly reducing the area to be swept by divers.

The extreme currents and very short windows of optimum diving
conditions led to the development of another approach. During the
last two weeks a new system known as "Blitz Diving" was adopted.
Using search techniques above, blitz diving put the maximum number
of divers in the water at good conditions and resting during the
high currents. The standard "Blitz Dive" consisted of the dive sup
and standby in a 22 footer with one set of divers. A second set of
divers was loaded into a 470 with a coxswain (dive sup qualified)
and a tender. Upon reaching the search sector, all dive sup checks
were done with both boats together. When ready, one set of diyers
would splash from the 22 footer. The other set in the 470 would
cross the waterway to the other side of the jackstay and start
working back towards the middle. Because of the proximity of other
divers in the immediate area that could be used in an emergency,
one standby diver was used for both sets. "Blitz Diving" was by
far the most efficient means given the conditions we had and placed
less stress on all personnel involved.

One other detail that should not go unmentioned was line
selection. Each component of the jackstay (i.e. running leg,
standing legs, buoy lines) was made from a different type of line.
The benefit in dark water with numerous lines around the divers was
that any line grabbed could be immediately identified and
reorientation of the divers proved much simpler.
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H.RECOVERY/DISPOSAL

It was planned that at the end of each workday, ordnance items
discovered would be recovered and disposed of. Assuming positive
identification of ordnanc items would be nearly impossible in the
expected conditions, all recoveries were to be by remote pulling of
each item to the beach. Standard procedures for recovery were
planned as follows: two divers would enter the water and return to
the item with a pull line which has been fairled from the beach.
They would attach the pull line to the item and return to the boat.
Once back aboard, the boat would move to a safe distance, and when
cleared, begin pulling the item to the beach. When the item was on
the beach, USMC EOD would move in to make positive I.D. and
commence disposition as appropriate. It was anticipated that due to
location of the search area within normal impact ranges, all items
recovered would be blown in place. USMC EOD would provide all
demolition materials, range clearances, etc. for disposal
operations. Actual detonation of items would be conrolled through
base camp and Range Control to insure an adequate safe area was
maintained.

RESULTS:

Although extensive planning went to this phase during the
preop period, recovery/disposal proved to be relatively simple.
The four items found: 2 each 105 HEAT rounds, 1 each 106 MM HEP
round, and a 2.75" rocket warhead were all in wadable depth water
at low tide. USMC EOD recovered and disposed of all items on the
last day of the operation.

I.EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

Medical emergencies were designated in two categories: those
that would require transport to a chamber and those that would
require transport to a conventional medical facility. The Mobile
Unit TWO corpsman would assume control of all injuries upon their
arrival at Base Camp.

(a) Chamber Emergencies

Force Recon is located approximately 2 miles rom
Freeman’s Creek Landing and has DMT’s and a DMO assigned. For
simplicity in an emergency, the Force Recon DMO would drive to Base
Camp to supervise treatment. Upon approach of medivac helo, the DMO
and patient would be transported to LZ Falcon (i Mile from camp).
Transportation would be coordinated through Recon’s standard
operating procedures. Their SOP called for air transport through
the established medivac system to the duty chamber in Norfolk.
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(b) Mechanical Injuries

Injuries were evaluated by the corpsman at Base Camp.
Transportation to the base branch clinic or hospital would be
implemented as required.

RESULTS:

As mentioned earlier, there was one serious mechanical injury
incurred on this operation. However, proper prior planning, along
with the professionalism of the people involved, proved itself out
by the rapid application of first aid and smooth transition to
transporting of the casualty. There cannot be enough emphasis
placed on briefing and drilling of casualty procedures on an
operation of this scale.

J. VEHICLES

A varying number of Mobile Unit vehicles were assigned to this
operation. Two 3+3 trucks and a stake truck carried equipment and
towed hard hull boats to Camp Lejeune. A Blazer towed the F470
trailer. A 15 passenger van was assigned for tansportation of
personnel to and from Camp Lejeune and for personnel shuttle on the
base. A flat bed tractor trailer transported the two milvans to
and from Camp Lejeune. Upon off load, the flat bed returned to
Mobile Unit TWO until the operation is completed.

The van and trucks were used to shuttle personnel/equipment
between Camp Lejeune and Little Creek on the weekends. POV’s were
authorized to be taken but were driven at the owners expense.

Military vehicles assigned to this operation were authorized
for offbase travel for chow runs and shopping. Vehicles were not
used for general purpose liberty.

RESULTS:

Trucks were switched out throughout the operation. Reasons
included breakage, additional vehicles brought by MCM detachments,and requirements for vehicles to support other operations at Mobile
Unit TWO. The guiding principle was to insure at least three
vehicles capable of pulling the 22 footers, 6ne to pull the F470and Mk 5 trailer, and sufficient transportation of personnel to and
from the jobsite was available every week.

K. BOATS

Six Mobile Unit boats were assigned to this operation. Theseconsisted of three 22’ Boston Whalers with a side cutout, twoF470’s and a Mk 5. The Whalers were drawn from the Boat Shop. The
F470’s will be provided by Detachment EIGHT and FORTY TWO. The Mk5 was provided by MCM Det 52. A spare 25 HP motor was provided bythe Boat Shop.
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RESULTS:

The 22 footers provided an excellent dive platform for the
conditions we encountered. The rubber boats were very well adaptedto landing on the shores for jackstay work. A minimum of three 22
footers are required. Should by chance all three boats be up and
running at the same time, the third was gainfully employed as a
shuttle for bottles, swapout of personnel etc. The two F470’s were
used continuously during blitz diving. The Mk 5 proved to be the
superior craft for the jackstay team based on the working space and
speed while still maintaining a beaching capability.

The 22 footers required fuel on an average of once a week.
This was done during down time as available. Extra cans were
brought for the F470’s and Mk 5 and were switched out and refilled
as necessary.

All boats were rafted to the pier and left in the water at
night. Base camp security personnel were briefed every evening on
boat configuration and procedures for adjusting lines or emergecyactions. On Friday afternoons, all boats were pulled from thewater, thoroughly cleaned and flushed and stored on their trailersat the Navy Boat Crew’s compound onbase. The Navy Boat Crew also
allowed us to use their facilities for the repair of our 22footers.

Diving operations were conducted from the 22 footers and whenrequired, the F470’s. An F470 and eventually the Mk 5 were used forthe jackstay team to facilitate beaching.
Adequate maintenance and repair parts for foreseeable problemswere brought from Mobile Unit TWO and were the responsibility ofthe assigned boat shop personnel.

L. FUEL

All trucks were fueled at Monk’s Corner Store located inSnead’s Ferry, North Carolina. This was the closest station (about12 miles) with diesel that accepted a government credit card.Boats were fueled at Snead’s Ferry Marina located at SwanPoint on the AIWW. It was approximately a 7 mile run by water tothe marina. This marina also accepted the government credit cardand stocked a general supply of boating.needs that may be required(i.e. oils, grease, hardware etc.). Procurement of any items otherthan fuel and oils were to be approved by the operation OIC priorto purchase.

RESULTS:

The boats and trucks were fueled as planned at Snead’s Ferry. Thisworked well with no difficulties. Also, kerosene for the tentheaters was purchased at Snead’s Ferry and stored in 8 jerry cans.The jerry cans required refilling approximately every 3 days.
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The only additional fuel requirement was for the diesel
generators. This was coordinated by calling fuel delivery services
on base and paid for with a credit card issued by the base
comptroller’s office. Separate funds were transferred to Camp
Lejeune by the USACE to cover this fuel account.

M. BERTHInG/CHOW

A total of nine trailers and three cabanas were reserved at
the Onslow Beach Recreation Area for personnel berthing for the
duration of the operation. This provided adequate space for the 21
Mobile Unit TWO personnel assigned.

All personnel were provided per diem and were responsible for
obtaining their own food and beverages.

RESULTS:

The trailers at Onslow Beach Recreation Area were very
comfortable, close to the work site and very reasonably priced.
Two men were berthed to a trailer and three individuals in single
person cabanas. To obtain these facilities for official use
requires direction from the CG Camp Lejeune and should be layed on
at one of the first liaison meetings.

Each individual was paid per diem for chow and was responsible
for their own messing. This is the only practical way to eat due
the extensive and unpredictable work hours.

EODGRU TWO Medical provided hot chocolate and soup for daily
use at base camp.
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LESSONS LEARNED

*** Do not take anything for granted. Several major support items
(i.e. personnel, power, crane support) that was obligated failed to
materialize when we arrived at Camp Lejeune. Any asset that is
obligated by staff personnel should be accompanied by a POC at the
work center level and checked on personally. The verbal chain of
command has proven to be weak.

*** An advance party from the nucleus detachment should travel to
Camp Lejeune the week before start of work to establish base camp.
This would allow adequate time to overcome any snafu’s encountered.

*** Coordination of support bodies is extremely complicated
because several units were tasked for different periods of time. It
would be much simpler if one unit could be identified to be tasked
with support for the duration of the operation.

*** Proper cold weather clothing is essential to the protection of
personnel. Submarine exposure suits, heavy gloves, "moon boots"
and waders as a minimum are essential to this ope[ation.

*** Assignment of a Mobile Unit TWO medical representative to this
operation is mandatory. Aside from the emergency medical
requirements, daily sickcall for treatment of colds, mild squeezes,
flu’s, rashes etc. was absolutely necessary to keep personnel
capable of working.

*** Assignment of one OIC who does nothing but coordinate all
operations and support elements from base camp is critical. Any
switching of this one focal point would remove all continuity and
coordination.

*** sixteen working divers is minimum for the amount of territory
we covered in the conditions we had. Eighteen to twenty would
provide for substitutes when personnel go into a non diving status
for medical reasons. Should an excess of divers occur they can be
used as boat drivers, jackstay rigging, and to allow personnel to
rotate through a non diving day.

*** Leaving standing legs rigged and weighted across the waterway
at night was a gamble. Jackstay legs took about an hour to rig and
if pulled at night that time was lost the next morning. However,
large barges passed through our area every night and would
occasionally snag one of our jackstay lines. This resulted in loss
of the time to reset the lines plus loss of the gear involved. The
decision has to be addressed on a case by case basis.

*** Predicting when slack water would be proved almost impossible.
Even though extremely accurate tidal information for the area was
provided by the USACE, the number of inlets from the ocean,
prevailing wind direction, moon phases, etc. made predictions in
our op area more of a guess than reliable calculation.

Enclosure(l)





15 Dec 93

MEMORANDUM

From: Officer in Charge, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit
TWO Detachment EIGHT

To: Materiel Officer, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit
TWO

Subj: MATERIEL REQUEST

Ref: (a) COMEODGRUTWO msg 011300Z DEC 93

i. Reference (a) tasked Mobile Unit TWO to support the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineer’s dredging of the Intercoastal Waterway at
Camp Lejuene from I0 January.to 4 February 1994. After two
liaison visits and initial planning of the operation, a list of
materiel needs for this operation has been compiled.

2. Request that Mobile Unit TWO Materiel provide the following
items on a temporary issue to Detachment EIGHT in support of this
operation:

Item

Twin 80 Scuba Bottles 3
Single 80 Scuba Bottle 1
Hand Held Radios 6
Radio Waterproof Bags 5
Sandbags I00
Trashbags 1 box
Boat Anchors 13
Exposure Suits 12
Cold Weather Gloves 21
Cold Weather Boots 21
Mk 29 Locators 5
Mk 26 Locators 2
Datascope 1
Cressi Sub Scuba FFM 8
35MM Camera Film 6 rl
Polaroid Spectra Film 6 rl-
Carabineers 25
Binoculars 7x50 2
Leather Work Gloves 12
Line, Nylon 1.5" cir. 1 rl
Line, Nylon .75" cir. 2 rl
Bungee Cord 1 rl
Inflatable Buoys 14

2. A list for Servmart and open purchas9 items will be
submitted separately.

ENCLOSURE (2)





3. Every attempt has been made to make this list as complete aspossible. However, additional requirements may occur as the startdate approaches and will be forwarded to your department as soonas identified. Clothing, vehicle and boat requirements are beinghandled at the workcenter level.

Copy to:
File
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16 Dec 93

MEMORA/DUM

FroM:

To:

SUbj:

Officer in Charge, Explosive Ordnance Dispo’al Mobile Unit
TWO Detachment EIGHT
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mr. Howard Varnam

MIPR ISO AIWW CLEARANCE OPERATION

Ref: (a) Our phoncon of 15 December 93

i. As discussed during reference (a), upon obtaining berthing
availability, number of personnel required, fuel price information,etc., a more accurate projected cost for our operation can now be
provided. The following breakdown of costs is provided for your
information:

ITEM ESTIMATED COST

BERTHING
(9 trailers, 3 cabana’s)

.$ 2886.00

FOOD
($26/day x 2.1 men)

$ 14,196.00

BOAT FUEL
(3 Whalers, 2 inflatables)

$ 1,150. O0

TRUCK FUEL $ 500.00
(5 Vehicles)

CONSUMABLES $ 5,000.00

TOTAL $ 23,732.00

NOTE: The above estimates are based on the clearance operation
lasting 26 days (i0 Jan 4 Feb) .with 19 actual workdays.

2. Every attempt has been made to make this estimate as accurateas possible. It should be understood however, that the actual costmay vary in either direction.

3.. Request that MIPR Number CESAW-CO-94-11, dated 13 December
1993, be amended to transfer a total of $ 30,000. It isanticipated that this amount will be sufficient for all fundingrequirements and allow a buffer for any additional expenses.





To:
C-c
C:C
T 0I’11

..-.,ub j ect
Oate:
ttach
Certify
:--or war ded by:

JJM@TSDI

Deputy Range (.ontroi Officer@TSDl@MC8 LEJEUNE
SUPPORT PERSONNEL ;:OR NAVY EOD SWEEP OF AIWW
Thursday, March 10, 1994 i0:ii:46 EST

Y

SIR,
%S REQUESTED THE FOLLOWING LISTING IS THE LOCAL MARINES WHO
NAVY EOD. THEY ARE ALL FROM 2D FSSG.
::ANK NAME SSN MOS UNIT
MGYSGT CIAMPI,M.A. 3537 G-3 2D FSSG
CPL FARRELL,J.C. 5811 HOSVCBN
CPL REID,S.E. 4421 HQSVCBN
LCPL CHENCHICK,R.C. 2531 HQSVCBN

SCPL DOYLE,J.E. 5811 HQSVCBN
LCPL GARCIA,F.R. 2542 HQSVCBN
LCPL JOHNSON,D.A. 5811 HQSVCBN
LCPL MORALES,J. 3423 HQSVCBN
_C NEGRETE.A.A. 4421 HQSVCBN
_C:k. NEILSEN.R.A. 2531 HQSVCBN
DFC CLEMENS,T.P. 2542 HQSVCBN
:FC ELLIOT,M.H. 5811 HQSVCBN

FC THOMPSON,L. 2532 HQSVCBN
:PL DORSEY,3.T. 1371 8ENGSPTBN
2PL GALUTZA,D.M. 1371 8ENGSPTBN
PL DORSEY,D.K. 1341 8MTBN
_CPL CARLSON,E.P. 3531 8MTBN
_CPL JACOBY,W.E. 3051 8MTBN
_CPL REYES,D.E. 3533 8MTBN.
R/S
}ON

SUPPORTED









16 Dec 93

MEMORANDUM

From: officer in Charge, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit
TWO Detachment EIGHT

To: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mr. Howard Varnam

Sbj : MIPR ISO AIWW CLEARANCE OPERATION
Ref: (a) Our phoncon of 15 December 93

1. As discussed during reference (a), upon obtaining berthing
availability, number of personnel required, fuel price information,
etc., a more accurate projected cost for our operation can now be
provided. The following breakdown of costs is provided for your
information:

ITEM ESTIMATED COST

BERTHING
(9 trailers, 3 cabana’s)

,$ 2886.00

FOOD
($26/day x 21 men)

$ 14,196.00

BOAT FUEL
(3 Whalers, 2 inflatables)

$ I, 150.00

TRUCK FUEL $ 500.00
(5 Vehicles)

CONSUMABLES $ 5,000.00

TOTAL $ 23,732.00

NOTE: The above estimates are based on the clearance operation
lasting 26 days (i0 Jan 4 Feb) .with 19 actual workdays.

2. Every attempt has been made to make this estimate as accurate
as possible. It should be understood however, that the actual cost
may vary in either direction.

3.. Request that MIPR Number CESAW-CO-94-11, dated 13 December
1993, be amended to transfer a total of $ 30,000. It is
anticipated that this amount will be sufficient for all funding
requirements and allow a buffer for any additional expenses.
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RTTUZOVW RULSGG0015 3141612-UUUU--RUCOZBL RUCOZBE.
ZNR UUUUU ZOV. RULYSGG8356 REROUTE OF RUKGSTA0015 3141520
R 100800Z NOV 93 PSN 786467138
FM CDR USAED WILMINGTON NC
TO RUENAAA/CNO WASHINGTON DC//OP373//
RUCBCLF/CINCLANTFLT NORFOLK VA
RUCBTFA/COMNAVSURFLANT NORFOLK VA
INFO RULYSCC/COMEODGRU TWO ...
RULYSCC/EODMU TWO
RUCKSAA/CG MCB CAMP LEJEUNE NC//BRCO/TRNG//
BT
UNCLAS
SUBJECT: REQUESTED EOD SERVICES.
1. REQUEST EOD SERVICES OF EODMU, TWO, NAB, LITTLE CREEK, TO PERFORM
ORDNANCE REMOVAL OF ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW) SHAOLS
IN VICINITY OF CAMP LEJEUNE, NC. THIS REMOVAL REQUEST REPRESENTS
SHOALING REQUIRING MAINTENANCE DREDGING ACTIVITIES IN JANUARY 1994.
2. REQUEST EOD TEAM BEGIN WORK ON OR ABOUT i0 JAN 94 AND COMPLETE
WORK ON OR ABOUT 4 FEB 94. ALL PER DIEM AND MATERIAL COSTS WILL
BE REIMBURSED BY MIPR SENT DIRECTLY TO EODMU TWO.
3. SPECIFICALLY, WORK CONSISTS OF REMOVAL OF ALL ORDNANCE TO THE
PAGE 02RUKGSTA00i5 UNCLAS
MINUS 14-FOOT MEAN LOW WATER PLANE IN VARIOUS LOCATIONS BETWEEN
STATION 7066 METERS AND STATION 2053 METERS NORTH OF HURST BEACH
BRIDGE IN TANGENT F, SECTION 2 OF AIWW AT CAMP LEJEUNE, NC.
POC: CAR.MINE FORCINITO (919).251-4823.
BT
#oo15
NNNN
DLVR:EODMU TWO(1)...ACT
DLVR:COMEODGRU TWO(1)...ACT
RTD:000-000/COPIES:

*** MDU office codes that have received this message: ***

IST CO MAT MDUOPR N3
OPS PUBS READ

1 OF I
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UNCLASSIFIED

PTTUZYUW RUCOZBE0002 3351300-UUUU--RUCOSUU,
R UUUUU

P"QII300Z DEC 93 ZYB
ICOMEOGRU TWO

TO CDR USAED WILMINGTON NC
EODMU TWO
INFO CNO WASHINGTON DC//N852F//
DA WASHINGTON DC
CINCLANTFLT NORFOLK VA//N3/N332/N533//
COMNAVSURFLANT NORFOLK VA//N32//
CG MCB CAMP LEJEUNE NC//BRCO/TRNG//
BT
uNcLAs //N08027//
MSGID/GENADMIN/COMEODGRU TWO/N3/DEC//
SUBJ/REQUESTED EOD SERVICES//
REF/A/RMG/CDR USAED WILMINGTON/100800ZNOV93/-/NOTAL//REF/B/CON/COMEODGRU TWO/30NOV93//
REF/C/CON/COMEODGRU TWO/01DEC93//
REF/D/CON/COMEODGRU TWO/01DEC93//
REF/E/CON/COMEODGRU TWO/01DEC93//
NARR/REF A REQUESTED EOD SERVICES REF B TELCON BTWN COMEODGRU TWO MMICOULTER/CNO CAPT GOESSLING REF C TELCON BTWN COMNAVSURFLANT LCDR
MURRAY/CINCLANTFLT LT JUSSILA REF D TELCON BTWN COMEODGRU TWO MMI
COULTER/COMNAVSURFLANT LCDR MURRAY REF E TELCON BTWN COMEODGRU TWOMMI COULTER/EODMU TWO LT FERRIS//
POC/COULTER/MMI/COMEODGRU TWO/N32/TEL:DSN 680-8463 EX 225
/TEL:COM (804) 464-8463//
RMKS/I, IRT REF A AND AS DISCUSSED IN REFS B THROUGH E COMEODGRU TWOTAKES REF A FORAC,

FOR.EODMU TWO TAKE REF A FORAC DIRLAUTH ALCON//
O2

NNNN
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PTTUZYUW RUCKSAA8805 3471600-UUUU--RUCOZBL RUCOZBE.
ZNR UUUUU
P 130153Z DEC 93 ZYB PSN 083127121
FM CG MCB CAMP LEJEUNE NC//TRNG//
TO RUCKMEA/RUCBLFJ/CG II MEF//G-3/G-4//
INFO RUCOZBE/COMEODGRU TWO//JJJ//
RUCOZBL/EODMU TWO//JJJ//
BT
UNCLAS //N03500//
MSGID/GENADMIN/CG MCB CAMLEJ TRNG//
SUBJ/SUPPORT FOR US NAVY EOD DIVERS CLEARING ORDNANCE FROM ATLANTIC
/INTER COASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW)/
REF/A/RMG/CG MCB CAMLEJ/011402ZNOV93/2
AMPN/REF ANNOUNCED THE EOD SWEEP AND DREDGING OF THE AIW-W//
POC/R.H. PETERSEN/MAJ/CG MCB CAMLEJ TRNG OP/DSN 484-1714/5276
/TEL:COML (910) 451-1714/TEL:FAX DSN 484-5752//
RMKS/I. EOD MOBILE UNIT (MU), TWO, NAB LITTLE CREEK WILL BE ABD
MCB CAMP LEJEUNE FR i0 JAN-4 FEB 94 TO PROVIDE THE EQD SWEEP REFERRED
TO IN THE REF. THIS IS A PREREQUISITE TO DREDGING THE AIWW WHICH
WILL BEGIN IN CONJUNCTION W/ THE EOD MU TWO SWEEP AND LAST UNTIL THE
END OF FEB.
2. IN ORDER TO SPT EOD MU TWO IN THIS EFFORT THE FOL WILL BE
REQUIRED:
PAGE 02 RUCKSAA8805 UNCLAS

a. WORKING PARTY AND SCTY FOR OF 22 MARINES. (REQ AT LEAST
THREE MARINES HAVE SOME COXSWAIN EXP. THE MARINES ASG SHOULD REMAIN
ON THIS PROJ UNTIL COMPL).

B. WATER BULL W/ POTABLE WATER FOR DRINKING AND FRESH WATER RINSE
OF DIVE EQUIP.

C. ONE GP MEDIUM AND ONE CP TENT (BOTH W/ LINERS AND HEATERS).
D. ACCESS TO 2D RECONNAISSANCE BN BAS FOR MED SPT (TO INCL DIVE

INJURY)
E. FORKLIFT SPT TO LIFT 12,000 POUND FLY AWAY DIVE LOCKER FR

TRACTOR TRAILER ON i0 JAN 94 AND PUT SAME BACK-ON TRACTOR TRAILER
AT COMPL OF SWEEP.
3. ACD IT IS REQUESTED THAT THESE REQ BE. REVD FOR SUPPORTABILITY.
REQ RESPONSE BY CLOSE OF BUSINESS22 DEC 94.//
BT
#8805
NNNN
DLVR:EODMU TWO(1)...INFO
DLVR:COMEODGRU TWO(1)...INFO
RTD:000-000/COPIES:
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RTTUZYUW RUCKSGG7405 3490054-UUUU--RUCOZBL RUCOZBE.
ZNR uUUUU
R 142331Z DEC 93 ZYB PSN 095694133
FM CG II MEF//G3//
TO RUCKDDA/CG SECOND MARDIV//G3//
RUCKMOA/CG ,SECOND FSSG//G3//
INFO RUCOZBE/COMEODGRU TWO//JJJ//
RUCOZBL/EODMU TWO//JJJ//
P 130153Z DEC 93 ZYB PSN 976763B38
FM CG MCB CAMP LEJEUNE NC//TRNG//
TO CG II MEF//G-3/G-4//
INFO COMEODGRU TWO//JJJ//
EODMU TWO//JJJ//
BT
UNCLAS //N03500//
MSGID/GENADMIN/CG MCB CAMLEJ TRNG//
SUBJ/SUPPORT FOR US NAVY EOD DIVERS CLEARING ORDNANCE FROM ATLANTIC
/INTER COASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW)//’
REF/A/RMG/CG MCB CAMLEJ/OII402ZNOV93//
AMPN/REF ANNOUNCED THE EOD SWEEP AND DREDGING OF THE AIWW//
POC/R.H. PETERSEN/MAJ/CG MCB CAMLEJ TRNG OP/DSN 484-1714/5276
/TEL:COML (910) 451-1714/TEL:FAX DSN 484-5752//
PAGE 02 RUCKSGG7405 UNCLAS
RMKS/I. EOD MOBILE UNIT.(MU), TWO NAB LITTLE CREEK WILL BE ABD
MCB CAMP LEJEUNE FR I0 JAN-4 FEB 94 TO PROVIDE THE EOD SWEEP REFERRED
TO IN THE REF. THIS .IS A PREREQUISITE TO DREDGING THE AIWW WHICH
WILL BEGIN IN CONJUNCTION W/ THE EOD MU TWO SWEEP AND LAST UNTIL THE
END OF FEB. .
2. IN ORDER TO SPT.EOD MU TWO IN THIS EFFORT THE FOL WILL BE
REQUIRED:

A. WORKING PARTY AND SCTY FOR OF 22 MARINES. (REQ AT LEAST
THREE MARINES HAVE.SOME COXSWAIN EXP. THE MARINES ASG SHOULD REMAIN
ON THIS PROJ UNTIL-COMPL).

B. WATER BULL W/ POTABLE WATER FOR DRINKING AND FRESH WATER RINSE
OF DIVE EQUIP.

C. ONE GP MEDIUM AND ONE CP TENT (BOTH. W/ LINERS AND HEATERS).
D. ACCESS TO 2D RECONNAISSANCE..BNBAS FOR MED SPT (TO INCL DIVE

INJURY).
E. FORKLIFT SPT TO LIFT 12,000 POUND FLY AWAY DIVE LOCKER FR

TRACTOR TRAILER ON i0 JAN 94 AND PUT SAME BACK-ON TRACTOR TRAILER
AT COMPL OF SWEEP.
3. ACD IT IS REQUESTED THAT THESE REQ BE REVD FOR SUPPORTABILITY.
REQ RESPONSE BY CLOSE OF BUSINESS 22 DEC 94.//
PAGE 03 RUCKSGG7405 UNCLAS
BT
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RTTUZYU RUCKSGGI301 3500124-UUUU--RUCOZBL RUCOZBE.
ZNR UUUUU
R 152313Z DEC 93 ZYB PSN i07920119
FM CG II MEF//G3//
TO RUCKDDA/CG SECOND MARDIV//G3//
RUCKMOA/CG SECOND FSSG//G3//
INFO RUCKSAA/CG MCB CAMP LEJEUNE NC//TRNG//
RUCOZBE/COMEODGRU TWO//JJJ//
RUCQZBL/EODMU TWO//JJJ//
BT
UNCLAS IIN0300011
MSGID/GENADMIN/CG II MEF G3(OPS).//
SUBJ/SUPPORT FOR US NAVY EOD DIVERS CLEARING ORDNANCE FROM ATLANTIC
/INTERCOASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW)//
REF/A/RMG/CG MCB CAMLEJ/011402ZNOV93//
REF/B/RMG/CG MCB CAMLEJ/IB0153ZDECgB/PASEP//
NARR/REF A ANNOUNCED THE EOD SWEEP AND DREDGING OF THE AIWW. REF B
ANNOUNCED EOD MOBILE UNIT TWO WILL BE ABD MCB CAMP LEJEUNE i0 JAN 4
FEB 94 TO PROVIDE THE EOD SWEEP. REF ALSO IDENTIFIED SUPPORT
REQUIREMENTS AND REQUESTED THAT CG II MEF REVIEW THE REQUIREMENTS FOR
SUPPORTABILITY.//
POC/S. P. WHITLOCK/MAJ/CG II MEF G3(OPS)/-/TEL:DSN 484-8239//
RMKS/I. FOR CG, 2D MARDIV: REQUEST REVIEW REQUIREMENT OUTLINED
PAGE 02 RUCKSGGI301 UNCLAS
IN PARAGRAPH 2D OF REF B FOR SUPPORTABILITY.
2. FOR CG, 2D FSSG: REQUEST REVIEW REQUIREMENTS OUTLINED IN
PARAGRAPHS 2A, 2B, 2C, AND 2E FOR SUPPORTABILITY.
3. RESPONSE REQUESTED NLT COB 21 DEC 93. //
BT
#1301
NNNN
DLVR:EODMU TWO(1)...INFO
DLVR:COMEODGRU TWO(1)...INFO
RTD:000-000/COPIES:

*** MDU office codes that have received this message: ***

IST CO MAT MDUOPR N3
OPS PUBS READ

1 OF 1
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RTTUZYUW RUCKSGG7181 3570033-UUUU--RUCOZBL RUCOZBE.
ZNR UUUUU

-R 222301zDEc 93 ZYB PSN 16429128
FM CG II MEF//G3//
TO RUCKDDA/CG SECOND MARDIV//G3//
RUCKMOA/CG SECOND FSSG//G3//
RUCKSAA/CG MCB CAMP LEJEUNE NC//TRNG//
INFO RUCOZBE/COMEODGRU TWO//JJJ//
RUCOZBL/EODMU TWO//JJJ//
RUCKDDN/SECOND RECONBN//S3//
BT
UNCLAS //N03000//
MSGID/GENADMIN/CG II MEF (G-30S)/DEC 93//
SUBJ/SUPPORT FOR US NAVY EOD DIVERS CLEARING ORDNANCE FROM ATLANTIC
INTER COASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW)//
REF/A/RMG/CG 20 MARDIV/202002ZDECg3/-NOTAL//
REF/B/E-MAIL/21 DEC 93/-NOTAL//
REF/C/RMG/CG MCB CAMLEJ/IH0153ZDEC93/-PASEP//
NARR/REFERENCES A AND B INDICATE SUPPORT FOR suBJECT. CLEARING IS

FEASIBLE. REFERENCE B FURTHER REQUESTS DIRLAUTH WITH MCB CAMLEJ POC

TO DISCUSS WORKING PARTY/COXSWAIN REQUIREMENT. REFERENCE C REQUESTS

FEASIBILITY OF PROVIDING PERSONNEL/EQUIPMENT IN SUPPORT OF SUBJECT

CLEARING.//
PAGE 02 RUCKSGG7181 UNCLAS
POC/T.N. BARNHOHSE/LTCOL/PRIPHN: DSN 484-8239/CG II MEF (G-3 UPS)//
RMKS/I. FOR CG 2D MARDIV: PER REFERENCE A, REQUEST TAKE PARAGRAPH
2D OF REFERENCE C FOR ACTION AND PROVIDE ACCESS TO 2D RECON BN BAS

FOR MEDICAL SUPPORT THROUGHOUT THE PERIOD i0 JAN TO 4 FEB 94.

DIRLAUTH MCB CAMLEJ POC FOR COORDINATION/EXECUTION OF SUPPORT. MCB

CAMLEJ POC: MAJ R.H. PETERSEN (TRNG/OPS) DSN: 484-1714/5276.
2. FOR CG 2D FSSG: PER REFERENCE B, REQUEST TAKE PARAGRAPHS 2A, 2B,

2C, AND 2E OF REFERENCE C FOR ACTION AND PROVIDE PERSONNEL/EQUIPMENT
SUPPORT REQUESTED THEREIN. DIRLAUTH MCB CAMLEJ POC FOR COORDINATION/
EXECUTION OF SUPPORT. MCB CAMLEJ POC: MAJ R.H. PETERSEN (TRNG/OPS)
DSN: 484-1714/5276.
3. FOR CG MCB CAMLEJ: SUPPORT AS REQUESTED IN REFERENCE C IS

FEASIBLE. HOWEVER, PERSONNEL FOR THE WORKING PARTY/COXSWAIN SUPPORT
REQUIRES FURTHER DISCUSSION. DIRLAUTH 2D MARDIV/2D FSSG POCS FOR
COORDINATION/EXECUTION OF SUPPORT. 2D MARDIV POC: LTCOL J.W. BEAROR

(G-3 UPS) DSN: 484-8140. 2D FSSG POC: CWO-3 ADAMS (G-3 UPS) DSN:

484-1588/3633.
4. FOR ALL: REQUEST INCLUDE CG II MEF (G-3) AS AN INFO ADDLE ON ALL
MESSAGE TRAFFIC THIS SUBJECT.//
BT
#7181
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I" "UZYUWI’? ...’.,,,..u: 3501200-UUUU--
R uDHHMMZ MMM YY ZYB
FM. EODMU TWO
TO COMNAVSEASYSCOM WASHINGTON DC//OOC//
INFO COMEODGRU TWO
NAVEODTECHDIV INDIAN HEAD MD//CODE 45//
NAVEODFLTLAU INDIAN HEAD MD//
BT
UNCLAS IIN03150/1
MSGID/GENADMIN//
SUBJ/DIVING PROCEDURE WAIVER REQUEST//
REF/A/RMG/COMEODGRU TWO/011300ZDEC93/-/NOTAL//
REF/B/CON/EODMU TWO/16DEC93 / /
REF/C/DOC/NAVSEA 0994-LP-9010/15FEB93 / /NARR/REF A IS TASKING MESSAGE, REF B IS TELCON BTWN EODMU TWO(CWO2ASHTON) AND NAVSEA OOC(CDR HONEY), REF C IS NAVY DIVING MANUAL //POC/ASHTON/CWO2/EODMU TWO DET EIGHT/-/TEL: (804)464-8470//RMKS/I. REF A TASKED EODMU TWO TO PROVIDE ORDNANCE CLEARANCE SUPPORTFOR U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS. ORDNANCE CLEARANCE IS A REQUIREDPREREQUISITE TO DREDGING OF ATLANTIC INTERCOASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW)T CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. IVO PREVIOUS OPERATIONS IN THIS AREA, ORIGNTICIPATES WATER CURRENTS IN EXCESS OF 4 KNOTS AND DEPTHS TO 15 FSW.;ONDITIONS WILL REQUIRE HEAVY WEIGHTING OF SCUBA DIVERS (40-50 LBS)?O SAFELY ACCOMPLISH U/W ORDNANCE RELATED TASKS. ORIG BELIEVES SAFEST,OST PRACTICAL METHOD TO WEIGHT DIVERS IS THROUGH USE OF THE EODI.r "HT VEST CURRENTLY BEING REVIEWED BY NAVSEA FOR USE WITH THE ME 1IO, DRYSUIT.
:. AS DISCUSSED REF B, ORIG REQ AUTH TO CONDUCT DIVE OPERATIONS IN:URRENT EXCEEDING MAX LIMITS ESTABLISHED IN REF C AND USE OF EODEIGHT VEST TO PROVIDE SAFEST POSSIBLE WORKING CONDITIONS FOR DIVERS.;. AIWW ORDNANCE CLEARANCE OP OCCURS EVERY TWO TO THREE YEARS.IAIVER FOR HIGH CURRENT DIVING HAS BEEN REQUESTED AND RECEIVED IN’HE PAST IN CONJUNCTION WITH THESE OPS. WEIGHT VEST IS NEW EQUIPMENT
/TD SHOULD GREATLY ENHANCE DIVER SAFETY IN THESE CONDITIONS. PRE OP’RNG WILL INCLUDE SAFETY FOR THE CONDITIONS OF THIS WAIVER.//T

NN
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DEPARTMENTOFTHE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND
2S31 JEFFERSON DAVIS HIGHWAY

ARLINGTON VA 22242-5160 REPLY REFER TO

3150
OPR 00C36
SER 00C3/3580
27 December 1993

From: Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
To: Commanding Officer, Explosive Ordnance Disposai Mobile

Unit TWO

Subj: DIVING PROCEDURE WAIVER REQUEST

Ref: (a) EODMU TWO Message’R. 201040Z DEC 93
(b) U..S. Navy Diving Manual Vol. One, Rev. Three

1. Reference (a) requested a waiver of diving procedures to
conduct SCUBA dives in currents in excess of four (4) knots.
This waiver is approved subject to the following conditions:

a. All diving shall be conducted in strict compliance with
reference (b).

b. Waiver is in effect only for the duration of the
dredging operation in the AIWW, at Camp Lejuene, N.C.

By direction

Ii





DEPARTMENTOFTHE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND
2531 JEFFERSON DAVIS HIGHWAY

ARLINOTON VA 22242o5160 IN REPLY REFER TO

1O560
OPR 00C36
SER 00C/3024
06 January 1994

From:
To:

Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Commanding Officer, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile
Unit TWO

Subj: AUTHORIZATION TO USE EOD WEIGHT VEST

Ref: (a) NAVSEA ltr 3150 SER 00C/3580 of 27 December 1993
(b) Phoncon CWO Ashton EODMU TWO/NAVSEA 00C36 of 06

January 1994

i. Reference (a) granted authorization for a waiver to conduct
SCUBA dives in current in excess of four (4) knots. Reference
(b) requested authorization to use the EOD weight vest for this
operation.

2. Authorization is hereby granted to use the EOD weight vest in
conjunction with the AIWW diving operation. Request official
report of EOD weight vest performance be forwarded to NAVSEA 00C
following completion of diving operations.

3. NAVSEA POC is ENCM/MDV Roberts, Comm. (703)607-2766.

12





POINTS OF CONTACT

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS (919) 251-4411

MR. HOWARD VARNAM PROJECT MANAGER

CAMP LEJEUNE RANGE CONTROL (919) 451-2102

MR. DON HASHHAGON RANGE CONTROL OFFICER

MGYSGT THOMPSON RANGE COORDINATOR

DIRECTOR OPERATIONS DIVISION CAMP LEJEUNE (919) 451-1714

MAJ PETERSEN OPERATIONS OFFICER

BASE EOD (919) 451-0558

CAPT PETERNEL OFFICER IN CHARGE

MGYSGT DUNCAN SENIOR ENLISTED

NAVY BOAT CREW (919} 451-5046

BMC GREGORY LEADING CHIEF

BOQ RESERVATIONS (910) 451-1385

BEQ RESERVATIONS (910) 451-5262

BASE INFORMATION (910) 451-1113

Enclosure (3)





PERSONNEL ASSIGNED

The following personnel were assigned to this operation on the
dates indicated.

I0 January 3 February

CW02 ASHTON
ETCS ROOK
HMCS WAGNER
AOI GUNTER

GMMI SMITH
BMI GRIFFITHS
ET2 DOAK

i0 January 2A January 24 January 3 February

OS2 LOUTZENHISER
BM3 HAWLK
BM2 KLINKER
BMI MEIER
BM3 WHIFFEN
AO3 HOERER
GMGI PAULETTE
BMC ESPOSITO
GMC DREW
BMI JONES
GMG3 PLESKONKO
MMI GRAVES (10-14 Jan)
BT2 VANDIVER (16-21 Jan)
LCDR JARDOT (16-21 Jan)

CWO2 BUBIER
BMC McLLOYD
ENI BUCK
EMC GRAY
AMSI COOPER
GMGI FISCHER
BM2 BUHL
BMI GREEN
BM2 WILLIAMS
HTC FLEMING
HTI DOYEL
AO3 METZLER

BOAT SHOP

10-14 January

BM3 HORNER
EN2 ROTH

16-21 January

BM3 GRASSER
EN2 GILMARTIN

23-28 January

BM3 HOLLYFIELD
EN2 GILMARTIN

30 Jan-3 Feb

BM3 GRASSER
EN2 LAWS

Enclosure (4)





TEAM ASSIGNMENTS

TEAM" IA

10 JANUARY 21 JANUARY

TEAM IB

BMI JONES TL,DS
AOI GUNTER DS
MM1 GRAVES/BT2 VANDIVER
GMG3 PLESKONKO
BM3 HORNER
MARINE

GMM1 SMITH TL,DS
BM1 GRIFFITHS DS
BM3 WHIFFEN
A03 HOERER
MARINE
MARINE

TEAM 2A TEAM 2B

BMC ESPOSITO TL, DS
BMI MEIER DS
BM2 KLINKER
ET2 DOAK
EN2 ROTH/EN2 GILMARTIN
MARINE

GMC DREW TL, DS
GMGI PAULETTE DS
OS2 LOUTZENHISER
BM2 HAWLK
MARINE
MARINE

JACKSTA BOAT

ETCS ROOK
MARINE
MARINE
MARINE
MARINE

24 JANUARY 3 FEBRUARY

TEAM 1A TEAM IB

EMC GRAY TL,DS
BMC McLLOYD DS
ENI BUCK
GMGI PAULETTE
BM3 HOLLYFIELD/BM3 GRASSER
MARINE

ETCS ROOK TL,DS
GMGI FISCHER DS
HTC FLEMMING
AMSI COOPER
MARINE
MARINE

TEAM 2A TEAM 2B

CW02 BUBIER TL,DS
BMI GRIFFITHS DS
BMI BUHL
HT1 DOYEL
EN2 LAWS/EN2 GILMARTIN
MARINE

AOI GUNTER TL,DS
BMI GREEN
BM2 WILLIAMS
ET2 DOAK
MARINE
MARINE

JACKSTAYBOAT

GMMI SMITH
MARINE
MARINE
MARINE
MARINE

Enclosure (5)





STEM

CAMP LEJEUNE LOAD LIST

BIG STUFF

OTY LOADED REMARKS

BOSTON WHALER 03
Mk 5 ZODIAC 01
F470 02
25 HP MOTOR 02
F470 TRAILER 01

3 X 3 02
STAKE TRUCK 01
BLAZER 01
VAN 01

FUEL TANKS (MIX) 04
FUEL TANKS (RIX) 02
RIX COMPRESSOR 02
FADL 01
MILVAN 01
GENERATOR (BIG) 01
DRYING RACK 01
TABLE 02
CHAIRS i0

BOAT SHOP
MCM
DET 8/DET 42

8/DET 42
BOAT SHOP

TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION

DET 8/42/BOAT SHOP
DET 8/DET 02 (**)
DET 8/DET 02 (**)
DET 54
MATERIAL
DET 54 (IF NEEDED)
COMPOUND

ITEM OTY

GPS 02
RADIOS i0
CHARGER (6 SLOT) 01
RADIO BATTERIES i0 (SPARE)
WATER PROOF BAG 05
MK 29 ORD. LOCATOR 06
MK 26 ORD. LOCATOR 02
DATASCOPE 02
MULTIMETER 01
CAMERA KIT 01
CELLULAR PHONE 02
FLASHLIGHT 04
C-CELL BATTERIES 19 DOZ.
D-CELL BATTERIES 06 DOZ.
AA BATTERIES 06 DOZ.

ELECTRONICS

LOADED REMARKS

DET 8/ET SHOP
ET SHOP
ET SHOP
MATERIAL
DET 8/MATERIAL
DET 8/MATERIAL
DET 8/ET SHOP

OPS/MEDICAL

SERVEMART
SERVEMART
SERVEMART

Enclosure (6)





CAMP LEJEUNE LOAD LIST

CLOTHING

LOADED

MUSTANG SUIT 18
COLD WEATHER GLOVES 21
COLD WEATHER BOOTS 21
BUFFALO SUITS 21
WORK GLOVES 12
HIP WADERS 08
FLACK JACKETS 05
HELMETS 05
WADERS 12
FIELD JACKET LINER 24

REMARKS

MATERIAL
MATERIAL
MATERIAL

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

ITE

RED TOOL BOX
SHOVEL
AXE
STAKES
SLEDGE HAMMER
SANDBAGS
TRIPOD
COME-ALONG
CARABINEERS
SNAP HOOKS
1 1/2" SAMPSON
3 /4" SAiPSON
BUNGEE CORD
SNATCH BLOCK
SHACKLES
550 CORD
COTTON SASH
MARKER POLES
MARKER FLAGS
BOLT CUTTERS

TOOLS/RIGGING EQUIPMENT

OTY LOADED REMARKS

Ol
O4
01
12
03
i00
01
01
5O
24
06 ROLL
06 ROLL
01 ROLL
O4
12
01 ROLL
01 ROLL
80
80
01

SERVMART
MCM
SERVMART

DET 54
ORDERED

SERVMART
MATERIAL
DIVE LOCKER
SERVMART
MCM
VARIOUS SIZES

DET 8
SIMA
SIMA





ADMIN SUPPLIES

ITEM 0TY LOADED

FILM’35MM 06
FILM POLAROID 06
TRASH BAGS 02 BOXES
DMA CHARTS (11541) 04
MAPS (809310) 06
LOCKS 10
ORDNANCE TAPE 12
ELECTRICAL TAPE 12
MONOFILIMENT TAPE 12
RAGS BUNDLE
PENS 02 BOXES
PENCILS 02 BOXES.
NOTEBOOKS 06
COFFEE
HOT CHOCOLATE
SOUP
PUSH PINS 01 BOX
CHARTING TOOLS
SCISSORS 02
LAMINATING PAPER 01 BOX
GREASE PENCILS 02 BOXES
SCRUB PADS 12
LIQUID SOAP 01 CAN
CAMP STOVE 02
COFFEE POTS (LARGE) 02
COFFEE POT (BETSY) 01
SOUP URN 02
2544’s 04 PADS
DIVE SMOOTH LOGS 30
SAFETY CENTER ENV. i0
DIVE PLANNING SHEET 30

REMARKS

SERVMART
SERVMART
SERVMART
OPS

SERVMART
SERVMART
SERVMART
SERVMART
SERVMART
SERVMART
SERVMART
SERVMART

MEDICAL
MEDICAL

DIVIDERS/PARALLELS
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TWIN 80’S 16
SINGLE 80 02
WEIGHT BELTS ALL
EXTRA LEAD LOTS
SPARE DIVE BAG 01
DIVE SUP KIT 02
DIVE SUP BOARD 02
STANDBY LINE 02
BUDDY LINES 04
LOST DIVER BOUY 02
DIVE FLAGS 02
THERMOS 06
EXTRA CLUMPS LOTS
MARKER’BUOYS 14
EXTRA CARTS (BUOYS) 35
CRESSI SUB FFM 08
PERSONNAL DIVE GEAR ALL
EXTRA BUOYS 06
CLUMPS (50#) 24
BINOCULARS 04
LIFE JACKETS 06
JACKSTAY LINES i0

JACKSTAY BAGS 06
SEARCH LINE BUOY
ANCHORS
50 M SEARCH LINE
CLUMP BUOY

JACKSTAY SET-UP BAG
ANCHOR W/50 LINE
SLEDGE HAMMERS
COME-A-LONG
PULLEY

DRY SUITS W/UNDERWEAR

02
02
01
03
01
01
02
01
01

06

DIVE GEAR

LOADED REMARKS

DET 8/54/DIVE LOCKER
DET 8/DIVE LOCKER

DET 8/54
DET 8/54

ON ORDER
DIVE LOCKER

DIVE LOCKER
DET 8/MATERIAL
BOAT SHOP
IN BUCKETS

4





BABE CAMP
ENCLOSURE (7)





ITEMS FOUND IN WATER ITEMS FOUND ON BEACH

DISPOSAL SHOT





DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

WASItlNG ION. L) C.

ii000
TAP4301

DEC 1985

From=
To=

Commandant of the Marine Corps
CommandinK General, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, North
Carolina 28542-5001

Subj ATLANTIC INTERCOASTAL WATERWAY, TRAFFIC

Ref= (a) , IVICB. Camp Lejeune Itr 11102 TRNG/OPS dtd 18 Nov 85

I. Your request for assistance rearding the atlantic coast
inland waterway is presently being reviewed by the various
departments within this Headquarters that could affect the
situation. As you well know, this is a complicated issue;
satisfactory solutions may require some time, because of the
numerous agencies involved.

2. Accordingly, you will be provided appropriate periodic
updates to keep you abreast of information. The point of contact
in this Headquarters is Major Bill Smith, Training Department,
AUTOVON 224-2404.





10 ecembr

Standing Operating Procedure for Pnge Control operations
(ange Control SOP)

Commanding General
arlne Corps Base
Caap LeJeuna, NC 28542-5001

1. Itefarencs

a. Your Base Order PIII02.1 dated 1! Oct 1965 trauemlttin your revised
Itange Control SOP 148ntml 147 PlllOl.lteffnctive lNovember 1955.

2. Pfereneed revised auga Control SOP tianual has recently been received and
reviewed by my staff end found to contain anIncomplete quotation of Federal
reguJ.attons that uy cause confusion rgardtng navigation rights in the
Aantlc Intracoastal Waterway (AliA/). ptor ,cti 012 of the SOP,
entitled NAVIC WA cites t ited States sst Pilot 4 (0 ) as
the source of Federal repletions descr/b/ reset/teed nd danger zones
within the navigable wste in t vity of Je, rth rolias.
e ast P/lot ts noa ederal Re.IntL., It is an aunusl publ/csi of
the U.S. partut of ree for thee of prodding 8 ready reference
for idanee 8 siste for all parties using or ng an interest tn the
navXg8ble waters tn theri-eovered the bItt/. Federal
reguIations are quoted in the Coast Pilot nereIy ms s .part of the guidance for
particular areas. The actual regulations are found in /tle 33 of the Code of

Federal.Regulations in subsection 204’56. Th Correct cite is "33 CFR
20.$6. The Coast P/lot is also incorrectly referred to as a regulaion in

Appendix A, under the headings "Co.t Pilot 4" and "N.vfsble Haters.

3. The applicable rederal, regulaione are not quoted cenpletnly nor
paraphrssed accurately in section 4012, paragraptm l,s.,
result/n8 in a mistaken-understanding that the &elastic lnCracosstsl eteray
(AI) Ls included as a restricted ar, In he OR t rsla/o are
arranged such Cha specific restricted areas are descried and then followed





Standing Operating Procedure for lnge Conrol Operations
(Range ontrol SOP)

by particular regulations for that ares. Within 204.56, paragraph (s)
describes the "Atlantic Ocean east of Hew River In/st," paragraph (b)
describes the "Hew /ver" and the eight restricted sectors, and then paragraph
(c) sets forth the regulations for those areas. Next, paragraph (d)(l)
describes the target and beblng ares in he Atlsntic Ocean In he vlciniy of

Bear In/u, and ragraph (d)(2) ses forth the resulsttons for that area.
Flnally, paragraph (e)(1) desris the "Inland waters in the Brs Inlet

ares ten Bear ek and t al ch rldge over t Atlantic
nraeoastal gaey," a parasraph (e)(2) preserlbes the resistless for

tha area. sld te4 that eheleftheW t sfed
trlet" Xn-y ef tseaasl teed, paragraph (e)()(i) sat e

the A Is Important sd gJelly quoted,In your e trol
SOP to avoid vtolaions of Federal relatis by your officers o may
routinely no all vessels to pried thrgh she AI.

4. In my letter of $ July 1985 reference c. above. T pointed out that your
current routine Closures of the AIWfor regularly scheduled firing exercises
ere not "extre emergencies" and were therefore not authorized by the
current reguletlons. I also requested addltlonal Inforaatlon to assist us In
proceasln your request to ege the C to auChorize yr daisy of sgeIo

1n the AI. der he current regulaClons, you are responsible for eore
all 8ecClons of 33 20A.6, Including assuring tt vsels are noC sopped
In he AI except in cases of exre mrgeneles. I ve a airier
responslbillCy to assure that the publie rights of navigation ere protected in

s11 waters thee are not otherwise regulated under Federal law or regulation.
To continue to delay the traffic without authority places the Federal
Governaen in vulnerable position regarding the liability for the navigators

costs or other demises resultlng fro the delays. In this regard, I belleve

that it is imperative that you pursue the necessary changes to the CFR to
,thorlse your current practice of delaylng the AI traffic for regularly
cheduled firing exercises. As I pointed out in my earller letter, I a

prepared to ass/st you in this ,mater in any way I can. Please contact e or
Hr. Carlee M. Hollla, Chief of my Regulatory Branch.

Wayne A. aueon
Colonel, Corps of gngineer A,,
Coandlng SAWCO-EP.I-DIUa._bt

SAWCO/S.  e  
SAWDX/BURCI
SAWDD/LTC
SAWDE/COL
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From
To:

Subj:

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Marine Corps Base

Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542-5001
11102
TRNG/OPS

Commanding General, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune
Deputy Chief of Staff for Training, Headquarters
U. S. Marine Corps, Washington, DC 20380-0001

ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW) TRAFFIC CONTROL

Ref: (a) Title 33 U S Code of Federal Regulations (U S
Coast Pilot 4 Section 204.5b)

Encl: (i) CG MCB Itr TRNG/OPS 11102 did 4 Jun 85
(2) Title 33 U S Code of Federal Regulations Section

204.5b (extracts)
(3) Dept of the Army Wilmington Dist Corps of Engineers

Itr SAWCO-E dtd 5 Jul 85

i. Since we have discussed the subject on the phone a couple of
times I thought I would follow up with a letter spelling out the
assistance you and your staff might provide. Although our
current procedures for temporarily closing the waterway are not
in immediate jeopardy, the initiative to extend the closures
could backfire and bring the whole process to a halt with a
severe impact on live fire training with the .50 caliber machine
gun, the LAV’s 25mm gun and tank main gun. The following
paragraphs and enclosures provide the background and highlight
our problem.

2. In June 1985, the Commanding General, Marine Corps Base, Camp
Lejeune submitted a request to the District Engineer, Army Corpso nginoers in Wi].mington, enclosure (I), hich proposed an
expanded closure of the AIWW. This proposed change to the
reference, an enclosure to the letter, would allow the waterway
to be closed for periods of two or four hours when certain types
of live fire training were underway. Enclosure (2) is the current
regulation.

3. The District Engineer’s response was not favorable (enclosure
(3)). He pointed out that the reference did not actually authorize
any closure of the AIWW except in extreme emergencies: however he
agreed (since he has in fact supported these delays for many years)
not to take any immediate action on the present policy of one-hour
closures. Additionally he pointed out (I) that such closure may be
beyond the authority of the Secretary of the Army and (2) that the
State of North Carolina, Division of Coastal Management would need
to be involved in the decision process.





Subj: ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW) TRAFFIC CONTROL

4. Prior to Marine Corps Base submitting the assessment outlined
in pragraph 6 of enclosure (3), it is requested that the Head-
quarters staff review the current regulations and possibly offer
a strategy that will ensure that our present practice of one-hour
closures, although not specifically authorized, can be continued
and secondly that will offer a high probability of obtaining
authority for two-hour and four-hour closures.
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From:

To:

SubJ:

Ref:

Encl:

UM:TED STATES MARINE CORPS
Marine Corps Base

Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542-5001 IN REPLY REFER TO.

Commanding General, Marine CC
North Carolina
District Engineer, U.S. Army
District

TRNG/OPS
11102"-" 4 June 1985

ne,

Wilmington

ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW) TRAFFIC CONTROL"

(a) Title 33 U. S. Code of Federal Regulations, Part 204

(I) Camp LeJeune Special Maps
(2) Title 33, U.S. CFR (U.S. Coast Pilot 4, Sec 204.56)

Revision

I. Marine Corps Base, Camp LeJeune is the world’s most complete
amphibious training base and the home of the Second Marine Division.Due in part to the ability to train with live ammunition on CampLeJeune’s ranges, Marines stationed here develop combat arms
techniques which enable them to carry out their national defense
responsibilities worldwide. As the Commanding General of MarineCorps Base, Camp LeJeune, my responsibilities include the efficientmanagement of our many training ranges in a manner which ensuresmission accomplishment, safety and environmental protection and
which balances the competing needs and expectations of the generalpublic.

2. The Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway in the Camp LeJeune vicinityseparates the mainland from the tidal marshes and barrier islands.For four and one-half miles the Waterway actually crosses 3 trainingranges used for live firing exercises for over forty years. Theseranges support large caliber direct-fire (LCDF) weapons such as:

.50 cal machine guns, Dragon and TOW missiles,
105mm tank main guns, 25mm chain guns, and
artillery direct fire (105mm/155mm/8")

Enclosure (i) depicts the location of these ranges (G-5, G-6, G-7)
and their surface danger zones (SDZ), which extend over the AIWW and
into the Atlantic Coast Sector(ACS).

3. Over the years, the practice of closing the AIWW for one hour
periods to allow safe, live firing has evolved and remains thecurrent practice today. This closure is effected through Notices to
Mariners, published by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) in
Wilmington, and physically by the Navy Boat Crews’ range safety
boats positioned in the AIWW at the north and south boundary off theSDZ (see map). That ?rtion of the SDZ within the ACS is closed by
oTices to Mariners ar:. ,eriodica!ly trolled by the Navy Boat Crew. ’, Coast Gua .-.f’ from the :nsboro station.
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4. The reference clearly delegates authority to close the ACS
during llve firing to the Commanding General, Marine Corps Base,
Camp LeJeune. However, this same clear authority does not specify
the AIWW. Nonetheless, requests for Notices of Closure have been
accepted, published and through legal precedents, effectively closed
the AIWW during llve firing.

5. With recent, new LCDF weapon systems added to the Fleet Marine
Force, utilization of these ranges has continued to increase; there-
by highlighting the disruptive effect of going into a "check fire"
every hour for an hour due to boat traffic on the AIWW. A present,
no boat is delayed longer than one hour while traveling the AIWW,
and unrestricted travel is permitted during non-milltary use.

6. Due to the size, configuration and boundary encroachment of Camp
LeJeune, repositloning these ranges and their attendant SDZs is In-
feasible. Similarly, sending units off post to conduct LCDF
training is infeasible and cost prohibitive. Of the alternatives
available to me to achieve more cost effective and efficient
training when larger mechanized systems such as tanks, armored
vehicles, and amphibious assault vehicles are firing llve
ammunition, the proposal to close the AIWW for two and four hour
periods is the most suitable.

7. This proposal was briefed on site to you and several local
community leaders from the Jacksonville/Onslow County area earlier
this year. All have pledged their support for the proposal. These
longer closures would be implemented less frequently than current
practice, would occur at standard predictable hours, and would
avoid seasonal peak uses of the AIWW. Moreover, the added cost
effectiveness of the training under these conditions would save the
taxpayer significant sums.

8. In order to implement this option, request the reference be
clarified and rewritten as proposed at enclosure (2). In addi-
tion to providing for closures of the AIWW, the language of the pro-
posal has been updated to include specific safety procedures for
each of the Marine Corps firing ranges involving navigable waters:

a. New River and its eight sectors,
b. Atlantic Ocean in vicinity of Bear and Brown Inlet,
c. Atlantic Ocean east of New River Inlet,
d. Inland waters and’the AIWW between Bear Creek and Onslow

Beach Bridge.

9. Finally, it is relevant to note Title 33 U.S. Code 3
specifically provides for regulations which prevent injuries from
target practice on navigable waters such as the Atlantic Intra-
coastal Waterway as being in the interest of national defense.
There are approximately 76 published danger zones on navigable

art 204,water published in 33 Cede of Federal Regulations,
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they include portions of such bodies of water as Delaware Bay,
Chesapeake Bay, the Potomac River, Lake Michigan and both the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

As mentioned above, my primary responsibility is to ensure
facilities of this installation are available to train Fleet Marine
Forces for combat. Nevertheless, by closing the Waterway only
occasionally in a manner which provides notice to interested
mariners, I intend to strike a reasonable balance between the
conduct of efficient training operations, the safety of all
concerned, and the interests of citizens t_rayling the Waterway.

" . . BUEHL





20i.56 New River, N.C., and Vicinity; Marine Corps Firing Ranges.
(a.) Mefine Corps firing ranges at Marine Corps Base Camp Lejeune,
North Carolina involving waterways are grouped into four major
areas; (I) New River and its eight sectors, (2) Atlantic Ocean in
vicinity of Bear and Brown Inlet; (3) Atlantic Ocean east of New
River Inlet, and (4) Inland waters and the Atlantlc Intracoastal
Waterway between Bear Creek and Onslow Beach Bridge. The boundaries
and regulatlons for each area are described below, Note: All
bearings in this section are referred to true meridian.

(b) New River. The firing ranges include all waters to the
high waterline within eight sections described as follows:.

(I) Trap Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by a llne rnning
from Cedar Point 28 to New River Light 7, thence 254to Hatch
Point; and on the northwest by a line running from Wilkins Bluff 232
to Hall Point.

(2) Courthouse Bay Sector. Bounded on the southeast by the
northwest boundary of the Traps Bay Sector and on the west by Sneads
Ferry Bridge.

(3) Stone Bay Sector. Bounded on the east by Sneads Ferry
Bridge and on the north by a line running from a point on the east
side of New River opposite the head of Sneads Creek 29 30" to the
south side of the mouth of Stone Creek.

(4) Stone Creek Sector. The northwest portion of Stone Bay,
bounded on the south by the north boundary of the Stone Bay Sector;
and on the east by longitude 7726 ".

(5) Grey Point Sector. Bounded on the south by the north
boundary of the Stone Bay Sector; on the west by the east boundary
of the Stone Creek Sector; and on the northeast by a line running
from Town Point 112 to the south side of the mouth of French Creek.

(6) Farnell Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by the northeast
boundary of the Grey Point Secto,, includigg Wallace Creek up to
longitude 77"22"; and on the northwest by a line running from
Paradise Point 243"30" to Ragged Point.

(7) Morgan Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by the north
boundary of the Farnell Bay Sector, including Wallace Creek up to
longtltude 7722"; and on the northwest by a line running from
Paradise Point 24 30" to.Ragged Point.

(8) Jacksonville Sector. Bounded on the southeast by the
northwest boundary of the Morgan Bay Sector, including Southwest
Creek up to the point where it narrows to 200 feet in width, and
Northeast Creek up to longltude 7723"30"; and on the north by an
east-west line passing through New River Day Beacon 41.

(c) The regulations. (i) Sailing vessels and any watercraft
having a speed of less than 5 ::nots shall keep clear of ae’" :losed





264.56 New River, N.C., and Vicinity; Marine Corps Firing Ranges.
(a) Marine Corps firing ranges at Marine Corps Base Camp Lejeune,
North Carolina involving waterways are grouped into four major
areas; (I) New River and its eight sectors, (2) Atlantic Ocean in
vicinity of Bear and Brown Inlet; (3) Atlantic Ocean east of New
River Inlet, and (4) Inland waters and the Atlantlc Intracoastal
Waterway between Bear Creek and Onslow Beach Bridge. The boundaries
and regulatlons for each area are described below. Note: All
bearings in this section are referred to true meridian.

(b) New River. The firing ranges include all waters to the
high waterline wltin eight sections described as follows:.

(I) Trap Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by a llne rnning
from Cedar Point 28to New River Light 7, thence 254to Hatch
Point; and on the northwest by a line running from Wilklns Bluff 232
to Hall Point.

(2) Courthouse Bay Sector. Bounded on the southeast by the
northwest boundary of the Traps Bay Sector and on the west by Sneads
Ferry Bridge.

(3) Stone Bay Sector. Bounded on the east by Sneads Ferry
Bridge and on the north by a llne running from a point on the east
side of New River opposite the head of Sneads Creek 29 30 to the
south side of the mouth of Stone Creek.

(4) Stone Creek Sector. The northwest portion of Stone Bay,
bounded on the south by the north boundary of the Stone Bay Sector;-
and on the east by longitude 7726 ".

(5) Grey Point Sector. Bounded on the south by the north
boundary of the Stone Bay Sector; on the west by the east boundary
of the Stone Creek Sector; and on the northeast by a line running
from Town Point ll to the south side of the mouth of French Creek.

(6) Farnell Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by the northeast
boundary of the Grey Point Sector, including Wallace Creek up to
longitude 77" 22"; and on the northwest by a line running from
Paradise Point 242 30" to Ragged Point.

(7) Morgan Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by the north
boundaryof the Farnell Bay Sector, including Wallace Creek up to
longtitude 7722" and on the northwest by a llne running from
Paradise Point 24T 30" to.Ragged Point.

(8) Jacksonville Sector. Bounded on the southeast by the
northwest boundary of the Morgan Bay Sector, including Southwest
Creek up to the point where it narrows to 200 feet in width, and
Northeast Creek up to longitude 7702330"; and on the north by an
east-west llne passing through New River Day Beacon 41.

(c) The regulations. (I) Sailing vessels and any watercraft
having a seed of less han 5 knots shall keep clear of any closed





sector at all times after notice of firing therein has been given.
Vessels propelled by mechanical power at a speed greater than 5
kots may enter the sectors without restriction except when the
firing signals are being displayed.

These firing signals will be red flags or streamers flown from flag
poles located at latltude 3 34"10", longitude 77@21"06 ’’ for Traps
Bay Sector; latitude 3 34"12", lonEitude 7721"38 ’’ for Courthouse
Bay Sector; latitude 3 35"40", longitude 7 26"11" for tone Bay
Sector; latitude 3 36"38", longitude 77"26"46" for Stone Creek
Sector; latitude 3 39"04", longitude 77"20"38" for Grey Point
Sector; latltude 3 39"04", longltude 77020"38 ’’ and/or latltude 3
39"54", longltude 7 21"24" for Fame11 Bay Sector; and litltude 3
43"00", longltude 724"57" and latitude 3 43"00", longltue 77D
24"45" for Morgan Bay/Jacksonville Sector.

When these signals are displayed, vessels shall clear the closed
sectors immediately and no vessels shall enter such sectors until
the signals indicate that firing has ceased.

(2) Firing will take place both day and night at irregular
periods throughout the year. When night firing is being done in any
sector, flashlng red lights will be i11umlnated at the appllcable
flag poles described in the preceeding regulations, or on warning
signs erected in the New River.

(3) Two days in advance of the day when firing in any sector
except the Stone Creek sector is scheduled to begin, the enforcing
agency will warn the publlc of the contemplated firing, stating the
sector or sectors to be closed, through the publlc press and the
United StatesCoast Guard and, in the case of the Atlantlc Ocean
sector, the Cape Fear Pilots Association at Southport, and the.
Pilots Association at Morehead City North Carolina. The Sone
Creek sector may be closed without advance notice.

(d) Target and bombing area in the Atlantic Ocean in vicinity
of Bear Inlet (I) the water within an area described as follows:
Beginning at latitude 3 37"32", ,longltude 7712"03"; thence to
latitude 3 36"58", longitude 71"25"; thence to latitude 34
34"44" longltude 710"35"; thence to latitude 3 32"2" longl-
rude 7706"30"; thence to latltude 3 28"55", longltude 715"05";
thence to Onslow North Tower at latitude 3 34"50", longltude 77
15"10"; thence to the point of the beginning.

(2) The regulations. Vessels may proceed along established
waterways except during mlitary training periods. WarIng of
military training periods will be given through Notices to Mariners
and by displaying one hour prior to commencement a red danger
streamer during daylight hours or a red light at night, from a flag
pole 40 feet in height located at the U.S. Coast Guard Life Boat
Station, Bogue Inlet, Swansboro, North Carolina, and from the
observation tower 40 feet in height located at the northern end of
Onslow (Hurst) Beach (Onslow North Tower). Prior to bombing and





firing operations, the area may be searched by plane. Watercraft in
the’area will be warned by aircraft "buzzing" of the impending
target practice. Watercraft entering the area during llve fire may
also be warned by siren devices located atop the observation towers.
Upon being so warned, vessels shall leave the area as quickly as
possible by the most direct route.

Additionally, U. S. Navy safety boats will be positioned at the NE
and SW limits on the Intracoastal Waterway during periods f llve
fire for the purpose of ensuring that traffic does not inadvertently
enter the Danger Area during military use. During night firing red
llghts will i11umlnate warning signs at either end of the Danger
Zone along the Intracoastal Waterway. During military use, boaters
can expect a periodic delay before resuming transit of the waterway.

(e) Target and missile area in Atlantic Ocean in vicinity of
New River Inlet (I) The Atlantlc Ocean east of New River Inlet
within an area described as follows: The waters of the Atlantic
Ocean within a sector bounded on the north by a line bearing 105
from latitude 3437"25 ’’ longltude 7710"35 ’’- on the east and south
by the arc of a circle having a radius of 25,000 yards centered at
latltude 34034"15 ’’ longltude 7716"I0 ’’ and on the west by a llne
bearing 205 from latltude 3432"37 ’’, longltude ?718"34" and on the
northwest by the shore.

(2) The Regulations: Vessels may proceed along the establlshed
waterways except during military training periods. Warning of
military training periods will be given through Notices to Mariners
and by dlsplaying one hour prior to commencement a red danger
streamer during daylight hours or a red light at night, from a flaE-pole 40 feet in height located at the U. S. Coast Guard Life Boat
Station, Bogue Inlet, Swansboro, North Carolina, and from the obser-
vation tower 40 feet in height located at the southern end of Onslow(Hurst) Beach (Onslow South Tower). Prior to bombing and firing
opratlons, the area may be searched by plane. Watercraft in the
area may be warned by aircraft "buzzing" of the impending target
practice. Addltlonally, safety craft .may be stationed in the
vicinity of New River Inlet and Ber Inlet to warn of impending
target practice. Watercraft entering the area during live fire mayalso warned by siren devices located atop the observation towers.Upon being so warned, vessels shall leave the area as qulckly as
possible by the most direct route. Insofar as training requirements
will permit, underwater explosions will be restricted in the
Atlantic Ocean sector (described in paragraph (a) of the section)
during the periods May I an June 5, inclusive, and November 22 to
December 15, inclusive.

(f) Inland waters in the Browns Inlet areas between Bear Creek
and Onslow Beach Bridge over the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway(I) The area. Navigable waters between Bear Creek and Onslow Beach
Bridge to include all inlets, streams, bays, and water therein
contained, bounded on the north by Bear Creek, on the east and south
by the Atlantic Ocean, to the meridian 77c16"20"; thence by this
=eridian to latitude 34 34"31"; and =hence by a line bearing 4





from this point until the llne intersects Bear Creek.

(2) The regulations. (i) Vessels may proceed through the
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway in the area except during military
training periods at which times the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway is
closed to commercial and recreatlonal use. Warning of milltary
training will be given through Notices to Mariners and by displaying
one hour prior to commencement a red danger streamer during daylight
hours or a red light at night, from a flag pole 40 feet in height
located at the U. S. Coast Guard Life Boat Station, Bogue Inlet,
Swansboro, North Carolina, and from the observation tower 40 feet in
height located at th northern end of Onslow (Hurst) Beach (Onslow
North Tower) and from the observation tower at the norternend of
the area near Bear Creek (Bear Tower). Prior to bombing and.flrlng
operations, the area may be searched by plane. Watercraft in the
area will be warned by aircraft "buzzing" of the impending target
practice. Watercraft entering the area during llve fire may also be
warned by siren devices located atop the observation tower. Upon
being so warned, vessels shall leave the area as quickly as possible
by the most direct route.

Additionally, U. S. Navy safety boats will be positioned at the NE
and SW limits on the Intracoastal Waterway during periods of llve
fire for the purpose of ensuring that traffice does not inadver-
tently enter the Danger Area during military use. During night
firing red lights will i11uminate warning signs at either end of
the Danger Zone along the Intracoastal Waterway. During milltary
use, boaters can expect a periodic delay before resuming transit of
the waterway. In addition to Notices to Mariners, the Navy Safety
boats monitor Marine Band Radio, Channel 16, and may be contacted
for traffic advisory (call sign "Navy Boat Crew").

(ii) All navigable waters in the area betweenthe south bank of
Bear Creek and the north bank of the north connecting channel
between the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway and Browns Inlet shall be
closed to navigation at all times. There are highly sensitive,
unexploded projectiles within the limits of this area.

(ill) Vessels may proceed through the north connecting channel
and the south connecting channel (Banks Channel) in the area between
the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway and Browns Inlet to the Atlantic
Ocean except during military training periods, at which times the
channels are closed to commercial and recreational use. Caution
should be used when proceeding through these waters due to the pre-
sence of unexploded projectiles lying in this area.

(iv) Navigable waters in the area between the south connecting
channel (Banks Channel) leadlng to Browns Inlet and Onslow Beach
Bridge on both sides of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway are open
to unrestricted navigation except during military training periods,
at which times they are closed to commercial and recreational use.
An unknown element of risk exists in this area due to the possible
presence of unexploded projectiles.





(v) Vessels having specific authority from the Commanding
GenEral, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, may enter
the area.

(g) Enforcing agency. The regulations of this section shall be
enforced by the Commanding General, Marine Corps Base, Camp LeJeune,
North Carolina or his authorized representatives.





UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
MARINE CORPS BASE

CAMP LrlEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA 28542

POSITION PAPER

TRNG/OPS
6 May 85

SubJ: ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY (AIW-W) TRAFFIC CONTROL

Ref: (a) Title BB U.S. Code Paragraph B (U.S. Coast Pilot 4,
Paragraph 204.56)

i. PROBLEM: To improve training time and efficiency of large
caliber,direct fire (LCDF) weapons at Camp LeJeune.
2. WHY REQUIRED: Currently, the surface danger zones (SDZ) for
ranges G-5, G-6, and G-7 extend south over the AIWW and into the
Atlantic Coast Sector (ACS) as authorized in the reference. (See
TAB A.) These are the only ranges authorized for large caliber,
direct fire weapons: .50 cal MG, 105mm Tank Main Gun, 25mm LAV
chain gun; artillery direct fire. Opening the AIWW after every 60
minute closure is overly restrictive to training with these weapon
systems and is particularly counterproductive when firing on the
move. Frequently, units do not complete training requirements due
to range availability and/or, once at the range, inability to fire
for the required hours.

3. BACKGROUND

a. Ranges G-5, G-6, and G-7 have been active for LCDF weapons
for more than 20 years. Over the years, the practice of closing
the AIWW for one hour periods to allow live firing has evolved, and
remains the current practice today. This closure is effected
through Notices to Mariners, published by the U.S. Army Corps of
Enginers (COE) in Wilmington, and physically by the Navy Boat Crews’
range safety boats positioned in the AIWW at the north and south
boundary of the SDZ. (TAB A).

b. That portion of the SDZ within the ACS is closed by Notices
to Mariners and periodically patrolled by the Navy Boat Crew and
U.S. Coast Guard craft from the Swansboro station.

c. The reference clearly delegates authority to close the ACS
during live firing to the CG, MCB. However, this same authority
does not apply to the AIWW. Nonetheless, the requests for Notices
to Mariners, routinely sent by Range Control to U.S. Army COE, have
been accepted, published and through legal precedence, effectively
closed the AIWW during llve firing.

d. With recent, new LCDF weapon systems added to the FMF
inventory, utilization of the refurbished "G" ranges has continued
to increase; thereby highlighting the disruptive effect of going
into a "check fire" every hour for the AIWW traffic.





e. Local radio, television, and newspaper media have been
informed of MCB operations over navigable waters and the Commanding
General’s ongoing examination of the subject.

f. Local community leaders have been given a tour and a
briefing on the subject and have pledged their support for one of
the alternative solutions: closure of the AIWW for 2 or 4 hour
periods, depending upon type live firing training.

g. Both Range Control Officer and Staff Judge Advocate have
discussed the expanded closure of the AIWW proposal with the COE
District Engineer and his regulatory/legal branch. Cooperation and
support have been assured.

h. During recent, past meeting of the Range Facility
Management Committee all users have requested additional LCDF range
time. TAB B summarizes annual LCDF range requirements.

i. Costs associated with supported units going off-base to
accomplish LCDF weapons training are highlighted at TAB C.

4. COURSES OF ACTION

a. Status Quo
b. Increase Off-Base Firing
c. Increase Closure Time of AIWN
d. Construct New Ranges
e. Discussion:

(I) COA A is dismissed as unsuitable (does not solve the
problem) and unacceptable (not cost effective/not efficient
training). This is well documented in unit after action reports,
requests for more range time, or additional ranges for LCDF
weapons.

(2) COA B is infeasible (cannot accomplish with own
resources) and fails to accomplish the command mission of
supporting fleet training where possible. This COA also does not
solve the problem as stated. FMF unit training costs also render
this COA unacceptable, as shown at TAB C.

(S) COA____C, when effected, immediately solves the problem
(suitable) with own resources (feasible) at no additional direct
costs and does so efficiently and safely (acceptable). Based upon
prior coordination and staffing of this proposal, the indirect
costs, i.e., reaction, are evaluated as minimal.

(4) COA D will only partially solve the problem. Due to
the extremely large SDZ required for LCDF weapons, available land
within the base boundary will only support a .50 cal range. To
ease the scheduling demand for G-5, 6, and 7, the Range Facility
Management Committee (RFMC) (BO 11102.2) is studying locations for





an additional .50 cal range. However, even the addition of this

range (F 86) will not favorably impact training time/efficiency

for the many other LCDF weapons. The only locations capable of

supporting the SDZ required for tank and LAV main guns and

artillery direct fire, remain the southern portion of the base with

the SDZ extending south over the AIW-W and into the ACS. Firing

from the beach (south of the AIWW) provides no targets nor fire and

maneuver training. COA D is infeasible, unsuitable, and only

partially acceptable.

5. RECOMMENDED POSITION: Increase routine closure of the AIWW to
two hours during .50 cal firing and four hours during main gun
(tank/LAV) shoots. See TAB D proposed schedule.

6. POSITION OF OTHER AGENCIES

a. U.S.A. COE: COA C is reasonable, Just and supportable.
The review, approval and regulation amendment is projected to take

six months.

b. Local Community: Following the tour and briefing, local

community leaders endorsed support for (COA C) the proposal to In-

crease closure times of the AIWW during LCDF.

c. Supported Units: Although an additional .50 cal range
would provide more uninterrupted firing, it would not provide the

extended distance needed for main guns/artillery direct fire (up to

18,500 meters). Additionally, any other .50 cal range has the dis-

advantage of closing needed training/maneuver areas during firing.

7. RATIONALE FOR RECOMMENDATION: Improved training efficiency and

effectiveness both in the short and long run with minimum

impact upon our civilian neighbors and/or supported units. Most
adequately solves the problem and supports the MCB mission.

8. RECOMMENDED ACTION

a. Approve in concept, COA C.

b. Rewrite the governing regulation (Title 33 U.S. Code

Paragraph 3, Part 204.56) to clarify the CG’s authority to close

the AIWW during firing.

c. Forward the rewrite under cover letter to the District

Engineer, USA COE, for action leading to approval.





d. Continue the status quo pending formal change to the

regulations.

CHER

Commanding General’s
Decision

8a.

" 8bo

8d.

Appr Disapproved

Revision draft at TAB E
Letter for signature at TAB F
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Range Control

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH OFF-BASE TRAINING

IN REPLY REFER TO:

PROPOSAL: Expand one hour AIWW closure to two and
four hours.

REQUIREMENTS: Increased Range Use
New Tank/LAY Gunnery Range
Improved Unit Firepower

BENEFITS: Improved Proficiency and Readiness
More Home Base Training

Time Savings
Money Savings

Tank Battalion transportation costs
to Ft. Pickett $250,000.00
Battalion deployment to MCB 29
Palms $619,000.00

COSTS OF DELAY: Hourly Personnel Costs Due to AIWW
Interruptions:

Tank Company $1,460.00
AMTRAC Company $2,284.00
Inf Trng School $1,794.00

Downrenge safety sweep (boats, helos,
sentries) $2,100.00

AVERAGE DAILY COST OF FIELD TRAINING:

Tank Battalion S17,815.65
AMTRAC Battalion $29,908.15
Infantry Battalion $3,998.71

.ENCLOSURE (2)
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
MARINE CORPCJ BAthE

CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA 28542

The Honorable Arlen Specter
United States Senate
Washington., DC 20510

Dear Senator Specter:

The following information is provided in response to your inquiry on:behalf of
Mr. Byard Bridge who, in his letter dated 17 February1985, expressed:concern
with the closing of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway for routine training
purposes in the vicinity of Cmp Lejeune.

Mr. Bridge outlined certain Inconveniences he experienced navigating to and from
Florida, in particular the practice of closing the Waterway in the vicinity of
Camp Lejeune during live firing out to sea over the Waterway. He states the
Marine Corps does not broadcast the closings on marine band radio, and there is
a mconspiracy of silence m among the U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, and Camp Lejeune concerning the closings. He also characterizes the
closings as munscheduledm and suggests plans to close the Waterway for two and
four hour periods will exacerbate matters. He refers to the sizable territory
mvned by the Marine Corps between Virginia and Florida and asks why our training
cannot take place elsewhere, and he reconmends curtailing rather than expanding
our use of the Waterway.

Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune is the worldts most complete amphibious training
base and the home of the Second Marine Division. Due in part to the ability to
tr&in with live arrmunition on Camp LeJeunems ranges, Marines stationed here
develop combat arms techniques which enable them to carry out their national
defense responsibilities worldwide. As the Cowrnanding General of Marine Corps
Base, Camp LeJeune, my responsibilities include the efficient management of our
many training ranges in a manner which ensures mission accomplishment, safety
and environmental protection and which balances the competing needs and
expectations of the general public.

The Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway in the Camp LeJeune vicinity separates the
mainland from the tidal marshes and barrier Islands. For four and one-half
miles the Waterway actually crosses a training range used for live firing
exercises for over forty years. This is the portion which occasionally closes
for one hour periods as a safety measure for the general public. At present., no
boat is delayed longer than one hour while traveling the Waterway, and
unrestricted travel is permitted on the Waterway during non-military use. Mr.
Bridgets Impression of a mconspiracy of silence e among the Marine Corps., Army
Corps of Engineers and Coast Guard is inaccurate. Every reasonable effort is
made to publish the notice of the closings well in advance of the actual date.
The Corps of Engineers Notice to Mariners is sent to between 5,500 and 6,000
addressees weekly along the East Coast between Maine and Florida. The Coast
Guard Group, Fort Macon, North Carolina, broadcasts on marine band channel 16
three times each day advising boaters to switch to channel 22 for detailed
information on Waterway closings and other range uses, Swans Point Marina in
ds Ferry, North =arolta, has closing notices available to the public on a





daily basis, as do numerous other marinas along the Waterway. Individuals may
also obtain information on range uses and waterway closings by calling (804)
827-9225 or by writing the Connander, 5th Coast Guard District, Federal
Building, 431Crawford Street, Portsmouth, Virginia 23705. Rather than being
nunscheduled,W these closings are well planned and coordinated with other
agencies and individuals having an Interest in the Waterway.

am considering a request to the Director, Wilmington District, U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers to close the Waterway for periods of two and four hours in order to
achieve more cost effective training when our larger mechanized systems., such as
tanks and amphibious assault vehicles., are firing live anmunition. If this
alternative is impleme#ted, matters would not necessarily be made lworse, as
Mr. Bridge suggests., as. longer periods of closure would be imp lemente less
frequently than current practice, would occur at predictable hours, and would
avoid seasonal peak uses of the Waterway. Moreover, the added cost
effectiveness of the training under these conditions would save the taxpayer
significant sums.

There are a number of Marine Corps Installations on the East Coast. Each of
them is, however, much smaller than Camp Lejeune, already intensively utilized,
and unsuitable for the development of the type of artillery and tank gunnery
ranges located here. Camp Lejeune is the only Marine Corps facility capable of
meeting virtually all of the training needs of the Fleet Marine Force on the
Atlantic Coast. Even if other Marine Corps facilities were available for
training, the cost of moving men and materiel to those facilities would be
prohibitive.

Finally, In regard to Mr. Bridgems suggestion that our use of the Waterway
restricts conmerce on navigable watr of the United States in a way the
Congress never Intended,. It is relevant to note Title 33 U.S. Code 3
specifically provides for regulations which prevent InJuries from target
practice on navigable waters such as the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway as being
in the interest of national defense. There are approximately 76 published
danger zones on navigable waters published in 33 Code of Federal Regulations
Part 204, and they Include portions of such bodies of water as Delaware Bay,
Chesapeake Bay, the Potomac River, Lake Michigan and both the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans.

As mentioned above, my primary responsibility is to ensure facilities of this
Installation are available to train Fleet Marine Forces for combat.
Nevertheless: by closing the Waterway only occasionally in a manner which
provides notice to Interested mariners, intend to strike a reasonable balance
between the conduct of efficient training operations, the safety of all
concerned., and the interests of citizens traveling the Waterway. regret Mr.
Bridge’s sense of inconvenlenc and trust this letter has been responsive to
your concerns.

Sincerely’
Major General, U.S. Marine Corps
Corrrnanding General
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Range Control

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Csrolina 28542 IN REPLY REFER TO:

5100
RCTL
4 Apr 85

Range Control Officer, Marine Corps Base, Camp LejeueneStaff Judge Advocate (LtCol Hike Reardon), Marine Corps Base,Camp LeJeune
Subj: CFR 33/U.S. COAST PILOT 4 REVISION

Encl: (I) Proposed Subject Revision

I. Please review the enclosure and provide comments, recom-mendatlons, advice. This revision draft includes changesnecessary to reflect current practices in the New River Sectors aswell as the issue at hand extended (up to 4 hours) closures ofthe AIWW.

2. I have attempted to retain as much of the original format andlanguage as possible. The topic of closing the AIWW may be toogeneral/vague. However, based upon the CG’s guidance to us, he didnot want to be specific in the CFR with respect to the mechanics ofthe closures.

3. After I get your input and, incidentally, you may want togive AI Terrell a look I will re-wrlte as necessary, prepare aproposed cover letter for the CG and a staff position paper. Youwill again see this before it goes to the CG to allow formal SJAchop.

4. My suspense dates are: a) Receive your input by 12 April, b)Re-write and draft supporting documents by 22 April, c) Submit allfor staffing, and d) Submit all to C/S by 25 April (tickler duedate).

Copy to:
AC/S, Trng and Ops





204.56 New River, N.C., and Vicinity; Marine Corps Firing Ranges.
(a) Marine Corps firing ranges at Marine Corps Base Camp Lejeune,
North Carolina involving waterways are grouped into four major
areas; (I) New River and its eight sectors, (2) Atlantic Ocean in
vicinity of Bear and Brown Inlet; (3) Atlantic Ocean east of New
River Inlet, and (4) Inland waters and the Atlantic Intracoastal
Waterway between Bear Creek and Onslow Beach Bridge. The boundaries
and regulations for each area are described below. Note: All
bearings in this section are referred to true meridian.

(b) New River. The firing ranges include all waters to the
high waterline within eight sections described as follows:

(I) Trap Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by a llne running
from Cedar Point 28 to New Rlver Light 7, thence 254=to Hatch
Point; and on the northwest by a llne running from Wllklns Bluff 232
to Hall Point.

(2) Courthouse Bay Sector. Bounded on the southeast by the
northwest boundary of the Traps Bay Sector and on the west by Sneads
Ferry Bridge.

(3) Stone Bay Sector. Bouned on the east by Sneads Ferry
Bridge and on the north by a llne running from a point on the east
side of New River opposite the head of Sneads Creek 29 30" to the
south side of the mouth of Stone Creek.

(4) Stone Creek Sector. The northwest portion of Stone Bay,
bounded on the south by the north boundary of the Stone Bay Sector;
and on the east by longitude 77026

(5) Grey Point Sector. Bounded on the south by the north
boundary of the Stone Bay Sector; on the west by the east boundary
of the Stone Creek Sector; and on the northeast by a line running
from Town Point II to the south side of the mouth of French Creek.

(6) Farnell Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by the northeast
boundary of the Grey Point Sector, including Wallace Creek up to
longitude 77"22"; and on the northwest by a llne running from
Paradise Point 243 30" to Ragged Point.

(7) Morgan Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by the north
boundary of the Farnell Bay Sector, including Wallace Creek up to
longtltude 7722"; and on the northwest by a llne running from
Paradise Point 24 30" to Ragged Point.

(8)’ Jacksonville Sector. Bounded on the southeast by the
northwest boundary of the Morgan Bay Sector, including Southwest
Creek up to the point where it narrows to 200 feet in width, and
Northeast Creek up to longitude 7723"30"; and on the north by an
east-west line passing through New River Day Beacon 41.

(c) The regulations. (I) Sailing vessels and any watercraft
having a speed of less than 5 knots shall keep clear of any closed





sector at all times after notice of firing therein has been given.Vessels propelled by mechanleal power at a speed greater than 5knots may enter the sectors without restriction except when the
firing signals are being displayed.

These firing signals will be red flags or streamers flown from flagpoles located at latitude 3 34"10", longitude 7721"06 ’’ for TrapsBay Sector; latitude 3 34"12", longitude 7721"38 ’’ for CourthouseBay Sector; latitude 34"35"40", longitude 77 26"II" for Stone BaySector; latitude 3 36"38", longitude 77"26"46" for Stone CreekSector; latitude 3 39"04", longitude ’77’20"38" for Grey PointSector; latitude 3 39"04", longitude 77o20"38" and/or latitude 33954 ’’, longitude 7 2124 ’’ for Farnell Bay Sector; and. lltltude 34300 ’’, longitude 7724"57 ’’ and latitude 3 43"00", longitude 772445 ’’ for Morgan.Bay/Jacksonville Sector.

When these signals are displayed, vessels shall clear the closed
sectors immediately and no vessels shall enter such sectors untilthe signals indicate that firing has ceased.

(2) Firing will take place both day and night at irregular
periods throughout the year. When night firing is being done in anysector, flashing red lights will be illuminated at the applicableflag poles described in the preceeding regulations, or on warningsigns erected in the New River.

(3) Two days in advance of the day when firing in any sector
except the Stone Creek sector is scheduled to begin, the enforcingagency will warn the public of the contemplated firing, stating the
sector or sectors to be closed, through the public press and the
United States Coast Guard and, in the case of the Atlantic Ocean
sector, the Cape Fear Pilots Association at Southport, and the
Pilots Association at Morehead City, North Carolina. The Stone
Creek sector may be closed without advance notice.

(d) Target and bombing area in the Atlantic Ocean in vicinityof Bear Inlet (I) the water within an area described as follows:
Beginning at latitude 3 3732 ’’, longitude 771203"; thence to
latitude 3 3658 ’’, longitude 77II’25"; thence to latitude 343444 ’’, longitude 77I035"; thence to latitude 3 3227 ’’, longi-tude 770630"; thence to latitude 32855’’, longitude 771505";thence to Onslow North Tower at latitude 3 3450 ’’, longitude 7715I0"; thence to the point of the beginning.

(2) The regulations. Vessels may proceed along established
waterways except during military training periods. Warning of
milltary.tralnlng periods will be given through Notices to Marinersand by displaying one hour prior to commencement a red danger
streamer during daylight hours or a red light at night, from a flagpole 40 feet in height located at the U.S. Coast Guard Life Boat
Station, Bogue Inlet, Swansboro, North Carolina, and from the
observation tower 40 feet in height located at the northern end ofOnslow (Hurst) Beach (Onslow North Tower). Prior to bombing and





firing operations, the area may be searched by plane. Watercraft in
the area will be warned by aircraft "buzzing" of the impending
target practice. Watercraft entering the area during llve fire may
also be warned by siren devices located atop the observation towers.
Upon being so warned, vessels shall leave the area as quickly as
possible by the most direct route.

Additionally, U. S. Navy safety boats will be positioned at the NE
and SW limits on the Intracoastal Waterway during periods of llve
fire for the purpose of ensuring that traffic does not inadvertently
enter the Danger Area during military use. During night firing red
lights will illuminate warning signs at either end of the Danger
Zone along the Intracoastal Waterway. During military use, boaters
can expect a periodic delay before resuming transit of the waterway.

(e) Target and missile area in Atlantic Ocean in vicinity of
New River Inlet (I) The Atlantic Ocean east of New River Inlet
within an area described as follows: The waters of. the Atlantic
Ocean within a sector bounded on the north by a llne bearing I0
from latitude 3 37"25" longitude 7710"35"; on the east and south
by the arc of a circle having a radius of 25,000 yards centered at
latitude 3 34"15", longitude 7716"10 ’’ and on the west by a line
bearing 205from latitude 3 32"37", longitude 7 18"34" and on the
northwest by the shore.

(2) The Regulations: Vessels may proceed along the established
waterways except during military training periods. Warning of
military training periods will be given through Notices to Mariners
and by displaying one hour prior to commencement a red danger
streamer during daylight hours or a red light at night, from a flag-
pole 40 feet in height located at the U. S. Coast Guard Life Boat
Station, Bogue Inlet, Swansboro, North Carolina, and from the obser-
vation tower 40 feet in height located at the southern end of Onslow
(Hurst) Beach (Onslow South Tower). Prior to bombing and firing
operations, the area may be searched by plane. Watercraft in the
area may be warned by aircraft "buzzing" of the impending target
practice. Additionally, safety craft may be stationed in the
vicinity of New River Inlet and Bear Inlet to warn of impending
target practice. Watercraft entering the area during llve fire may
also warned by siren devices located atop the observation towers.
Upon being so warned, vessels shall leave the area as quickly as
possible by the most direct route. Insofar as training requirements
will permit, underwater explosions will be restricted in the
Atlantic Ocean sector (described in paragraph (a) of the section)
during the periods May 1 and June 5, inclusive, and November 22 to
December 15, inclusive.

(f) Inland waters in the Browns Inlet areas between Bear Creek
and Onslow Beach Bridge over the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway
(I) The area. Navigable waters between Bear Creek and Onslow Beach
Bridge to include all inlets, streams, bays, and water therein
contained, bounded on the north by Bear Creek, on the east and south
by the Atlantic Ocean..to the meridian 77 16"20"; thence by this
meridian to latitude 34 34"31"; and thence by a line bearing 44





from this point until the line intersects Bear Creek.

(2) The regulations. (i) Vessels may proceed through the
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway in the area without stopping except
during military training periods. Warning of military training will
be given through Notices to Mariners and by displaying one hour
prior to commencement a red danger streamer during daylight hours or
a red light at night, from a flag pole 40 feet in height located at
the U. S. Coast Guard Life Boat Station, Bogue Inlet, Swansboro,
North Carolina, and from the observation tower 40 feet in height
located at the northern end of Onslow’(Hurst) Beach (Onslow North
Tower) and from the observation tower at the northern end of the
area near Bear Creek (Bear Tower). Prior to bombing and firing
operations, the area may be searched by plane. Watercraft in the
area will be warned by aircraft "buzzing" of the impending target
practice. Watercraft entering the area during llve fire may also be
warned by siren devices located atop the observation towe. Upon
being so warned, vessels shall leave the area as qickly as possible
by the most direct route.

Additionally, U. S. Navy safety boats will be positioned at the NE
and SW limits on the Intracoastal Waterway during periods of llve
fire for the purpose of ensuring that traffice does not inadver-
tently enter the Danger Area during military use. During night
firing red lights will illuminate warning signs at either end of
the Danger Zone along the Intracoastal Waterway. During military
use, boaters can expect a periodic delay before resuming transit of
the waterway. In addition to Notices to Mariners, the Navy Safety
boats monitor Marine Band Radio, Channel 16, and may be contacted
for traffic advisory (call sign "Navy Boat Crew").

(li) All navigable waters in the area between the south bank of
Bear Creek and the north bank of the north connecting channel
between the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway and Browns Inlet shall be
closed to navigation at all times. There are highly sensitive,
unexploded projectiles within the limits of this area.

(iii) Vessels may proceed through the north connecting channel
and the south connecting channel (Banks Channel) in the area between
the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway and Browns Inlet to the Atlantic
Ocean without stopping during periods of nonmilitary use. Caution
should be used when proceeding through these waters due to the pre-
sence of unexploded projectiles lying in this area.

(iv) Navigable waters in the area between the south connecting
channel (Banks Channel) leading to Browns Inlet and Onslow Beach
Bridge an both sides of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway are open
to unrestricted navigation during periods of nonmilitary use. An
unknown element of risk exists in this area due to the possible
presence of unexploded projectiles.

(v) Vessels having specific authority from the Commanding
General, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, may enter
the area,





(g) Enforcing agency. The regulations of this section shall be
enforced by the Commanding General, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune,
North Carolina or his authorized representatives.





Information From Marine Corps Base

CAMP LEJEUNE
Home of the 2nd Madne Division, 2nd Force Service Support Group

and 6th Marine Amphibious Brigade

Joint Public Affairs Office
Box 8438, Camp Lejeune, N.C. 28542-5000

For more infor/nation call
(919) 451-5655/5782/1607

Release Number:

WATERWAY

CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C., March 19, 1985--The intercoastal waterway
here will soon be closed for two to four hours during live fire

training. The extended closures will take effect April 8, 1985.
Major General Louis H. Buehl, Commanding General, Marine

Corps Base, made the decision to extend closure of the waterway
based on a comprehensive staff study which indicated training
efficiency and effectiveness could be improved. During a recent

tour and briefing to county commissioners, MajGen. Buehl also

indicated the change would result in substantial savings to the

taxpayer and have minimal impact on local boat traffic.

-30-
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Information From Marine Corps Base

CAMP LEJI-’UNi:
Home of the 2nd Marine Division, 2nd Force Service Support Group

and 6th Madne Amphibious Brigade

Joint Public Affairs Office
Box 8438, Camp Lejeune, N.C. 28542-5000

For more Information call
(919) 451-565515782/1607

Release Number: ROUGH DRAFT

INTERCOASTAL WATERWAY

Brigadier General Louis H. Buehl, Commanding General, Marine Corps Base,

Camp Lejeune, announced today he is considering increasing the amount of time

the intercoastal waterway is closed during live fire training aboard the base.

While citing the need to improve training efficiency and effectiveness, Buehl

said his proposal should have minimal impact on local boating.

The general made the announcement at (a.m.) (p.m.) this (morning)

(afternoon) while speaking to the Jacksonville Military Afairs Committee at

a (regular) (special) meeting. He outlined a proposal which calls for closure

of the waterway for two-hour periods when firing .50 caliber weapons and four-

hour periods when firing main guns or conducting mechanized live fire scenarios.

Buehl additionally stated the waterway could be closed for eight hours or more

for special oerations or training exercises scheduled at least 30 days in

advance.

Under current danger zone regulations, the Marine Corps closes the water-

way at one-hour intervals and publishes weekly firing notices to mariners.

Firing notices are processed through the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in Wilming-

ton. Notices are also released to the news media by the base public affairs office.

MCBCL5720/1(Rev.)
-MORE-





INTERCOASTAL WATERWAY 2-2-2-2-2

Buehl explained to the committee that refurbishment of ranges aboard the

base and increased useage of them .by mechanized .units has highlighted the

problem of halting live fire training every hour while boats travel along the

intercoastal waterway. Sounding a familiar theme, the geDeral stressed the

importance of military readiness and stated that live fire training has a

positive corelation with combat proficiency.

Reemphasizing that existing danger zone regulations are to protect the

public from dangers inherent in live fire training, Buehl concluded by affirming

that the intercoastal waterway would not be closed without prior notice and

that extended closings of four hours or more would be infrequent.

-30-





ONSLOW COUNTY

of the
.y Manager February 22, 1985

109 Old Bridge Street
Room 108

Jacksonville, N. C. 28540

Telephone (919) 347-4717

Brigadier General L. H. Buehl
Commanding General
Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 285t2

Dear General Buehl:

On behalf of the entire Board of County Commissioners would like to thank
you for being our host during the briefing session on February 15, 1985. Members
of the Board appreciate your keeping them apprised of plans and proposals which
impact the civilian community.

The information which you and yoor staff provided and the rationalization
for the proposal will enable members of the Board to respond to their constituents
whenever questions regarding this matter are raised. Personally, found the briefing
to be very informative, and have & better understanding of the problems which you
encounter when field firing exercises are frequently interrupted.

Again, we appreciate your hospitality and consideration in keeping local officials
informed.

Sincerely yours,

County Manager/Finance Officer

RGL:bf





5100
RCTL
18 JAN 85

Froz Range Control Officer
Toz Chief Regulatory Branch, U.6. Army Corps of Engineers,

Wilmington, N.C. 28402

U.So COAST PILOT 4, PARAGRAPH 204.56

(I} Proposed Revision to USCP 4, paragraph 204.56
(2) Existing Regulations Highlighted to Show Revisions
(3) Map Depicting Proposal

1. The USCP 4 does not reflect accurately he physical and procedural
safety actions of Marine Corps Base, Camp LeJeune, which are designed
to ensure afety of waterborne traffic over the navigable waters
within the Base’s jurisdiction.

2. Request the revision to these regulations be approved and
publlshed in appropriate manuals. Two copies of enclosure
are provlded; one is annotated to show proposed changes, the
oter is clar of markings. Enclosures (2) and (3} provide
addltlonl detail to facilitate review.

3. Point of contact concerning this proposal is the undersigned
st autovon 484-5803/3065.

F. J. CIZERLE





204.56 New River, N.C., and vicinity; Marine Corps Firing Ranges.

(a) Atlantic Ocean east of New River Inlet. The waters of the

Atlantic Ocean within a sector bounded on the north by a line bearing

J25"105 from latltude 34 37 longitude 7710’35"; on the east and

hsouth by the arc of.a circle having a radius of,25:,000 yards

/centered at latitude 3434 ’15’’ longitude 77 16 10 on the west by

a line bearing 205 from latitude 3432 ’37’’ longitude 7718’34’’ and

on the northwest by the shore.

Note: All bearings in this section are referred to true meridian.

(b) New River. The firing ranges include all waters to the

high waterline within eight sections described as follows:

(i) Trap Bay Sector. Bounded on the south By a line running

from Cedar Point 280 to New River Light 70, thence 254 to Hatch

Point; and on the northwest by a line running from Wilkins Bluff

232 to Hall Point.

(2) Courthouse Bay Sector. Bounded on the southeast by the

northwest boundary of the Traps Bay Sector and on the west by Sneads

Ferry Bridge.

(3) Stone Bay Sector. Bounded on the east by Sneads Ferry

Bridgeand on the north by a line running from a point on the east

side of New River opposite the head of Sneads Creek 291 30’ to the

south side of the mouth of Stone Creek.

(4) Stone Creek Sector. The northwest portion of Stone Bay,

bounded on the south by the north boundary of the Stone Bay Sector;

and on the east by longitude 77 26’.

(5) Grey Pont Sector. Bounded on the south by the north

boundary of the Stone Bay Sector; on the west by the east boundary

of the Stone Creek Sector: and on the northeast by a line running

from Town Point 113 to the south side of the mouth of French Creek.

(6) Farnell Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by the northeast

boundary of the Grey point Sector, including French Creek up to

longitude 77 20’: and on the north by a line running from Hadnot

Point 285 30’ to Holmes Point.

(7) Morgan Bay Sector. Bounded on the south by the north

boundary of the Farnell Bay Sector, including Wallace Creek up to

longitude 77 22’: and on the northwest by a line running from

Paradise Point 243 30’ to Ragged Point.

(8) Jacksonville Sector. Bounded on the southeast by the

northwest boundary of the Morgan Bay Sector, including Southwest

Creek up to the point where it narrows to 200 feet in width, and

Northeast Creek up to longitude 7723’30": and on the north by an

east-west line passing through New River Day Beacon 41.

(c) The regulations. (i) Sailing vessels and any watercraft

havin spee of less than 5 knots shall keep clear of any closed





sector at all[ times after notice of firing therein has been given.

Vessels propelled by mechanical power at a speed greater than 5

knots may enter the sectors without restriction except when the

firing signals are being displayed.

hese firing signals will be red flags or streamers flown from flag

les located at latitude 3434 ’10’’ longitude 77 21’06" for Traps
o

AoA," lonaitude 77 21’38’’ for Courthouse. Bay
Ba sector" latluaeY .’ .......,n,, ^--tude 7726 ’11’’ for Stone Bay Sector:

latitude 3436 ’38’’ longitude 7726 ’46 for Stone Creek e t

rude 3439’04 longitude 7720 ’38’’ for Grey Point Sector, latitude

3439,04 longitude 77 20’38" and/or latitude 3439 ’54’’ longitude

7721,24 for Farnell Bay Sector: and latitude 3443 ’00’’, longitude

7724,57 and latitude 3443 ’00’’ longitude 7724 ’45’’ for Morgan Bay/

Jacksonville Sector.

When these signals are displayed, vessels shall clear the

closed sectors immediately and no vessels shall enter such sectors

until the signals indicate that firing has ceased.

(2) Firing will take place both day and night at irregular

periods throughout the year. When night firing is being done in any

sector, flashing red lights will be illuminated at the applicable

flag poles described in the preceeding regulations, or on warning signs

erected in the New River. Insofar as training requirements will

permit, underwater explosions will be restricted in the Atlantic

Ocean sector (described in paragraph (a) of the section) during the

periods May 1 and June 5, inclusive, and November 22 to December 15,

inclusive.

(3) Two days in advance of the day when firing in any sector

xcept the Stone Creek sector is scheduled to begin, the enforcing

agency will warn the public of the contemplated firing, stating the

sector or sectors tobe closed, through the.public press and the

United States Coast Guard and, in the case of the Atlantic Ocean

sector, the Cape Fear Pilots Association at Southport, and the

Pilots Association at Morehead City, North Carolina. The Stone Creek

sector may be closed without advance notice.

(d) Target and bombing area in Atlantic Ocean in vicinity of

Bear Inlet-(1) the water within an area described as follows:

Beginning at latitude 3437 ’32’’ longitude 7712’03": thence to

latitude 3436 ’58’’ longitude 7II’25": thence to latitude

3437,44 longitude 77"10’35": thence to latitude 3432 ’27’’

longitude 77006’30"; thence to latitude 3428 ’55 longitude

77o15,05 ’’. thence to latitude 3434 ’50’’ longitude 7715’I0"; thence

to the point of the beginning.

(2) The regulations. Vessels may proceed along established

waterways except during military training periods. Warning of

military training periods will be given through Notices to Mariners

and by displaying one hour prior to commencement a red danger

streamer during daylight hours or a red light at night, from a flag

pole 40 feet in height located at the U.S. Coast Guard Life Boat





Station, Bogue Inlet, Swanboro, North Carolina, and from

observation tower 40 eet in height located at the northern end of

Onslow_urst) Beach. Prior to bombing and firing operations, the

area il be searched by plane. Watercraft in the areabe "warne--y aircraft "buzzing" of the impending target practice.

Watercraft entering the area during live fire will also be warned,if

possible by siren devices located atop the observation towers. Upon

being so warned, vessels shall leave the area as quickly as possible

by the most direct route.

Additionally, U. S. Navy safety boats will be positioned at the NE

and SW limits along the Intracoastal Waterway during periods of live

fire for the purpose of ensuring that traffic does not inadvertently

enter the Danger Area during military use. During night firing red

lights will illuminate warning signs at either end of the Danger

Zone along the Intracoastal Waterway. During military use, boaters

can expect a periodic delay before resuming transit of the waterway.

(e) Target and missile area in Atlantic Ocean in vicinity

of New River Inlet (I) The water within an area described as

follows: Atlantic Ocean east of New River Inlet. The waters of

the Atlantic Ocean within a sector bounded on the north by a line

bearing 105 from latitude 3437 ’25’’ longitude 7710’35"; on the

east and south by the arc of a Circle having a radius of 25,000

yards centered at latitude 3434 ’15’’ longitude 7716 ’10’’ and on

the west by a line bearing 205 from latitude 3432 ’37’’ longitude

77o18,34 and on the northwest by the shore (see paragraph 204.56

Marine Corps Firing Ranges).

(2) The Regulations: Vessels may proceed along the established water

ways except during military training periqds. Warning of military

training periods will be given through Notices to Mariners and by

displaying one hour prior to commencement a red danger streamer during

daylight hours or a red light at night, from a flagpole feet in

height located at the U.S. Coast Guard Life Boat Station,,ogue Inlet,

Swansboro, North Carolina, and frombbservation tower feet in

height located at the southern end of Onslow (Hurst) Beach. Prior to

bombing and firing operations, the area will’be searched by plane. ;
Watercraft in the area be warned by ircraft "buzzing" of the z
impending target practice. Additionally, safety craft be ’stationed in the vicinity of New River Inlet and Bear Inlet to warn of

impending target practice. Watercraft entering the area during .live
fire will also be warned, if possible, by siren devices located atop

the observation towers. Upon being so warned, vessels shall leave the

area as quickly as possible by the most direct route.

(f) Inland waters in the Browns Inlet area between Bear Creek

and Onslow Beach Bridge over the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway (I) The

area. Navigable waters between Bear Creek and Onslow Beach Bridge

to include all inlets, streams, bays, and water therein contained,

bounded on the north by Bear Creek, on the east and south by the

Atlantic Ocean, te the meridian 7716’20". thence by this meridian

to latitude 3434’ l" and thence b" a lne bearing 44 from this





point until the line intersects Bear Creek.

(2) The regulatiSns. (i) Vessels may proceed through the

Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway in the area without stopping except

(ii) All navigable waters in the area between the south bank

of Bear Creek and the north bank of the north connecting channel

between the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway and Browns Inlet shall be

closed to navigation at all times. There are highly sensitive

unexploded projectiles within the limits of this area.

(iii) Vessels may proceed through the north connecting channel

and the south connecting channel (Banks Channel) in the area between

the Atlantic Intracoatal Waterway and Browns Inlet to the Atlantic

Ocean without stopping during periods of nonmilitary use. Caution

should be used when proceeding through these waters due to the

presence of unexplored projectiles lying in this area.

(iv) Navigable waters in the area between the south connecting

channel (Banks Channel) leading to Browns Inlet and Onslow Beach

Bridge on both sides of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway are open

to unrestricted navigation during periods of nonmilitary use. An

unknown element of risk exists in this area due to the possible

presence of unexploded projectiles.

(v) Warning of impending military use of the area will be

contained in weekly Notice to Mariners.

(vi) Vessels having specific authority from the Commanding

General, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, may enter

the area.

(g) Enforcing agency. The regulations of this section shall

be enforced by the Commanding General, Marine Corps Base, Camp

Lejeune, North Carolina or his authorized representatives.

o0.
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HEADQI.-’-,RTERS. MARINE CORPS BASE, ,’..’A,,lP LEJEUNE

ACYON BRIEF Date: 4 Jan 85

Staff Section: RANGE CONTROL

Subj: SAFETY PROCEDURES FOR NE RIVER, ATLANTIC OCEAN SECTOR, AIWW

Ref: (a) U. S. COAST PILOT 4, paragraph 204.56

Problem: The Base’s physical and procedural safety actions are not
in accord with the reference.

_Background/Discussion: The reference is (should be) a reflection of
actions taken/in effect by the CG, MCB to ensure safety to boat
traffic on navigable waters. Input for the Coast Pilot comes from
the enforcing agency (i.e., MCB, CLNC). The latitude in this
judgemental area is widely given by the Regulatory Branch, USACOE,
Wilmington, who sponsors changes/publications (Mr. Hollis).
Based upon thorough review of safety needs and capabilities, the
attached rewrite Of the reference is provided for review. The
enclosures provide additional background information.

Recommended Action:

Range Control Office, MCB, to Mr. Hollis.
Approve .proposal, which will be forwarded from

MCBCL 5216/2





UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Marine Corps Base

Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542-5001 IN REPY REFER TO:

Mr. Earl House
East Coast Seafood
Box 277
Sneads Ferry, North Carolina 28460

Mr. House

As you are aware, military units aboard the Camp Lejeune Base do

great deal of live fire training. Some of this firing takes
place over the Atlantic Ocean into an established Danger Zone
south, southwest of Browns Island. The precise area is, of course,
listed in the United States Coast Pilot, Volume 4, Atlantic Coast

mector, published by the U. S. Department of Commerce. These
restricted areas are also shown and defined in the standard
National Ocean Service Charts 11542 and 11541.

Additionally, two weeks prior to conducting live fire over the
waterways, prescribed Notices to Mariners are published through
the Coast Guard Station, Swansboro and Fort Macon, North Carolina;
the ical news media radio stations and newspaper; and the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers in Wilmington. Just prior to firing, red
warning streamers are flown from Bear Tower and Onslow North Tower
to alert all personnel and boat traffic; range guards also man these
towers to ensure the impact area of the ocean is clear; and finally,
helicopters visually inspect the area. All of this is designed for

safety.

Whenever someone enters the downrange impact area, all firing and
training is interrupted until a safe situation can again be
assured. This disruption, delay, and reestablishment of a safe
area is very costly to those military units all of whom are on
a strict schedule with limited amounts of time and ammunition.

During the past few weeks, a boat registered in your name,
"CANTALOUPE," has disregarded the authorized Danger Zone Regula-
tions off the Onslow Beach/Browns Island coast on several occasions.
This has continued despite numerous warnings and overflights of the

boat. The following times are documented for your information:

Wednesday, I0 OctOber 1984
Published Zone Closure: 0800-1700
Cantaloupe Intrusion: 0830-0845 and 1255-1335





Wednesday, 31 October 1984
Published Zone Closure: 1000-2200
Cantaloupe Intrusion: 1215-1245 (Note: When warned, boat

members became obscene
with helicopter crew
and were belligerent to
Coast Guard)

Thursday, 15 November 1984
Published Zone Closure: 0800-1700
Cantaloupe Intrusion: 1200-1430 (two incidents)

Of concern to all taxpayers is the dollar cost associated with
these delays and lost training time. A one hour delay on the.
dates indicated above resulted in the following costs which
represents waste or additional cost to the taxpayer.

Actual personnel costs for one hour (salaries of those
military and civilan workers involved in training)
equates to:

10 October
31 October
15 November

SI,466.09
S2,141.01
Si,212,08

cost tO reestablish a safe area through helicopter and
safety boat operations $615 each occurrence

Additionally, on any given day there are several million
dollars worth of military assets involved in these live fire
exercises. The average daily operational costs to train the
units involved in live firing on the dates cited were esti-
mated to be:

Tank Battalion
Amphibious Vehicle Battalion
Infantry Battalion

S18,858.83
$31,654.05
$ 4,232.73

Consequently, to waste an hour of operational time waiting to
clear the danger zone on the dates indicated above would equate
to the waste of over $2,281 in addition to the other costs listed.

I am certain you would not want your business to be burdened with
such additional and avoidable expenses: neither should the taxpayers’
defense dollar be wasted.

As commander of this installation, my responsibility is to provide
for the safe conduct of military training; to strike a balance of
this training with local environmental and community concerns, and
to operate the base in a cost effective manner, maximizing the ufility
of the taxpayer’s dollar. The open use of navigable waters under
Marine Corps Base control by local and commercial fishermen provides
ample access to waters when they are not restricted for military use.





You may not know Title 33, United States Code, section 3 and Title
33, Code of Federal Regulations, sections 204.56(a) through (g)
empower the Commanding General of Camp Lejeune to enforce federal
regulations to prevent injuries from target practice. Each willful
violation of the regulations prohibiting entry into the target area
during firing is punishable in U. S. District Court by confinement
not to exceed six months or a fine not to exceed $500.00. I am
empowered to take whatever reasonable measures are necessary to
enforce these regulations, to include detention and questioning of
violators.

I am sure you can understand our need to conduct this training and
our deslre to do it safely. We expend a great deal of time and
effort to publish firing notices so other users of the waters can
plan their activities. We would appreciate cooperation by those
operating the craft registered in your name and they are appropri-
ately instructed in the future.

L. H. BUEHL
Brigadier General, U. S. Marine Corps

Cbmmanding

Copy to:
Coast Guard
Corps of Engineers
HQMC (LFL)





 BUehl: Violations costtaxpayers
and overflights of the boat." Inthe Oct.
31 incident, he said; "when warned, boat
members became obscene with helicop-
ter crew and were belligerent to Coast
GuarL"

Petty Officer J.C. Lewis of the Coast
Guard Station in Swansboro said the
Coast Guard did not issue a citation to
the crew of the boat involved in the Oct.
31 incident. He said that although the
Coast Guard can issue citations, the Ma-
rine Corps has jurisdiction inside the

oh,,twh,h,,ildnateit.thboatsown. fn firina begins. ,..; - .’-,. safe area ost $615 per occurre ce.
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( Ca. CraigFisheiof Lejeune’t Jbmt water by one" local fishing boat hav , ve-re tTammg worn

Public Affairs said Tuesday, "Due to the continued"despite numerous warnings=,.

By Donna Long The cost ofthefour
JACKSONVILLE-- Th intrusion of .____ _’___t J_’___

boats into waters designated danger oeays, mcmtutg
zones during military f’n’ing exercises m
not only dangerous and illegal, but costs //////t/try/t/]d
taxpayers thousands of dollars, accord SillleS, totaleding to the commanding gener.al of Camp
Lejeune.

the costs of such intrusions in a Dec. 20
letter sent to a Snead’s Ferry fisherman, perso nature of the correspondence,
In the letter, Buehl said a fishingvessel Gem Buehl does not wish to comment on dangerLewisZone.said the C0ast’ Guard assists::"the
the man owns d_regarded’ dange.rw,n_e the matter." 2. ’ Marines" "We tell the boats to leave
regulations on several, occasion He,. Military umts at Camp ejeune con- 7 ut"CoastGuard;’

31 and tw on Nov. 1 in restricted.: tiC; 0ian in an estabhshed dangerzons:- ....
waters off Onslow and Browr south-southwest of Browns Island. Tw.,. -mmudin Cam .I..2 are ublished through the Coast
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Range Control

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542 IN REPLY REFER TO:

PROPOSAL Expand one hour AIWW closure to two and
four hours.

REQUIREMENTS: Increased Range Use
New Tank/LAV Gunnery Range
Improved Unit Firepower

BENEFITS: Improved Proficiency and Readiness
More Home Base Training

Time Savings
Money Savings

Tank Battalion transportation costs
to Ft. Pickett $250,000.00
Battalion deployment to MCB 29
Palms $619,000.00

COSTS OF DELAY: Hourly Personnel Costs Due to AIWW
Interruptions:

Tank Company $1,460.00
AMTRAC Company $2,284.00
Inf Trng School $1,794.00

Downrange safety sweep (boats, helos,
sentries) $2,100.00

AVERAGE DAILY COST OF FIELD TRAINING:

Tank Battalion $17,815.65
AMTRAC Battalion $29,908.15
Infantry Battalion $3,998.71
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Cost Accounting 03575

MARINE CORPS COMPOSITE STANDARD MILITARY RATE TABLE
EFFECTIVE 1 JANUARY 1984"

Pay Hourly Daily Monthly Annuz
Grade Rank or Grade Rate Rate Rate Rate

O-10 General
0-9 Lieutenant General
O-8 Major General
0-7 Brigadier General
0-6 Colonel
0-5 Lieutenant Colonel
0-4 .’.:ajor
0-3 Captain
0-2 1st Lieutenant
O-1 2nd Lieutenant

W-4
W-3
W-2
W-I

Warrant Officers

Chief Warrant Officer
Chief Warrant Officer
Chief Warrant Officer
Warrant Officer

Enlisteta Personnel

E-9 Sergeant Major/Master Gun-
nery Sergeant

E-8 First Sergeant/Master Ser-
geant

E-7 Gunnery Sergeant
E-6 Staff Sergeant
E-5 Sergeant
E-4 Corporal
E-3 Lance Corporal
E-2 Private First Class
E- Private

$36.97
38.03
37.34
-33.95
30.14
25.73
21.60
18.82
15.57
11.27

20.61
.16.47
14.64
12.74

$295.78
304.28
298.70
271.58
241.08
205.84
172.78
150.53
124.56
90.17

164.91
131.77
117.12
101.91

$6,409
6,593
6,472
5,884
5,224
4,460
3,744
3,261
2,699
1,954

3,573
2,855
2,538
2,208

18.00

15.00
12.56
10.51
9.04
7.57
6.31
5.75
5.19

120.03
100.48
84.08
72.33
60.54
50.48
45.97
41.48

3,121

2,601
2,177
1,822
1,567
1,312
1,094
996
899

$76,90
79,11
77,66
70,61.
62,68
53,51.
44,92:
39,13’
32,38
23,44:

42,87
34,26
30,451
26,49

37,45

31,201
26,12
21 ,.861
18,80:
t5,74(
13,12
11,95
IO,78:

These rates are effective May 1984 for costing military personnel services. However, the rates are effective January 1984 fo
recovering costs from non-Defense Federal agencies, Foreign Military Sales customers, non-Federal agencies (State and local govern,
ments), and from private parties where billing,for military personnel services is appropriate









From: Commanding General









3100
RCTL
26 Oct 1984

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDING GENERAL

Subj: Atlantic Intracoastal Materway (AIMM)

I. During the oral briefing of the subject as proposed at Range
Control, the CG asked that addltlonal, hlstorlcal staffing e
completed. Specifically, contact with LtCol H. BOZARTH, USMC
(retired) was suggested. This was accompllshed.

2. Mr. BOZART8 vaguely remembers that the AIN was infrequently
closed for a "day’s shooting." Sentries were utilised along the
shoreline to try to stop boaters. As now, many disregarded these
attempts to keep then safe. He agreed with the plans set forth in
the subect Position Paper, and went on to suggest that the Base
publish the appropriate Motces and implement the two or four hour
closure. Finally, he concurred with the "barrier plan" and felt
only the Cozpproval was necessary.

3. The gra at enclosure (l)ortraFs the last 12 months boat
traffic throu A;; L--Oslow Beach Bridge. Available data
can also show not only toEal boat count, but direction of travel,
whether day (0600-1800) or nght, humor of tugs/barges, and day of
the week throughout the year. Advance coordination with range users
can avoid long closures during ak boat traffic rlods.

4. Discussions with the past three RCOs and several RCDO’s reveal
that the ranges flrln toward/over the AINN in the recent past
(approximately five years) were put into "check fire" each time a
boat approached the aDZ. Due to low volue range use, this was not
surfaced as a significant problem.

5. Since the AINN "Barrier Plan" was first prop)sod in the early
part of this Fear, we have had only 3 boaters disregard the NP
Guard Boat and proceed through the channel. In each of these
instances the boater was ticketed at the other end. These 3 cases
occurred prior to this summer, and shortly after the PMO began
providing an MP in the Guard Boat. Apparently, the "word" is out.

6. Based upon the above, recommend approval of the closure
osltlons as nltlally presented; and elimination of the "Barrier
Plan" initiative. (Position Paper and Action Brief attached).

F. J. CI2ERLE
Range Control Officer
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HEADOUARTERS, MARINE CORPS BASE, CAMP LEJEUNE

Date: 9 Oct 84

POSITION PAPER

Staff Section: Assistant Chief of Staff, Training and Oprations

SubJ= ATLANTIC INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY (AIWW} TRAFFIC CONTROL

Ref (a) U. So Coast Pilot 4

1-. PoBLEN: Interference to range operations on G-S, 0-6, 0-7
from’boat traffic through the AIWWo

2o NHY REOUIRED: Opening the AIWW after every60 minute closure
is 0rly restrictive to training on ranges 0-5, 0-6, 0-7 This is
psrtlcularly counterproductive when Tanks, LVT*s, or LAV’s are trying
to shoot on the move.

the reference delegates
-he AIWW during llve firing to the CO, NC.

the authority to cl

-. b.- Currently, the AINN is closed for one hour periods during
fir!ng.". This allows boat traffic to ransit the AIli after no sore
than’an hour Walt The average transit time is 20 minutes, 30 mlnutes

over thlg dlsptlon to tralnlngj

(2) 2d AAV Bn .50 1

(4) 2d NAN .SO cal

(5) 2d MarDiv .50 cal, Radio Controlled Miniature
Aerial Target (RCMAT)





4. POSITION OF OTHER AGENCIES: During a conversation with

Mr. Charles Hollls, Chief, Regulatory Branch, U. S. Army Corps of

Engineers, Wilmington, N.C., Mr. Hollls confirmed the legality

and authority of the CG, MCB, CLNC to close the &IWM during live

firing. Be Is aware of our routine closures and receives and

processes our Notices to Mariners. Similarly, he is aware of our

local pollcy of opening the &I each hour and does not think

closure for two hour periods unreasonable.nor overly restrictive
to boating as long as we specify such in the Notice. Further-

more Mr. Hollls believes four hour closures for Tank, LVt, LAV

operations to be acptable if the frequency is not more than

fevtlmee a month." Additionally, the &IMW can be closed for the

entire day (or night) for special operations such as channel,..-

clearlng by EOD or major exercises (Solid Shield, NCCRES,-etc.).
Thirty day advance notice would be required. Finally, he assured
me that nearly all military bases have the same problems with.
boaters entering safety danger zones, and that our procedures were

sound and reasonable.

5. RECOMMENDED MCB POSITIONz Increase routine closure of &INN

to two hours ’uring .50 cal"flring and four hours during main gun
(Tank/L&V ) shoots.

6. R&TION&LE kproved training efflcienc and effectiveness,

with minimal, impact upon our civilian neighbors,

...

1lye firing scarlos: -. ’;:*:::’- .z...
.- -:-.. ::-:. _..--:"-:.= -.. ..:::.:: -........<.:. --.. -.................. :ul a leas 30 day.

::.Notices to Mariners

--,. ::_."

.?..-:._-.- ... :-._..-. ,: =.:...,,- ...:"

Disapproved
Commanding General*a
Decision Approved





1500
RCTL
27 Sep 84

RCO) and Mr. CHARLES
USA Corps of Eng, Wil,

rning closure of the
scummed. Agreement
vague as to procedures
T-3/N-I Impact Area.
uidance.

p. il/g as stated
of our routine clo-

"-----kv,J%

_
to Mariners. Similarly,
e AIWW each hour to
for two hour periods
nreasonable nor overly
fy such in the notice.
,,r closures during
f the frequency is not

he entire day (or night)
ng by EOD or major

-._..._.@,e, I,, . iS,_notice should be given
AND TEACtIEORGANIZATION S.. He does not need the
LEJEUNE HIHSCHOOL --___--fl in the MOB Range SOP.

CEJEUNE, NOR F[’ CAROLINA 28542

Sagency and boaters
the year), of the need

to close the’AI (om the New River and/or any of its eight sectors).
I will follow up on this and continue to work with him. Finally
he assured me that nearly all military bases have the se problems
with boaters enterin9 safety danger zones, and that our procedures
were sound and reasonable.

5. Action. With yncurrence I will initiate necessary action
to clo---e AIWW r two,hour periods for all firing of .50 cal and

above;fourhours forks/LVT/LAV exercises involving large caliber
firing; determine in advance needs to close the AIWW or New River
for more than four hours. This action will require accurate advanced
planning and execution by using units. The new Range SOP will reflect





ubj: AIWW TRAFFIC CONTROL

these new actions as well as the routine hourly closures.





11102
RCL

Commanding General, Narne Corps Base, Camp eJeune
Dlstrict Snineer, U. S. Army Corps of ngineers, 308
Custom House, Wilmington, HC 28401

DEVICE, ZNYRACOASTAL WAYgRWAY

Bncl : (1)

On/ted States Coast Pilot (July 83] Pars 204.56

Bridge Location
Bcheasttc Diagram of Restraint Device

1. Several "1Lye fire" ranges are located along our eastern

Weteay. Per 8fety purposes it As necessary to prohibit thepassage of rater trdfJdHrlng the egeratAon of those ranges.
Ristorially, Range Control tms positioned flags end seal1 boats
at either end o the waterway to insure the safety of boatmen.
This method has proved inadequate as some boatmen have dlaro-
girded these precautions and ontlnued 4ova tht wetevay

utilizing the range As forced to terminate training, or in thecase of aircraft, to return to base with unexpended ordnance
aboard and no training. 1ese evolutions are extremely costly interms of manpower hours, fuel burn, and most importantly, lost
training.

2. The proposed |olution 1| to set four utility poles in
concrete. One ut/llty pole vtll be set on each bank of the
lntreconstal Waterway at two separate loa..ttioas. (Bee enclosure(1)). A lime vitb fluorescent floating devices rill be used as a
barrier by extending St ro one utility pole to the other. uo
buoys will be used to waFa boats of the barrier aFea. The buoysv111 contain flag stand, flashing lantern, and an anbor haln.arnLng signs will also be planed prior to the barriers. Thesesigns will be turned over to cancel the "BaFfLer Ahead" at the
completion of the live ire. The aforementioned barrier v111
provide passive restraint and greatly enhance our capability to
conduct realistic training and still ensure the safety of our
neighbors and water travelers. (See enclosure (2)).

3. Point of contact at this Comeaed Ls Captain T. B. HOIfARD,ext. 3065/2102.

R. L. PORNANEK
hLef of Staff





Uo S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, WILMINGTON
CORPS IF ENGINEERS
3O8 CUSTOMHOUSE

WILMINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA

SAWOP 20 August 1959

PUHLIC NOTICE

The Commanding General, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina,
has made application for revision of Danger Zone Regulations affecting navigable
waters endangered by military artillery and bombing operations in the vicinity
of Onslow Beach, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina.

Attached hereto are maps showing areas of danger zones together with
regulations which are proposed to govern navigation within these areas. It is
to be noted that inclosures I and 2 are proposed revisions to existing danger
zone areas. Inclosure 3 is proposed to establish a new danger zone area in an
area where highly sensitive, unexploded projectiles are a serious hazard to
life and property.

Please advise me if you have any objections to these proposed changes in
Danger Zone Regulations or if you know of any person, firm, or association that
may be opposed to this action. Objections will be received at this office untl
21 September 1959.

3 Incls
Maps w/regulations

ROWLAND, JR.
i, Corps of Engineers

District Engineer
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_A DESC?IPTION: \
Beginning at latitude \
34037 32", longitude \
77o12’03"; thence to \
latitude 3436’ 58", \
longitude 77011 ’25", thence \
to latitude 3437’ 44" \
longitude T7I0’35"; thence to \
latitude 3432’27’’ , longitude \
77o06’30"; and thence to latitude \
34030’50", longitude 77o10’20"; \
and thenoe to latitude 34o36’00", \
longitude 77014’00"; and thence to
the point of beginning.
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NORTH CAROLinA Pamlico Sound, Bogue Sound, and adjacent waters

Danger area for Marine Corps operations amended as follows:

(c) TARGET AND BOMBING AREA ] ATLANTIC OCAN IN VICINITY OF

HKAR INLET (1) The following described area will be used

as a target and bombing area by Naval Aircraft: Beginning

latitude 3437’32", longitude 7712’03’’; thence to

34o37’44";longitude 77 I0 35 , then 3432’27’’’
longitude 7706’30"; and thence to latitude 34o30’50",
longitude 77o10’20"; and thence to latitude 34036 ’O0’’,

longitude 77o14’00"; and thence to the point of beginning.

(2) THE REGULATIONS No person is allowed to fish nor are

any boats, except boats attached to and operated "by the

United States Government bases in the vicinity, allowed to

operate in the Target and Bombing Area as described above.

(3) ENFORCING AGENCY The regulations in this section

shall be enforced by the Commander, Marine Corps Air Base,

Cherry Point, North Carolina, or his authorized representatives.





/ AMS ZOITION I
# /SHEET NI .18-A SERIES V501

/SCALE "I :250,000

/EA DESCRIPTION: The waters of the Atlantic
Ocean within a sector botmded on the north by

a line bearing 105 from latitude 3497’2",
loritude 77I0’95" on the east and soth b
the arc of a circle having a radius of

yards centered at latitude 34’ 15", longitude
7716’10"; on the west by a line bearing
from latitude 3432 97", lonitude 77I 8’
and on the northwest by the shore.

NOTE: All bearings in this section
are referred to True Meridian.

BROWNS
ILET

BOGE
INLET

3445
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lote See reverse side for
regulations to govern this
danger area.

3415

PROP0gD CHANGE TO
DANGER AREA SHOWN
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inclosure (2)





The regulations. (i) Sailing vessels and any watercraft hav-ng

a speed of less than 5 knots shall keep clear of the closed sector at

all times after notice of firing therein has been given. Vessels pro-

pelled by mechanical power at a speed greater than 5 knots may enter the

sector without restriction except when the firing signals are being dis-

played. When these signals are displayed, vessels shall clear the closed

sector immediately and no vessels shall enter such sector until the signals

indicate that firing has ceased.

(2) Firing wL1 take place both day and night at irregular periods

throughout the year. Insofar as training requirements will permit, under-

water explosions will be restricted in the Atlantic Ocean sector during

the periods May 1 to June 5, inclusive, and November 22 to December 15,
inclusive.

(3) To days in advance of the day when firing i the sector is

scheduled to begin, the enforcing agency will warn the public of the

contemplated firing through the public press and the United States Coast

Guard and the Cape Fear Pilots Association at Southport and the Plots

Association at Morehead City, North Carolina.

(4) Towers at least 50 feet in height will be erected near the

shore at the northeast and southwest limits of the Atlantic Ocean sector.

On days when firing is to take place a red flag will be displayed on each

of the ters marking the sector to be closed. These flags will be dis-

played by 8:00 a.m., and will be removed when firing ceases for the day.

Suitable rauge markers will be erected indicating the bearings of the north

and west limits of the Atlantic Oceau sector.

(5) During the night firing red lights will be displaed on the

towers and searchlights ill be employed as barrier lights to enable safety

observers to detect vessels which may attempt to enter the danger zone.

(6) The regulations in this section shall be enforced by the

Commanding General, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, and

such agencies as he may designate.





DRA} FROM C & S CHAT 1234
STALE 1:80,000

AREA DESCRIPTION: The sector of the Atlantic coast, %o include

all inlets, streams, bays, and water, mrshes, islands, banks, and

shores therein contained, bounded on the north by Bear Creek, on

the East and South by the Atlantic Ocean to the meridian 77o16’20";

thence by this meridian to latitude 3434’31 "; and thauce by a line

bearing S from this point until the line intersects Bear Creek.

NOTE: All bearings in this section are referred to
True Meridian.

34040’
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’720

34030
i’iote See reverse sid for regulations Inclosure (3)





ATLANTIC COAST SECTOR (Impact and danger area for aircraft bombing
and cannon fires)

THE AREA. The sector of the Atlantic Coast, to include all inlets,
streams, bays, and water, marshes, islands, banks, and shores.therein
conted, bounded on the North by Bear Creek, on the East and South
by the Atlantic Ocean, to the meridian 7716’20"; thence by this
meridian to latitude 3434’31"; and thence by a liue bearing o from
this point until the line intersects Bear Creek.

(NOTE: ALl bearings in this section are referred to true meridian)

THE REGULATIONS. (I) The waters included in the above areas shall be
closed to navigation at all times except for through traffic proceeding
along the Intracoastal Waterway or for vessels having specific authority
from the Commanding General, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, North
Carolina.

(2) No vessel shall attemptto anchor or land in this area due to the
presence of duds and Unexploded ordnance.

(3) The rgulations in this section shall be enforced by the Commanding
General, Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, or his authorized
representatives.





LIST TO RECEIVE ALL FUBLIC NOTICES RE PEP&TS

WASHINGTON; D.
Sen. Sam J. Ervin, Jr., Senate Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.
Sen. B. Eerett Jordon, Senate Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.
Asst. Chief of Engrs for Civil Wks, Dept of the Arm, ATTN: Oprs Div, Misc Civil Wks
Washington News Service, 1604 K. "Street, NW
The American Waterway Operators, Inc., Suite 502, 1025 Conn. Ave., NW, Wash 6, D. C.
Association of American Railroads, Transportation idg., Wash 6 D.C. (2)
Hydrographer, Hydrographic Office, Dept of the Navy.

RALEIGH N. C.
Honorable Luther H. Hodges Governor of the State of North Carolina
N. C. State Ports Authority (2)
N. C. Wildlife Resources Commission
N. C. Department of Conservation & Development
News and Observer
N. C. State Highway Commission
U. S. Dept of the Interior, Bureau of Sport Fisheries & WId]_tfe, Branch of River

Basin Studies, 2404 Hillsboro Street
Dept of Administration Division, N. C. Department of Justice

NCFOLK VIRGINIA
Chief Engineer, Norfolk Southern Railw Company
Esso Std Oil Co of New Jersey, Supply & Transportation Dept, 8201 Hampton Blvd, Nfk 8
Texas Company, Marine Dept.., PO Box 5116, South Norfolk, Va
Southern Transportation Company, 8400 Larrymore Avenue
Norfolk, Baltimore & Carolina Line, 937 East Water Street
Dept of Commerce, US Coast & Geodetic Survey, SE Dist Hqs, 102 W Olney Rd, Nfk I0
Commande, Fifth U. S. Coast Guard District

JACK0NVILLE FLA..
ogan Diving and Salvage, 309 Consolidated Building Jacksonville 2, Fla.
Cmlf Atlantic Towing Corporation PO Box 4908, Jacksonville I Fla.

-LMINGTON N. C.
N. C. State Highway Commission
Parmele-Harrelson Dredging Corp.,

(6)
242 Princess Street

NEW YORK N. Y.
Continental Grmin Co., 220 Produce Exchange, E 4, NY, ATTN:
CAPTAINS CLUB, Inc., Iii East 39th Street, NY 16, NY.

Coordination Dept.





International Paper Company, Souther Kraft Division, Georgetow South Carolina.

Outboard Boating Club of America, 307 North Michiga Avenue, Chicago, llinois.

C. G. Willis, Inc., PO Bx 128, Paulsboro, N. J. ATTN: r. Jack Hog.

Mr. John B. Quinu, 518 Sharpe Buildug, Lincolu, Nebraska.

S. C. Lovelaud Co Inc., 151 South Front Street, Philadelphia 6, Peusylvania.

T. B. Hutcheson, Chief ugr., Seaborad Air Line Railroad Co., 3600 West Broad St.,

Richmond, Virginia.
Ben Wattenberg, Eitor, RIVERS & HARBORS Magazine, 80 Lincoln Avenue, Staford, Conn.

Division Egr, USA Engr iv, S. Atlantic, PO Box 1889, Atlanta, Ga., ATTN: SADKO.

Keystone Steel Wire Company, Peoria, lllinois.









thosa portions of the proposed existing danger area which are

in fact endangered by military target practice. Thus, in lieu

of using a standard 25,000 yard danger zone fan, as authorized

under present laws, the military will use only that portion of

the navigable area which is in fact made dangerous by target
.practice. In certain instances, the type of ordnanca impacted in

’e area requires the use of less than a 25,000 yard danger zone

ea, and at such times, only that portion will be excluded to

navigation.

It is worthy of mention that the Commanding General has always
invited requests to adjust the military training schedule so as

not to unreasonably interfere with the food fishing industry.

For example, target practice in the danger zone area is curtailed

during the months of January, May and December, in the interests

of the Menhaden Fishing Industry.

The Commanding General’s proposal has been explained and dis-

cussed with interested parties. There appeared to be no protests
to its establishment and adoption.

PROPOSAL NO. 3. As noted in Enclosure (3) to EXHIBIT "A",
the Commanding General proposes the establishment of a new

dsnger zone area and the adoption of appropriate regulations

thereto. Establishment of the proposed danger zone area and

adoption of the proposed regulations would exclude the use and
no---.on n? Mo-o u+.i.aed in 1h proposed_dan__s___er

national defense and for the better protection of life and

oroperty, it is requested that the proposal be approved without

aalification. More particularly, and in support of the

Co.mmanding General’s proposal, the following information is sub-

mitred for consideration:

I. Except for a portion of the submerged lands of "Brown’s
Inlet", and subject to an easement for the Intra-Coastal
Waterway, the United States of America, in 19&I, condemned in

fee simple, lands located within the proposed danger zone area,
for the purpose of establishing a Marine Corps training area.
(See EXHIBIT "C") As illustrated by EXHIBIT "B", the Marine

Corps use of the area is primarily concerned with artillery
target practic and aircraft bombing exercises. The nature of

the Marine Corps lands at Camp Lejeune negate possible consider-

ation of alternate areas which may be utilized for this purpose.
It is essential to the 9ulfillment of the Marine Corps mission

that the proposed danger zone area continue to be available for

artillery and bombing exercises.
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